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TYLE is the first
attraction of a Berg
Hat. The Sta« Shape
feature is what brings
men back for “another
Berg.”

S

ALL THE HOME NEWS
Subscription $3 00 per year payable In id
ance; single copies three cents
Advertising rates based upon circulation and
very reasonable.
Communications upon topics of general Inter
est are solicited.
Published every Tuesday, Thursday and Sat
urday morr.’ng, from 469 Main Street, Rock
and, Maine.
Entered at the postofflee In Rockland for cir
culation at second-class postal rates.
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HERE THEY ARE
THE MECHANICAL GEAR SHIFT
(NOT ELECTRICAL)

SENSATION OF THIS YEAR’S NEW YORK
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Before You Wash Those Blankets
and Quilts, Read This
Our new mill process will renew the life of your blankets, restore
their fine soft fleeciness and prepare them for a summer storage.
Whether it is a fine woolen blanket or a long staple cotton, or a
mixture of the two, the individual fibres of the thick nap should be
carefully straightened out and fluffed up. This will give them won
derful softness and warmth.
Moths seldom touch Clean, Dry, Woolens. Let us wash a new
year’s life into those beautiful blankets of yours. You’ll be delighted
with their newness.
We also make a specialty of Family Washing at very attractive
prices.
JUST PHONE—WE’LL SEND FOR THEM PROMPTLY

PEOPLES LAUNDRY
25-30

17 LIMEROCK STREET. TELEPHONE 170

Be Thrifty
Did you ever bear of anybody retiring
on the money they had spent?

$744,490.24

in INTEREST has been paid by this
institution to the people of Knox
County during the past nineteen
years.

YOUR SAVINGS ARE
PROTECTED

in a Trust Company, as the State Law
requires us to hold in separate reserve
$1.00 worth of assets as security for
every $1.00 of Savings Deposits.

Security Trust Company
ROCKLAND. ME.
CAMDEN,

VINALHAVEN,
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THE CITY ELECTIONS
Republicans Lost, Eastport,
But Regained Saco—Some
of the Contest Features.

ROCKLAND. /KAINL

AND CHICACO

••• ••• ••• •••

The first springs of great events, like
••• those of great rivers, are often mean •••
and little—Swift.

UNION,

WARREN

In the elections Monday in eight
Maine cities, the Republicans lost th
mayoralty at Eastport and control of
he <Jty government there, but regalneo
ontrol at Saco, which was lost to th ■
>emocrat.f a year ago for the first time
ince 1911. Eastport has not had a
Democratic mayor for a decade.
Mayors were re-elected In live cit
es, in three instances without opposi
tion. daylight saving time won in a refrendum at Rockland, but lost at Bath
The hardest fight perhaps was in
aco, where Mayor Walter J. Gilpatick. Democrat, was re-elected by 29
otes on the face of the returns from
ward officials. An examination of the
ballots may result in a petition for a
-count.
Another close contest was that in
Eastport, where former Mayor Edward
M. Cherry, Republican representative
to the Legislature was defeated by 46
otes by Edward F. Heffron, who made
an issue of geewing expenditures the
past five years.
Non-partisan tickets were chosen
ithout opposition in Bath and Ells
worth. while the Republicans had a
clear field in South Portland and the
Democrats in Lewiston, the latter being
nopposed, for the first time In the
history of the shoe manufacturing city.
Waterville and Rockland continue
Democratic. The Republicans elected
ne and the Democrats two women
members of the city council in Rock
land.

In the recollections of the palmy Knox County days of the granite industry, that in the past few years have appeared in the columns of The CourierGazette, the contributions from former workmen at Clark’s Island have figured prominently. To the considerable circle of readers to whom these recollec
tions have appealed the accompanying greup photograph will have especial interest- The original from which this cut is made was furnished by Lewis
Petrie of 17 Maverick street, Rockland. Perhaps our readers can supply the names of the group. In doing so, please begin with the boy at the front, then
indicate row by row, beginning with front one, and at the left hand in each case. The Courier-Gazette will welcome communications on the subject.

was bowed reverently he repeated the
PROTECTING PUBLIC
GARDENER'S PLACE
Dud's Prayer he had learned in child
hood.”
• • • •
Against Unauthorized and In Said To Be Sought By Michi
declares That Hereafter He Is
Spokane, Wash., Feb. 28.—In excTo Devote One-tenth of His Icution of his announced purpose of dcdiscriminate Collections In
gan Ex-Senator—What Mr.
1 voting one-tenth of his income to
Name
of
Salvation
Army.
Gardener
Says.
Income To Christ.
furtherance of the Christian religion,
Fred Stone, comedian, upon the occa
Obadiah Gardner, American chair
(’o’. W. A. McIntyre, head of the Sal
The press of the country during the sion of his recent appearance at a local
• ♦ ♦ •
past
week
has
been
giving
much
pub

theatre mailed a check for $100 to the vation Army in New England, has an man of the International Joint ComWaterville—Mayor Leon O Tebbetts,
Democrat, was returned to office by a licity to Fred Stone, the noted come Central Methodist Chruch of tills city. nounced his Intention of putting a stop nission, when informed Tuesday of a
majority of 1107 over Frank W. Smith, dian, whose work upon the stage dur Reports from other cities in Montana to the practice of soliciting funds in the report from Washington that he might
t.is Republican opponent. The Demo- ing the past twenty-five years has and Washington, where he played en name of ihe Salvation Army by unau- |retire from that commission, said ha
gagements since his conversion, said
rats carried live wards. The Demo
thorized persons, members of other or- j had no definite statement to make,
cratic majority last year was 1009. An brought delight to millions of people. that he had made similar contributions
unusually lively campaign, the .main is The story fits in with the campaign of to churches in those places Stone’s ganizations and by Salvationists them- , “We have our next meeting in Washsue of which was law enforcement, publicity that just now is being carried j letter accompanying his check to the selves, who in their zeal often go out-jDigton the first Tuesday in April, ho
local church read:
side of the territory allotted to them. I ^dded, “and there may be developpreceded the election this year.
on by the clergymen of Knox County,
....
“‘In loving loyalty to my Lord and! Coi. Mcintyre says he is determined I merits at that time.
and the story as sent out from New as an -ack.nowledment of his ownership.
Mr. Gardner became a member of tho
Saco.—Mayor Walter J. Gilpatrick, York is here reproduced in brief for
to protect the public in the New Eng
I covenant «to pay the tenth of my in land Province against imposters who commission in 1913 and has served
Democrat, was re-elected over William The Courier-Gazette readers:
come for the purpose of maintaining go about soliciting funds in the name longer than a .y predecessor. He has
L. Elmer, Republican, by 29 on the face
* * • *
and extending the kingdom of God.’’
if official returns from ward officers.
of the Salvation Army. Very often gen also held tne American chairmanship
Lured back to Christianity as he sat
The vote was 1249 to 1220 The Re
erously disposed people make dona longer th in any other man. He is in
publicans, however, carried four of the idle in a sleeping car stalled in a snow
The following editorial appeared in tions which they are led to believe are clined to think that somebody may bo
seven wards. 'I he Democrats last year storm in the Dakotas, Fred Stone, the Boston Herald:
to he used for Salvation Army charita seeking the Administraition’s favor in
behalf of one of the “lame ducks” re
arried five wards and elected the comedian, one of the gayest lights
ble and relief work
Fred
Stone
’
s
Case
mayor for the first time since 1911. A ever to illuminate Broadway, has dedi
In his letter to mayors of cities, heads sulting from iast year’s Congressional
The story of the conversion of Fred
recount may he requested after an ex cated the rest of his life to Christ and
of police departments and newspaper elections. The Washington despatch
tenth of his large income " to the Stone is fresh enough and interesting (ditors, Colom : McIntyre says:
intimates thar. Hon. Charles E. Towns
amination of the ballots for mayor, bechurch. Though not devoutly religious, enough as news to have a large place
* * * *
end of Michigan, who retired from tho
ause of t|,e close result.
Stone always had been regarded as a on the first page of the Now Ycrk
• • • •
“We are constantly receiving •com Senate, March 4, may be Mr. Gardner’s
South Portland.—Mayor William R. man devoted to his family, and his World and to be exploited ir all the plaints from different parts of New successor.
McDonald, Republican, was re-elected reconversion—he was baptized many afternoon papers of yesterday. A pop England that unauthorized persons
ular comedian, well known on Broad wearing the uniform of tho Salvation
ERNEST DAVIS’ TRIP
for a fourth term, without opposition. years ago—didn’t surprise the White
way, a money-maker and one of the Army, or that of another organization
With one exception, the aldermen are Light district. The strangeness of the
incident, as reported from Butte, Mont., wealthiest members of his profession, similar to the popular Salvation Army Knox County Reader Enjoyed the De
Republicans.
lies in the manner of its occurrence. after having been snowbound for a uniform have been soliciting money in
....
tails Of It As Set Forth In This
week in the Dakotas, buys a Bible at the name of our own organization.
Paper
Eastport.—Edward H. Heffron, Dem Stone, in a telegraphed statement to
Billings, Mont., and joins the little Most of the complaints come at a time
ocrat, was elected mayor, over Edga- the New York World, said:
“What you read in the Butte Miner is Methodist church at Mountain View. when we have no properly authorized Editor of Tim C( urier-Gazette:—
M Cherry, Republican by 46 majority
After hearing an exposition of the law solicitors in the field. We find that
I want to write a few words in regard
The vote was 438 to 392. It was the true, 1 am not looking for publicity. It
of the tithe he promptly contributes many of these solicitors belong to some
first time since 1912 that a Democratic is a simple and natural thing, much too
$70 to the .Sunday school and an < ther organization who use the name to Ernest Davis’ southern trip. Now
sacred
to
be
used
as
a
copy.
”
mayor had been elected in this city.
It seems that Stone acted on his re nounces his intention of henceforth of the Salvation Army in obtaining I don’t know Mr. Davis, only that ho
The city council split even on political
giving a tenth of his income for Christ money. In older then to govern the is a partner of Fuller-Cobb-Davis, a
ine»s, four Democrats and four Repub- solve by dropping oft his train at Bil
lings. Mont., and buying a Bible. After ian work The Butte Miner told the activities of our own people and to pre buyer of antiques and owner of a farm
licens being elected.
....
eading it and praying, he was ready, story and Fred Stone confirms it by vent imposters Irom swindling the pub in the town of Union, but I iVant to
telegram in a simple statement of lic, we are putting forth a strong effort: say that the description of his recent
Bath.—Alderman Oliver Moses was when Butte was reached, to go to the
three sentences which merit the sym
“First, to regulate our own people, vacation in the South is the best thing
chosen mayor and this city Is to have Rev.'Mr. Clifford, drop on his knees and
a non-partisan government for a sec pray again and take some spiritual ad pathetic consideration of all who read keeping them in their proper fields of I’ve read for a long time and you know
the
tale.
The
final
sentence
Is
this:
Tho Courier-Gazette is full of good
solicitation.
ond year. The entire Citizens' or non vice. The next day, Sunday, he ap
“Second, to stop indiscriminate solic things, always. There was a certain
partisan ticket, selected by the Repub peared in the pulpit and told his life “It is a simple and natural thing, much
too
sacred
to
be
used
as
copy.
’
’
iting in the name of the Sn Iva ton Army spice aibout that article 'Which gave it
lican and Democratic city committees, story to an astonished congregation.
True it is sacred, but it is copy by imposters.
just the right ilavor, and made it thoi His income is estimated at $125,000
was elected without opposition, except
nevertheless.
The
story
of
that
event
“Third, to make it impossible for cughly enjoyable
in Ward 6. where Chester H. McCalbe, annually. Besides, he -has a large
in
the
life
of
a
mature
man
of
49
just
There are a good many people from
members of < ther organizations to pass
running on an independent Republican realty holdings, including a 20-story
ticket, defeated William S. Kelley, the building here and a large farm and about at the summit of a successful th, mselves off as raising money for Knox county who go to distant States
career,
respected
by
his
fellow
stage
the Salvation Army.-illhough they may to visit or live, who could write just
Citizens’ candidate, 76 to 54, for alder Lung Island country house. He and
men and characterizes! by Will Rogers be wearing
uniform that to those such breezy articles diserrbing the part
man. Daylight saving time was de his company now are in Seattle.
I am now determined to live a as “always a serious thinker but never who are not well posted would be very of America we less fortunate ones will
feated by 85 votes, the totals being 489
devoutly
religious,
”
that
story
will
be
never be able to see (except in dreams)
deceiving.
in favor and 584 against it in the ref Christian life,” Stone is quoted by the
“Beginning today every Salvation and in so dqing bring enjoyment to
Rev.. Mr. Clifford as telling him. “I mean used to point a moral and adorn a
erendum.
• • * •
to be true to this decision to the end of tale for many a year—'how he fell to Army ofli • t in New England in a city many oth or3 w|/ > like myself read and
thinking in the isolaition of the snows or town when? we have work in prog re-read The Cc urier-Gazette.
Ellsworth- The non-partisan ticket the trail."
and prairies while traveling with his ress will be definitely instructed to keep
“A Header.”
again was returned. There was oppo
Wahington, March 5.
Describing the event, the Rev. Mr. company westward and how he acted within the limits dedinod in his pass.
sition only in one ward, H. Freemont
“This pass will he leather covered,
Maddockn, Democrat, running for a! Clifford telegraphed 'to New York immediately upon the decision once he
Of course it’s too early to be play
dcrinan in Ward 4. For street commis friends: "Stone entered my study at had made up his mind what he ought the collector’s photograph will be found
Such stories abound. The in the upper right hand corner, the ing baseball, but not too early to be
sioner, Joseph Morrison, Republican the Mountain View Methodist Episco to do.
He mighty epic of St. Paul stands at the pass will be numbered, and will be thinking
about it—especially
the
defeated John Neville, Democrat, by pal Chrueh, Saturday, Feb. 17.
told of having been snowbound a week top of the list. The wonderful tale of signed by myrelf (W A. McIntyre, Twilight League—interest in which
about 150 voles.
• • » •
in the Dakotas and thinking seriously St. Augustine has a high place therein. Colonel) and countersigned by William was otic of the prime factors In the
erw’iolm-lng passage of the daylight
Lewiston.—For the first time In th of his personal resiionsibillty toward And in the middle ages and through C. Crawford, General Secretary. The.
history of Lewiston Democrats had no Ood. At Billings he purchased a Bible modern centuries men of every type signature of the officer or collector will saving measure Monday. It is hoped
now here and now Jtfiere have thus re also be found on the pass. This will be this year to have Thomaston and Cumopposition ii the municipal election and began to read and pray.
He said that his instincts were good sponded to some kind of mystic appeal, an aid in checking wherever there is Men in the league, as well as Rockport,
and as a' result the smallest vote since
the city was incorporated, was cast and that his playing was always they have answered some sort of invi doubt.
“We invite all mayors, police-depart•
1,069. Mayor Ixiuis J. Braun was re wholesome and clean. Yet he realized tation, they have accepted some form
elected for a second term. They also something had been lacking in his life. of challenge—they have been “con mc-nt. heads, am editors of newspapers, YOUR FAVORITE POEM
elected the seven aldermen, five of wh im I explained ito him the meaning of verted” is the old phrase. Fred Stone’s w’ho hear of Salvationists soliciting in
Whatever your occupation may be and howare members of the present board.
Christianity and the necessity of faith is not a case of emotional ecstasy. He their city or town to challenge them, ever
crowded your hours with affaire, do not
in Jesus Christ and acceptance of His seems deliberately and calmly to have and examine their credentials. We fail to secure at least a few minutes every day
acted
upon
the
conclusions
he
reached
trust
that
this
plan
will
do
away
with
for
refreshment
of your inner life with a bit
program. While on our knees Fred
HIGH COST OF NOTHING
—Charles Eliot Norton.
the practice « f collecting in the name >»f poetry.
Stone gave his life to God. Mr. Stone alone.
of the Army v/ithout authorization.”
attended services Sunday morning and
HYMN
The high cost of nothing is the big
R. U. Collins is prepared to assist in
listened to a sermon on the divine
For My Brother’s Ordination
problem of the shoe trade today. Th
principles of property ownership. making income tax returns. 375 Main
Christ to the .voting man said: “Yet one thing
more;
cutting of -holes in leather is working After the benediction he grasped the Street.—20-tf
If thou wouldst perfect be
havoc In-factory time tables as well as pastor's hand and said:
Sell all thou Last and give it to the poor,
” 'I shall give one-tenth of my income
And come and follow' me!”
in cost sheets The high cost of noth
for Christsdan work.’
The Reliable and Satisfactory
To
have
your
films
promptly
ing—the holes in sandals—is difficult to
Within
Ibis temple Christ again, unseen,
/
“He attended Sunday school and
Those sacred words hath said
appreciate. A smart pattern may hav contributed $79 to the school and the
And bis Invisible hands today have been
Psychic and Spiritual
Laid on a young man’s head
developed and printed
from twenty to forty cutouts in ea'h church. He ascended the pulpit and
shoe. If the work -is to be done by told his life story and his decision. He
And evermore beside him on his way
hand, it necessitates first cutitng in the told of ihis early home in Denver, his
The unseen Christ shall move,
send or bring them to
he may lean upon Ids arm and say,
upper leather department at an ap expeniencce on the plains. Twenty
Can be consulted every Tuesday and Thiit
“Dost thou, dear Lord, approve?”
proximate cost of three-quarters of a years before he was baptized in the
Wednesday from 10 A. M. to 8 P. M.
cent tier hole, then the stitcher gets Methodist Church, but sdnee had
Beside him it the marriage feast shall be,
29 PARK STREET
To make the scene more fair:
an equivalent three-quarters of a cent scarcely attended service, he declared.
APPOINTMENTS BY PHONE, 799W Beside him in the dark Gethsemane
“ ‘I am now determined to live a
for running thread around it and finally
Of pain and midnight prayer.
l$6»tf
the lining cutter gets paid the same Ohnistian life,' he said. ‘I mean to be
O holy trust! 0 endless sense of rest I
amount fo- making the equivalent hole true to this decision to the end of the
Like the beloved John
ENGRAVED CARDS—Cull at thia office and
in the doughnut. Nothing—surrounde trail.’
examine atyles. If you already have a plate To lay his head upon the Saviour’s breast,
by leather, lining and stitching.—Dry
"Fred Stone then fell upon his knees
And
thus to journey on!
brine it In and let ua print you cards io laleal
—Henry W. Longfellow,
size. THE CDUIUEB GAZETTE.
Goods Economist.
at the chancel and while every head

FRED STONE, ACTOR .
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DONSON

ROCKLAND SAVINGS BANK
«
ROCKLAND, MAINE

By saving one dollar, the possibility of acquiring hundreds be
comes real. The best reason for saving no4v is, the older you grow
the less you can earn, and it's the dollars saved early in life that tell
when the future days of need shall arrive.
Deposits are received from one dollar to five thousand dollars.

MEDIUM

CARVER’S

BOOK STORE
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CLARK’S ISLAND DAYS

THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK

Wherein Is Established Another Link
With That Ancient Busy Period

Rockland, Maine, March 8, 1923.
Personally appeared Frank S. Lydflie, who on Editor of The Courier-Gazette: —
oath declares that he is pressman in the office
of the Rockland Publishing Co. .and that of
Mornings at the corner where I take
the issue of The Cour'.er-Cazette of March. «.
I‘l.5, there was printed a total of 6.103 copies the street car I have noticed a man who
Before tue,
FRANK B MLLLER,
mine out of a side street near where 1'
Notary Public

BIG

LEAGUE IN ACTION

3ut Three-Fifths of Portland’s Professional Team.
Match For Us—All Stars Here Friday Night

The series between Rockland and ’aking the ball from Ft. Aubin’s slick
live and took the car at the same time. Portland, which began Monday night on rush, plastered the apple the whole
This had been going on for some time. with Portland’s one-«ided victory in length of the rink with a mighty drive
and straight into the curtains. After
To me he was just plain Man, the same, that city, finally went to St. Aubin’s
this Brown kept the spectators all "het
BIBLE THOUGHT
no doubt, as I was to him. On a recent men, who defeated the Forest City- up" by his terrific swipes, but although
Saturday morning when it was cold, quintet G to 3 Tuesday night anjd S to 4 his long ri.tgc marksmanship was un—FOR TODAY
nr.d the wind blew, and the ear didn't
usiu lly good, Purcell blocked all the
Bible Tboeehte ro^i-omed. will prove
phceleee heritage in after yearn.
come along, Mr. Man and I sought a last night. In the game which Port lest. Bo'ieha-d scored the only counter
doorway to escape the inclemency of land won that team had the valuable for the invaders in the final period,
the weather. Naturally we spoke of issistanee of "Kid’ Williams, but Rock when he slashed one into the cobwebs
ALMIGHTY PROTECTION: — He his weather, when my chance neighbor land was without the services of Cu at a different angle.
that dwelleth in the secret place of the said:
sick, whe had bet n called home by his
Portand
Rockland
Most High shall abide under the shad
Kid Williams lr
"This reminds me of some of the mother's Illness.
lr St. Aubin
ow of the Almighty.—Psaini 91:1.
Cusick joined the Rockland term Red Williams 2r
winters in Maine, when 1 was a boy.”
. 2r Therrien
Then I sat up and took notice, for he Tuesday but Kid Williams. v. „ > went Skillings •' ............................... c Bouchard
Public sentiment in Rath, as reflected vas no longer just plain Man, he wan a ack to play with Lowell, was unable Brown hb ................................... hb Fuller
to get here hist night m account of the Pence c ............:....... c Purcell
State of Maine Man.
by Mr. Nichols’ excellent paper, the
•What part of Maine do you come blizzard, which tied "p railroad truffle
First Period
Bath Times, has lately shown a much
in Maine. He rea-hed Portland late 1 Portland —Bre-wn
.12
>m?" I asked.
2.02
more decided trend in favor of the
I was born in Rockland," was the rt the afternoon, and wired that it was 2 Portland—K. WHIiams
impossible to get here in time as the
Second Period
Kennebec Bridge proposition, but it is reply.
12.09
Is that so! I was born in St. train was four nours tale. It was a 3 Portland—K. Williams
plainly evident that its endoseinent is
great disappoint™ • it to she Inca' fans, 4 Portland------ R. Williams
,0G
George."
wholly conditional upon the hr:dge
Third Period
“Well I was brought up in St. who had hoped to sea the leading rush
1.20
being built at Bath. An editorial in George." the man said. “On the Seal er of -the National I.engte. but ,t was 5 Rockland—Bouchard
r.o small treat t> sea thiec such stars
2 40
Tuesday evening's issue of the Times, Harbor road from Wiley’s Corner to its "Red” Williams, Gid Brown and G Portland—R. Williams
Rushes: Kid Williams, 4; St. Aubin,
Clark’s Island."
says:
3. Stops: Pence, 39: Purcell, 48. Foul:
When he said Clark’s Island he was Pence.
Those three players will play here Red Williams. Referee: Welch.
According to a Maine evening paper no longer a mere State of Maine Man—
• • • •
again tomorrow night, reinforced by
of Saturday, it is possible that the he was a long-lost brother.
Ways-and Bridges committee may rec
"My name is Crocker," I came back Kehoe of the Westerly team, and Tony
Rockland 6, Portland 3
Welch of the New Bedford—five Na
ommend granting a charter for the at him.
The Portland Blues did not have Kid
tional Leaguers in the lineup.
building of a bridge across Mie Kenne
'And mine is Wiggin."
Williams in their lineup Tuesday night
bec river, which shall be a toll bridge
“Do you know Charlie Godfrey?" I
Rockland 8, Portland 4
and despitethv vonderfulshowing madbut which shell not be financed by the asked.
After the first period last night there by the th-ee leaguers—Red Williams.
State, either by appropriation or any
“Sure I do
was never any question as to how the Gid Brow i .arul Pence—were clearly
other form of financing. This .is said
And the Richardses, end the Colletts, game would result, for the score stood oatciasse.l.
to be only a guess, as the committee and the Spargos, and the Vanners,
to 2 in the home team's favor, and
Thrice lit the first period the red
lias not taken up the matter in exe and—?"
bi. Aubin’s men were keeping up a sphere was laced into the Portland
cutive session end no actual decision
"Sure I dol"
continuous fusillade on the Portland igloo, and M-. Pence guardsman ex
has been reached. We believe that,
The car just then came along. We cage.
traordinary, found as ^nuch work on
should the committee decide to grant gut in and sit together and talked a
Rockland increased its lead ln: the his hands (and feet) as he had at any
a, charter to any individual or corpo stteak. The following Monday morning seecr.d period, wheh. however was the time during the National League.
ration. to build a bridge across the v. met again and started in where we fastest that an./-Rockland crowd ever Twenty-six timet, during that period
Kennebec river that the committee had left off Saturday. Alex (Alex Wig witnessed. "Red" Williams was ail over was the ball shot at him. and 23 times
should define the limits within which gin was the full name) worked on the tlie lot, and during the game made all did he turn it bock by a series of gym
the bridge must be built. Under the island about 1SS6 or so. He told me four cf Portland's g< als but the team nastic contortions that would have
action, which it is hinted may be taken, he was with Supt. Miller when the work was in marked contrast to that made the average athlete look like a
unless limits are defined, the bridge bamboo pole slipped through the su shown by the Rockland forwards.
cripple in a patent medicine advertise
might be built across the river at any perintendent’s hand and hit him in the eye
The defensive work of Cusick and ment- Purcell meantime was called
joint between Moosehead lake and the and killed him. He worked there also Purcell w::s exceptionally good, b’l upon to make only eight stops, and had
sea. Both people want to know that, with Eddie (now Capt. Alfred E. Raw- thanks to the former Purcell had a plenty of opportunity to survey the
if the Kennebec river is brideed. it is to ley). Eddie on» day got a clip on the ceniparativHy easy time. Not so the scenery.
bei spanned here and not ‘ up stream hand from a hammer, threw down the fiiskv Pence, who kicked to the right,
The second period was more evenly
os was mentioned in the bill asking for drili and remarked:
kicked to the left, turned somersaults, balanced. “Red" Williams proved him
“If 1 can’t make a living without and almost tuned inside out. When self a premier juggler, and would have
a charter for this proposed toll bridge.
working on a. stone quarry I'll quit the returns from the lost ward were in tilled the Rc-ck’and cage had it not bee
Daylight saving In Portland will be living."
it was found that he had made a grand for the busy irterference of t-he Rock
Be he quit, and the world in general total of 81 stops.
land defense. He did cage two in that
put in operation May 6. and will close
no the Eastern Steamship Lines in
The score:
period, and did it -with so much em
Sept. 9. The exact period for Rockland particular are thereby the better off by
First Peried
phasis that the bull would have kept
has not been determined, but the Port cue A1 steamboat captain.
1 Portland—Williams
.01 on going i i Tillson wharf if the vener
When
I
extract
from
Alex
all
he
2
land dates are highly satisfactory, in
Rorttl.md—Therrien
4.10 able goal cage did not have such a
.15 powerful e/nstitution.
our opinion. The beginning is cer knows about the island you'll hear from 3 Rocklar.d—St. Aubin 1
4 Rockland—Bouchard
me again.
Boze.
4.01
TheSe two goals were quickly nulli
tainly early enough and little is to be
West Somerville.
5 Portland—Williams
.43 fied. however, for Bouchard made one
gained by having the closing date
5.43 goal In 48 seconds and Therrien was
[Our valued correspondent’s commit- 6 Rockland—St. Aubin
later than Sept. 9. Last year the sys (nation falls in most appropriately
only two seconds longer in getting an
Second Period
.38 other.
tem continued through the whole with the Clark's Island group picture 7 Rockland—Therrien
that had been prepared for this issue of 8 Rockland—Bouchard
The ’bird period was marked by the
.09
month of September, which seems to
the paper and which is likely to stir b Portland—Williams
13.20 flashiest i»olo ever seen in the Arcade,
be quite superfluous as there is hardly additional recollections of those eventful
and the fans were in an ecstacy of de
Third Period
anybody who can benefit by such an days of a half century ago.—Ed.]
10 Portland—Williams
1.25 light over the wonderful work of both
arrangement and it interferes with the
11 Rockland—Therrien
3.34 teams. "Chick" St. Aubin, who had
12 Rockland—Therrien
9.13 made the first goal of the evening, also
plans of some housewives who have SKOWHEGAN, FORMERLY MILScore, Rockland 8, Portland 4. Rush made the closing argument for that
BURN
children in school and husbands who
es. St. Aubin 9, Williams 6. Stops, Pur- team, and “Red” Williams made his
may be working under a standard time
.•ell 37, Pence SI. Referee, Winslow. third.
Editor of The Courier-Gazette: —
Cusick" made his debut “with th
arrangement. Let’s make it as satis
Timer, Davies. Scorer, White.
I am rather interested in the Bloom
Rockland team and was a won
•
•
»
•
factory as possible to everybody con
derlul help, not only to Purcell
field-Milburn discussion and enclose a
Portland 5, Rockland 1
cerned.
but in h-is clever feeding of the ball t
blotter put out by the Skowhegan pa
The game was played In Portland rhe i ushers. Cusick weighs 175 pounds,
The Census Bureau statisticians per. I am living with Canaan people, and the following account is from what ai d the strenuous sport brought great
who have always understood the mat the Evening Express had to say about drops of perspiration to his manly
publish the unwelcome information ter as the blotter gives it.
It:
brow, but he was on the job every sec
• • * •
that the birth rate decreased and the
Linda Carver.
or d
The crowd while regretting to
While closer battles have been fought, see Wright eliminated from the Rock
Hartland, March 3.
death rate Increased during the firs:
no
faster
ontett
has
been
played
on
The Blotter Reads
land lineup, cot-ld not fail 'to recognize
nine months of 1922. Even more un
the local rink this season. The visitors
Important data in the history of fairly flashed speed and fit. Aubin. Cusick’s value to the reorganized team
welcome is the official announcement
That effervescent streak of eanned
Skowhegan, complied by Independent- Bouchard and Therrien burned up the
that Maine’s mortality rate of 14.3 was
lightning known as Bouchard fairly
Reporter Co.:
oards
as
they
darted
like
wasps
outdid himself iff Ibis game, on one
the highest of any state in the Union.
1770 Land giants of this section around the surface.
occasion shooting the bail agains
This should serve as an inspiration for tiled.
The feature de luxe of the game, I’ence’s shins five times in succession
1771 This section explored by Joseph however, was the work of rhe Williams
continued efforts in the Health De
Weston, Peter Haywood and Jonathan brothers, Kid and Red, who, teaming hefore anybody could succeed in get
work
partment, and the excellent
ting it away 1'iom him. With St. Au
Oaks.
together for the first time, gave a scin
which is being done locally by Miss
1771-72 Eli Weston, 12 years old and tillating exhibition of stick work, bin and Therrien putting up their usua
aggressive and resourceful attack
Isaac Smith, IS years of age, passed
Reilly, the Red Cross nurse.
skating and tricky and fast passing was small wei.ner that Rockland won
winter in Canaan now Skowhegan.
while skimming at full speed down tlie The score:
1772 April 30, Joseph Weston, the rink, and it: front of the goal.
Jefferson Theatre of Portland goes
Rockland
Portland
first permanent settler arrived.
A high grade demonstration of goal
out of existence Saturday night as a
1778 June 18, town of Canaan was kicking bv Jimmy Purcell, the reliable St. Aubin 1-........................... lr Williams
Therrien 2r ........................... 2r Tabbutt
piaee of amusement, the property hav ineorporatedex-big leaguer, was an obstinate factor
1814 Feb. 5 Bloomfield (south side in keeping down the tally of Williams Bouchard c........................................c Yale
ing been bought by Bishop Walsh of
Cusick hb ................................ hb Brown
of Kennebc.- I iver including Skowhe & Co
The former Bluebird cage Purcell g .................,.................. g Pence
the Catholic diocese for church pur
gan Island) incorporated.
guardian
seemed
much
faster
with
his
poses- Nearly every famous actor and
1823 Feb. 5, Milburn incorporated. feet than when he joined Portland early
First Pariod
1S3G Name of Milburn changed to in the league season, and made some 1 Rockland—St. Aubin
actress in the country have appeared
Skow
began.
2 Rockland—Bouchard
on the boards there, and among the
phenomenal stops.
1361 Feb.
19,
Skowhegan
and
Playing a three man rush game, the 3 Rock kind—Bouchard
thousands who will regret the passing Bloomfield nailed.
Socond Period
trio of Rockland forwards kept the
of the theatre, are many scores of
Portland—Williams
home defense men very busy, but
Rockland persons. who have found
Portland—Williams
Brown, Pence ai d Phil Skillings smoth
high class, and wholesome entertain
cred ail but one of the attempts at goal 6 Kocklan 1—Bouchard
shooting. Although with any luck St. 7 Rockland—Therrien
ment there.
Aubin would have added another to the
Third Period
Lime City total for in the third period 8 Rockland—St. Aubin
A speedy passage for the old age
he drove in a perfect shot, only to have 9 Portland—Williams
pension hill which was introduced in
it bound out c“ the cage.
Score, Rockland 6; Portland 3. Rush
A
BIG
STOCK
The spectacular feature of the game cs, St. Aubin 6, Williams 6. Stops, Pur
the Maine Legislature this week. The
poppe'd out 12 seconds after the first cell 28; Pence 53- Referee, Winslow
necessity and merits of this measure
rush of the evening when Gid Brown, Timer, Davies. Scorer, White.
AND ALL SIZES IN
are so well known as to render any
argument in favor of the bill almost
A SILVER ANNIVERSARY
superfluous. Many men and many wo
LOOKS LIKE CANNON
men who have lived honest and indus
Native of Waldoboro Has Been Pastor
trious lives have reached the sunset of
Col. Hurley Has Often Been Of Lawrence, Mass-, Church, Twen
their existence, ally provided with the
ty-Five Years
Taken For the Ex-Speaker
world’s goods, and through no fault of
Rev. Dr. Herbert G. Mank, pastor of
their own. Legitimate State aid Is in
In Washington.
the United Congregational church
deed a humane measure.
Lawrence, Mass., observed the 25th an
On the front page of the Portland Ex niversary of his call to the church by
BUT
press the other night was a picture preaching an anniversary sermon
Just as the world had ceased to be
It looks to us as though wc were
which looked amazingly like that of Wednesday his parishioners will ten
shocked by the modern flapper comes
going to be up against the same
' Unde Joe" Cannon, but which also der him a reception.
the statement of Madame Alla Ripley,
proposition that we were on
Rev. l)r. Mank was born in Wald,
hud a very familiar look. The Express boro in 1863. He is a graduate of th
president of the Fash-ion Art League of
overshoes.
offered the "oilov/ing explanation:
Divinity Schools at Yale and at An
America, that bustles will be a neces
"One of the notable figures seen
dover, and in 1907 was given the degree
sary part-of the apparel of well dressed
about the c.irridors of the Augusta of Doctor nt Philosophy at Boston Un
IF
women this spring. But Alia softens
House during tie present winter has
versity. The first 10 years of his pas
Everybody gets an idea that they
been Col. William P. Hurley, who for toral career was in the Congregational
the blow by adding that the bustles
a number of years was governor of the church in New Gloucester. From tha
want a pair of Rubber Boots,
will be more graceful than those that
National Soldiers’ Home at Togus. Col. city he came to Lawrence.
there won’t be enough to go
grandmother wore—a mass of ruffles
Hurley is known to the old-timers who
Rev. Dr. Mank was married (o Mis:
around.
Already
the
wholesale
congregate at Avgusta during the Leg
and lace. Alla be praised.
Georgianna. Wells in June, 1888. Mrs.
islative session but his acquaintance is
market is cleaned out.
Mank's father was a soldier in the Wa
not as w*de among the younger law
It's unusual, perhaps Io have cut
of 1812. They have two daughters.
makers.
prices on seasonable good., but the
SO
"The
newcomers
always
stop
and
Davis Garment Store, corner of Main
WITH THE BOWLERS
give him a second look, however, not
If you arc thinking of getting a
and Elm streets, Rockland, is offering
only
on
account
of
his
erect
and
sol

some good trades in new spring suits,
pair, don’t put it off too long.
Following is the full score of the
dierly bearing, but by reason of the
coats and dresses this week.—adv.—
marked resemblance that he bears to Rockland-Thomaston bowling contest
29-30.
'Uncle Joe' Cannon, Illinois’ most fa which took place in Thomaston Mon
mous statesman. Col. Hurley not only day night:
R. U. Collins is prepared to assist in
Rockland
OUR PRICES ARE RIGHT
looks like the former speaker, but he is
making income tax returns. 375 Main
as constant a smoker of cigars and he Robinson .. .. 72 100 83 81 90— 426
Street.—20-tf
carries his cigar at the same ’till that Barnard .. . 78 81 94 Ill 85— 449
Peters ... .. 91 78 74 9t 77— 411
the Illinois statesman practices.
"U hen the Express photographer Simmons .. .. 7S 85 72 106 86— 427
’78 MAIN ST,, ROCKLAND, ME.
snapped Col. Hurley he was asked if Perry ........ .. 87 97 80 88 82— 434
anyone
ever told him he looked like Mr.
For 27 years the Household
1'i6 441 403 477 420—2147
Cannon.
Oh, yes,’ he replied, ‘I am
Department of the Boston
Thomaston
frequently told that and on several
Globe has been a mutual ex ■H-I4-I I I I I -H-f-l-l-M-l-l-l-l l l l | !■> occasions when. I have been in Wash Williams .. .. 68 82 72 84 76— 382
ington I have been mistaken for him.’ ’•’ Feyier........ .. 75 87 87 77 91— 417
change of recipes and ideas
Woodcock . .. 82 73 88 68 90— 401
rpx IOGENES Looked For an
contributed by the women
.-'tone ........ .. S*J 78 91 76 78— 412
))
Honest
Man.
If
He
Had
Voice
Vibration
Written.
from all parts of New Eng
Jacobs e.. . .. S7 76 88 88 81— 420
cLx Been Wise Enough to
Foreign school teachers have been
4ii 396 426 393 416—2032
land.
Advertise He Could
In London during the summer, study
Every woman in New Eng
Have Sat Still and Waited For
Thought for th# Day.
ing English with the aid of a clever
land should read the House
Some people think they are conHonest
Men
to
Come
to
Him.
machine which writes on a smoked
hold Pages in the Boston
paper the vibrations caused by the aeiratlve when they are really lgDaily and Sunday Globe.
11 111 I 1111111 H || H |~ human voice In speaking.
aonnt.

WE NOW HAVE

RUBBER
BOOTS

MORE THAN 25 YEARS

Boston Shoe Store

1179?WITK THE REPtlBI:lCJgO91

No

MB
i PAINTS and varNISHEj!

We wanted to be sure
of quality
XTTE were not satisfied with simply recomV V mending a paint, varnish, enamel or stain;
we wanted to'be sure of uniform high quality
in every can. It was for that reason that wc
decided to handle the du Pont line. Here are
paint and varnish products that have been tested
for years and have never failed. Naturally, wc
can sell them to you with every confidence—and

you can use them the same way.

J. A. Jameson
COMPAN f
743-745-747 MAIN STREET
ROCKLAND, MAINE

OLD

AGE PENSION

BILL

LEGISLATIVE NOTICES
JUDICIARY

Important and Deserving Measure Makes Its Appearance
In Legislature—Other Legislation.
It is provided that no member of
Tlie long-awaited old age pension bill
made its appearance ill the Legislature this commission shall be in any way
connected with any firm or corporation
Tuesday, being introduced in the Sen engaged in highway and bridge con
ate by Smith of Skowhegan
struction or dealing in materials used
The act provides that all persons for those purposes; also that they shall
over 65 years of age, shall, at the dis have no connection with political com
mittees. The commission is required
cretion of the Governor and Council, to devote all its time to the work of tlie
receive «ih a benefit and assistance a State.
sum of money not to exceed $300 a
Representative Phillips also intro
year, payable monthly. No person who duced a bill providing for a State fund
has not been a citizen of the United into which all money appropriated for
States for at least 15 years and a resi highway and bridge work by the legis
dent of the State continuously for five lature and that received from the reg
years, or is at the date of making ap istration of automobiles shall go.
plication an inmate of any prison. Jail, Money' received from highway' bond is
workhouse, infirmary or insane asylum, sues is not to go into the fund. Out
or has deprived -himself of any prop of this fund the legislature is to make
erty or income for the purpose of quali appropriation for maintenance of sec
fying for old age relief, or has any ond and third class roads, meet matur
child, relative or other person respon ing highway and bridge lionds and pay
sible for his support, shall be entitled interest on the same, as well as meet
to -the -benefits of this actA
tlie expense of enforcing the motor ve
If at any time during the continuance hicle laws.
of old age aslstance the recipient, or
« • • •
the husband or wife of the recipient,
A
city
or
town
clerk who lias reason
become possessed of any property, the
Governor and Council may cancel or j to suspect that applicants for a marvary the amount to be paid. During ] i .age license are not of legal age to
the continuance of (lie assistance no | marry without consent may require
recipient shall receive any other, relief that they furnish a certificate of birth
from the State, except for medical or under a bill introduced by Boulter of
surgical assistance. Whoever makes a Kittery.
• « • «
false affidavit in order to secure a
A wide tire bill was introduced by
benefit shall be deemed guilty of per
Storey of Washburn. It requires flat
jury.
The act carries an appropriation of tires two inches wide for vehicles hav
ing axles not more than 1 1-2 inches in
$20,01)') for the coming two years.
diameter; three inches for axles be
• • * •
tween 1-2 and 1 3-4 indies in diameter,
A wide variety of bills was intro 3 1-2 inches for axles of 1 3-4 to 2
duced in the Senate Tuesday. They Inches; 4 indies for axles more than
touched on about all the public mat two inches. It does not apply to ve
ters of the day from the investment of hicles used only on paved or macad
school funds to lobster legislation.
amized roads. It is effective Feb. I
Senator Eaton ot Oxford put in one 1928.
which requires that school atxl trust
* • • •
funds held l>y a municipality be in
Senate Committee Reports
vested in permanent securities; and
These committee reports wertt re
also a bill providing for a pension for
State clerks, employes of State de- ceived in the Senate:
ixirtmcnts ami institutions and teach
Judiciary: Ought not to pass on act
ers of tlie normal schools who have requiring justices of tho Supreme court
been retired since March 1. 1920.
to appoint commissioners to examine
Another bill provides State aid to indexes in registries ot deeds; oh act
municipalities for the physical and in forbidding probation to persons found
dustrial education courses. Thia was guilty of violation of the motor vehicle
put ill by Senator Allen of York.
laws of tlie State; on act forbidding
To stop the settlement of cases of operation of motor vehicles by persons
violations of the Sea and Shore Fish holding a foreign license, but whose li
eries and the inland fish and game laws cense has been revoked in this State;
out of court, was the purpose of a bill on act making passengers in motor ve
introduced by Senator l'utnam of hicles operated by persons under the
Washington county. A second bill by influence of intoxicating liquor acces
the same Senator requires county at sories before the fact; on act elimina
torneys to prosecute criminal eases be ting parchment for material of alter
fore municipal and trial justice courLs nate pages in plan records in registries
u|>on request of a State official This of deeds; on
act creating a State
would make them handle these other board of preliminary examination for
matters.
those practising any form of healing
Abolishment of the office of messen art; on act giving attorneys at law all
ger to the Governor and Council and powers of justices of peace and nota
creation of the |H>st of chief clerk ries public.
of the executive deixirtment is provid
Legal affairs: Ought not to pass on
ed for in a bill introduced by Senator act providing for special equity Juvenile
Iluzzell of Waldo county This clerk is court; on act providing for State bal
to be named by the Governor and lot boxes.
Council, who shall define his duties and
Sea and shore fisheries: Legislation
fix his pay.
inexpedient on act regulating the size
Senator Buzzcll presented a bill re of clams which may lie taken.
pealing the law providing for the ap
pointment of a Stale pension- agent and
another for the retirement of any State
To Take Out Creak.
employe, upon half pay, who on March
If shoes squeak saturate the soles
1, 1923 had served in the State for eight
with linseed or sweet oil or melted lard.
or more years, and who served three
and a. half years in the Union army in Let the shoes stand in one of these lu
bricants overnight. Many punch a
the Civil War.
small hole through the sole and the In
• • • •
A full time highway bill was intro ner lining Htiove It and say this will
duced Tuesday iln the House by Phil effectively stop the creak or squeak.
lips of Orrington. It provides for a
commission of three members to be ap
Bookshelves for Children.
pointed by the Governor and Council
Teach children the proper care of
with the power of tile present commis their books by having low bookshelves
sion. The term of office of these com
around the walls of their room and In
missioners will be six years. The
chairman is to receive $7,000 a year, sisting upon their putting their books
the others $6,500 each.

The Committee on Judiciary will give a pub
lic hearing in its rooms at the State House, lu
Augusta, on
TUESDAY, March 13. at 2 p. m on the
following:
8-166. An Act iclnting to the deposits In tho
County Treasury of certain sums of money de
rived from estates in the Probate Court.
S-169 An Act relating to sale of real estate
S-170. An Act relating to foreign executors,
auministrators. guardians, surveyors, or other
trust officers by whatever title they may‘be ap
pointed by competent authority.
S-16S An Act relating to proof of claims.
S-174 An Act relating to commissioners on
disputed claims in the Probate Court.
S-176. Ail Act relating to sessions of Probate
Court
S-J77 An Act relating to administration
without bonds.
S-173. An Act relating1 to allowance of minor
children
8-178 An Act relating to fees of registers
of probate.
S-I79 An Act to amend Section 1. Chapter
68, of the Revised Statutes, relating to appoint
ment. powers and duties of executors and ad
ministrators.
S-18ft An Act relating to the waiver of the
provisions of a will
S-181. An Act relating to who shall cite a
trust officer to account.
S-182. An Act in regard to tho practice In
Probate Court
S-183 An Act relating to commissioners on
claims appointed by Judge of Probate.
S-184. An Act relating to appeal from the
Judge of Probate.
S-185. An Act relating to the payment of
legacies
8-173. An Act relating to payment of leg
acles
8-171. Au Act relating to proof of appoint
ment
K-1C7. An Act relating to accounting of trust
officers iu probate courts.
8-172. An Act relating to wle of real ectale of non-resident owners.
8-165. An A<*t to amend Section 25 of Chap
ter 52 nf rhe revised statutes relating to the
joint deiusits iu savings banks.
8 IX*. An Act relating to Inheritance taxes
W. T GAADLNEft. Sec
23-30

SEA AND SHORE FISHERIES
Tlie Uonwnitlec on Sea and Shore Fisheries
will give a pubWc hearing in Its rooms at the
Suite House, in Augusta, on
TUESDAY. March 13, at 2 P. M
No. l“.«. Au Ac’ Io amend Sec. 17, Chapter
45. Revised Statutes, relating to lobster licenses
in 5orb County.
No. 31 HDD•«. Au Act: Sec. 18, Chapter 45.
Revised Statutes, as amended by Chapter 23
and Chapter 233, Public Laws of 1817, as
amended by Sec. 2, Cahipter 98, Public Law4
of 1921, relating to Sea and Shore Fisheries.
No 32SD 81. Au Act to amend Sec. 33, Chap
ter 43, Revised Statutes, relating to the legal
size of lobsters'and method of measurement, In
York Count) .
No. 33 An Act to amend See. 33, Chapter
15, Revised Statutes as amended by Section S.
Chapter 184, Public Laws 1913, relating to buy
ing and poa.’ssioii of lobsters.
No. 31. Resolve: To increase the Salmon ou
the Coast of Maine.
No. 33 BDlftl. An Act to repeal certain laws
relating to the Alewive Fisheries of the State
of Maine.
29-30

TENANT'S HARBOR
Mrs. Atldie Watts is seriously ill.
Myron Wiley is confined to the house
with a bad cold.
Capt. Orris Holbrook is having his
house wired for clctrlcity. Nearly every
house in the village is lighted with the
new system.
Mrs. R. It. Piersons of New York is
ill. Capt. Piersons and family spend
their summers here at the old home
stead.
Town meeting dinner was served in
the Masonic hall Monday by the ladies
of the Eastern Star.
Charles Rawley and Orris Holbrook
made a business trip to Rockland Fri
day returning Saturday.
Dr. and Mrs. C. H. Leach left Thurs
day for West Pownal, where the doc
tor has accepted a splendid position
as assistant physician at the State In
stitution for the Feeble Minded. The
village mufch regrets to have the doctor
and his good wife move. Every one
wishes them the best success in their
new opening.
Mrs. Clara Davis who has been
spending the winter in Boston with her
nofihew and wife, Mr. and Mrs. Post
arrived home last week.
A. J. Rawley is wiring his house as
sisted by Edw. Biel;more.

EAST WALDOBORO
Miss Jennie E. Smith, who Is teach
ing school at Waldoboro is spending
her vacation with her sister Nettie at
Augusta.
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Every-Other-Day

talk of the town

G. K. MAYO

COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
'March 9—Methebesec Club meets with Mrs
76 Rankin street
*
llafr. 9—Basketball, Rockland High vs. Cam
den Blgli, Camden Y. M. C. A
Mar 10—Basketball, Rockland High vs. Port
land High (girls) in Portland.
Mill. 12—'Shakespeare S.wiet.v meets with Mrs
E I« Spear, Ma pie street
Match 12—Camden town meeting
Maxell 15—Annual dance of the Telephone
Girls Bn Temple Hall.
Ma Mi 21-22—State conference, 1) A. K ,
WsteATllle
M&prh 16—Country Club, dance.
March 1C—Rockland Lodge of Perfection and
Rockland Council, Princes of Jerusalem, meet
In Temple hall.
March 17—St. Patrick’s Day
March 12 (HI a. in.) City Government or
ganizes
March 15—Charity Club entertained hv Mrs
PavId’Talbot and Miss Maud Pratt at former's
bunt..
MaM)» 19—Rockport town meeting
March 21 Spring begins.
Mnwh 21-22—State Conference, Daughters of
American Revolution, Waterville
March 25—Palm Sunday.
March 22—Knox County Librarians' Associa
tion meets at Rockland Public Library, 2 30
p m
March 23—<Me>hebesec Club meets with Mis
I. F. Chase, Talbot nvenue
Ma rich 26—Thomaston town meeting.
Marth 26-30—Fanners’ Week, Upirerslty of
Maine.
March 30—Country Club, ladies’ and gentle
men's supper at. 6.30 followed by auction.
March 30—Good Friday,
alar 31—Basketball, Rockland High vs Port
la no High (girls) in Rockland
April 1—Easier Sunday.
April 13—4’ounuy Chfli dance
April 18—Maine Meihodist Conference, Bangor. Bishop Hughes presiding.
April 19—Patriots’ Day.
Aoril 20—Gen. Knox Chapter of Rose Croix
meets In Temple hall.
April 26—Country Club, ladles’ luncheon at
12 30, followed by auction
May 11—Country Club dance
May ? 5—-Country Club, ladies’ and gentle
men’s supper at 6.30, followed by auction.

There will be an entertainment and
dance at the Farmers' Co-operative
hall. West Rockport, Saturday. Xondtnission will be charged.
»
”l
The funeral services of Mrs. Floret ta
Tolman C-rle have been |>ostpone<1 until
today because of yesterday’s severe
otornt
'

A free clinic will be held by fhe Knox
County Dental Association Saturday at
Dr. R. W. Bickford’s office. Mr. Stone,
an expert on gas anti oxygen anaes
thesia will have charge of the clinic.
The tearing down of the old barn on
the Kiln Hill roa^kmai ks the passing of
the laAt of the original group of build
ings Which comi lised the fanxed tripe
factory of Gardner Brothers.
The new officers of Golden Rod Chap
ter will probably do. the degree work for
the first time at tomorrow night’s Star
meeting. Mrs. Malic Spaulding will In
chairjnan of the supper, and music will
be furnished while it is being served.

The sounding of the militia call early
Tuesday evening had many folks
guessing. The
was rung in order
to suinmon the C. A. C. boys to fed
eral Inspection. About 25 years ago
this Uma it was; sounded for quite
different purpose,•

22 MASONIC STREET

TELEPHONE 304-J.

Made-To- Measure Clothes
10

DAYS

EASTER

DELIVERY

APRIL

1st

ORDER YOUR SPRING SUIT NOW
Big Line of Pure all Wool Fabrics

All the
LUU £. (XL u

i

Style

Latest

Models

Best Trimmings, Linings and Workmanship
I

MAKING

AM

Choice Lots of Fabrics
BLUE

SERGE,

UNFINISHED

BLUE

WORSTED

TWEEDS, HOMESPUNS, BROWN AND GREY SUITINGS, ETC.

FOR SUIT OR OVERCOAT TO ORDER

ANY

STYLE

$25

G. K. MAYO
TELEPHONE 3C4-J.

22 MASONIC STREET

Freaks of a lire are always interest
ing but seldom was a house more com1 letely riud’c-l ‘l an the Glen House.
The lire seemed to have worked its
i’.ay tin r;gh every partition and the
marvel is that the walls stand.
The entertainment to have been givn by Cla-3s 2') of the Methodist Church
and the young ladies of Pleasant Valley
grange last night, was postponed on
count of tho storm, to next Wednes
day night, when it will take place in
the Methodist vestry in connection with
the regular circle supper.
Word came to the office of the Cen
tral Maine Power Co. yesterday that
two men not authorized to do so are
visiting various places, under the prek use of “taking meters.” This has
been done in some cities with a view to
future burglaries, and citizens are cau‘ioned 'to be careful about admitting
strangers. Authorized meter takers
wear the numbers issued by the Cen
tral Maine Power Co.

The organ concert at the Strand The
atre today is of the novelty type, in
cluding imitations of storms, hand or
gans, etc., et.. Yesterday’s program
of this nature was greatly enjoyed, and
confirmed the impression that Mr.
O’Hara is a etar as well as some of
those seen ou the screen.

At the winter carnival held at Bates
College last week Miss Ethel Crie won
second honor in each of the two events
for women on ski is. The Sophomore
class of which Miss Crie is a member,
won the largest number of points in the
carnival.

Lincoln Academy is one of the eight
Maine schools picked to take part in
Bates college basketball tournament to
morrow and Saturday, with the AVest
ern Ma ine schoolboy championship at
stake. At the same time there will be
a! tournament at the University of
Maine to decide the championship of
the Eastern counties. The teams in the
Rates tourney are: Stephens High
(Rumford), Morse High (Hath), South
Portland High. Biddeford High, bincoin Academy (Newcastle), Portland
High. Edward Dittle High, Sanford
High. Camden High was elected an
alternate in case any of the above
teams failed to appear.

En route to Camden via electric car
and sitting with an old timer, a Cour
ier-Gazette reporter casually noted the
demolition operations in progress on
tlie huge old structure in Rockport vil
lage which homed the extensive inter
ests of the S. E. & H. I.. Shepherd Co.
■before they buili their big block. "Them
was the li.tui.y days,” sighed the old
timer with visions of Rockport's "gol
den age"
his mind. The passing of
■tlie desolate spot where recently stood
the old Gas Grove hall aroused the old
timer's memoiy, Ihut along a less mel
ancholy strait .

The late Ral| h. Lester Barlow, who
was killed on the Lime Rock Railroad
last Friday bad one of the Rockland &
Rockport Lime Corporation’s policies
fur $f.()0, and net for $1,000 as previous?
!y stated. He had been iu the comThe Congregational fair committee
I any’s employ less than a year. Thou will hold a stile of cooked food at
sand dollar policies were issued to em Cobh’s Saturday, March 10.
27-29
ployes who hav« been with the com
pany live o” more years. The check
Raymond E. Thu it on who is at pres
was paid to Mr Barlow’s widow yes
ent residing !n the Hyde-Pink ham ’s relay.
hou.4e ' on Limcrhck and Claremont
streets, has become n permanent resi
If feline pets knew how to use the
at OWL'S HEAD, ME.
dent of this city, and henceforth will English Ian-..age their first task would
be numbered, among its business men.
be to extend a vote of thanks to George
CASTLE COMFORT COTTAGE
He has bought the business of the F. Barbour of t! e Knox Pharmacal Co..
Thomas Oil Co: on Tillson avenue, and Lu .. who has just placed on the market
AND GARAGE
will conduct it under the name of the a popular cat remedy known as KitThe finest piece of Summer Pro
Thurston Oil Co., doing a retail as well tee-tone. It has been extensively used
perty
on
tlie
Maine
Coast.
as- wholesale business. The concern 'all ever New England and the Middle
Throughly overhauled and painted
has the Mobil-oil account for this sec 'Vest, and is the only article of its kind
tion. Sheriff Thurston has devoted his in lorm and use. having the endorse
last season—not a rotten piece of
attention to mercantile affairs pvpt ment of some of the best animal socie
lumber in it.
since he left business college, and has ties in New England. It has given uni
Included with the buildings is
Iwyth the ability ami inclination to versal satisfac tion, contains no harm
the strip of land extending to the
make a success of his new undertak ful ingredients, and is safe even for a
shores, insuring an unobstructed
ing.
view of ocean and islands.
child to hhndle. The company plans to
Owing to long, severe ilness, I
introduce it, all ever the I’nited States
will sell at a bargain. Drop me a
It’s unusual, perhaps to have cut in drug, department and general stores
card and I will forward postcard
prices on seasonable goods, but the which have a lady clientele. Repre
picture of cottage.
Davis Garment Store, corner of Main sentatives who are handling the prep
and Sim streets. Rockland, is offering aration in N«h. England and New York
J. W. HATCH
some good trades in new spring ?uits, claim it to be one of the best special
coats and dresses this week.—arlv.— ties ever originated, and look for big
197 BROADWAY, ROCKLAND, ME.
results from It.
29-30.

The W. C. T. U., which planned to
meet in the First Baptist church par
lor, in consequence of a change in th
plans of the Young Peoples’. Society for
the tike of the room, will gather at the
-home of Mrs. Hope Brewster, 43 Rankin
street at 2.30 tomorrow.
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BEEF-SATURDAY

BONED SIRLOINS !

S
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RIB ROASTS, FANCY WESTERN BEEF................................ 15c, 30c
CHUCK ROASTS........................................................... 12c, 14c, 16c, 18c

POT ROASTS, Lean and Boneless...................................................... 15c
DELICIOUS FOWL, 35c—Fine for Roasting

CHICKENS—FOR ROASTING, BROILING or FRYING
MEDIUM SIZED SHOULDERS, per lb................................................ 15c
SWIFT’S PREMIUM HAMS—Small sizes, 30c

THE BEST NAVEL ORANGES OF THE SEASON...................... 5c
Regular $1.00 dozen size

WONDERFUL FLOR1DAS, 4 for 25c
DELICIOUS BERRIES

ICEBERG LETTUCE, CELERY, SPINACH
BUNCH BEETS AND CARROTS
RIPE TOMATOES, GREEN PEPPERS
ANCHOR DATES—NEW LOT..................................... 10c package..
...

HOME

MADE

QUALITY

■

_

1

MR. RIP SNORTRR, SENIOR

The storm and prevailing colds pre1vented last night's orchestra recital at
the Littlefield Memorial Church. The
event will probably take place one
week from tonight.

Father Of All the Storms Visited Rockland YesterdayFire As Well As Snow in Maine Central’s Dish—Street
Railway Gets Solar Plexus.

IHE CORNER GROCERY

TELEPHONES 79G—797
Five National League stars will shine
On the team which faces Rockland at
With the date March 7 stating down a stalled snow-plow In the brickyard
the Arcade Friday night.
Are the from the calendar ami the city election district Thomaston, which has been the
Rockland stars powerful enough to
cause of so much trouble all winter.
over, it didn’t seem as if this section
eclipse them?
There was no train into Rockland until
could be in for any further landslides, about 9 o'clock last night, but service
LITTLE PIG ROASTS,
22c
Some persons who carelessly read pnowslides or other calamities.
was resumed this morning as per
PORK CHOPS,
25c
tl,e recent itepi about the illness of
But some time during Tuesday night schedule.
('apt. L. C. Foss, mistook the reference
PORK
STEAK,
35c
the weather vane's spun around until
to being ashore on Grippe Rocks for
All night work by the company | HOME MADE SAUSAGE, 30c
tidings of a shipwreck. Nothing of the they faced the northeast, and a heavy plows and a big crew has allowed the
sort. It's a plain case of grippe cold, sale proceeded to blow great quantities Street Railway to put its cars through
so severe that Capt. Foss is able to sit of snow onto a city that was already to Camden, to the Mechanic street end.
up for a short time only.
over-supplied. The temperature mean and as far as the head of Cedar street
on the Highland line. A big crew is
ROAST,
10c, 12c, 15c
a little above zero, and now battling with snow on the Thom
In view of tic fact that there are not time was only
i
/
BONELESS
likely to be my important changes when workers went to their daily tasks aston side of the Trotting Park siding
among ihe city officials next Monday they found it by ail odds the most un and expects to have cars into ThomasROASTS,
20c, 25c
the situation has simmered down to comfortable morning of the winter. I ton by noon or shortly after. This
STEW BEEF,
uilld interest in tfie selection of two
15c, 20c
: snow is compact and causes the plows
members cf ine school board. The The tempest increased steadily until ! great difficulty. Cars were operated
CORNED BEEF, 8c, 10c, 12c
terms of Cornelius Doherty and R. V. early afternoon when it gradually be- up to about noon yesterday, when disBONELESS CORNED
ftevenson explr,-. A number of names gan to abate. Snow continued to fall cretion was deemed the better part of
have b,ei suggested, but the matter however until late in the afternoon.
valor and all ears were called in. The
BEEF,
16c, 18c, 20c
wil^prohably i.ot come to a head until
The storm might have fooled an un- barn was reached by the late cars with
LIVER, 2 lbs.
25c
the Democrat.-! hold their sacred con suspecting public, but il didn’t catch great difficulty. After that the plows
cert next Sunday.
the barometer napping. From Tuesday gave what service it was possible to
PIGS LIVER, 2 lbs.,
night to Wednesday noon there was a give. The company has two good
25c
A group of young men, all under 35 drop from 30.1 to 28.15, according to plows and a substitute. It is hoped to
COTTAGE HAMS,
25c
years of age. is behipd the Reading the Cyclo Stormograph at Orel E. Da- nave another of the very efficient "GO"
Tribune, a daily newspaper lately es ties' store—thus establishing a record type another year.
tablished in Reading, l’enn. The edi far the present winter.
Three cars were disabled before the
tor is a former Rockland boy, Sidney
The Maine Central’s troubles began I day was done. A much badgered oper1. Snow, who has for several years been in advance of the storm, for sometime j ator was being roundly censured by a
WHOLE OR HALF,
30c
n the staff of the Associated Press, Tuesday night about 20 feet of trestle j commuter for not getting her to her
SLICED
TO
FRY,
40c
nd who has shown unusual talent for on the main line, east of Wiscasset was ; destination and replied: "Lady. I've
newspaper work. He has full charge burned. No. one saw the blaze, and i run ail morning and taken 28 cents and
SWEET PICKLED HAM, 40c
of the Sunday edition. Reading is a nothing was known about the fire until j one metal cheek. If I burn the armacity of 150.000 population, and is giving Wiseasset people went to work and dis- ture out of this buggy it will cost the
FANCY MILK FED
the Tribune splendid support. Editor covered the ruins.
.company $700, but we're doing all we
FOWL,
35c
Snow is a son of Rear Admiral A. S.
The morning train out of Rockland J can."
Snow, retired.
was cancelled in consequence of this
From which it will be seen that the
GOOD LUCK FLOUR, ha O’
disaster, and when the 1.10 p. m. train ; Street Railway’s troubles are not
Surveyors at work on the Harmon tried to get through it was held up by | wholly confined to storms.
85c
Davis property, corner of Main and
ANCHOR DATES, 3 pkgs.
Winter streets, have caused much
25c
speculation this week as to what was
No school yesterday because of tile
New England All-Stars play Rock
in the air. Rumor had it yesterday storm, none today because of the snow
BULK
DATES,
2
lbs.
25c
land at the Arcade Friday night, and in
that an eight-story office building was filled roads and sidewalks
their
lineup
will
ire
seen
five
men
who
DAIRY BUTTER,
going
up there.
General opinion
50c
seemed to be that a modern four-story
A telephone has been installed at the have been wipning honors oil National
CLOVERBLOOM
store and office building with full ele residence of Victor F. Atwood on League teams tliis season—Kehoe,
vator service would be erected.
Mr. Orient street, call, 883-M.
BUTTER,
55c
"Red” Williams, Tony Welch, "Gid"
Davis with characteristic modesty,
Brown and Bence. If Rockland can
The sleighride planned for the young
didn't set his aspirations quite so high
heat that outfit it would seem to have
PLENTY OF SUGAR
but he iso progressive man. and if the people of tile First Baptist church for all the qualifications necessary to en
city is ready for such an office building tomorrow has been indefinitely post ter the big league. The home team has
it will undoubtedly be forthcoming. If poned.
been wonderfully strengthened
by
BORN
lesees cannot be found for the offices
Bennett- IL.cklaii I, ai Britt Maternity Home.
The Camden High and Rockland Bouchard and Cusick, and has shown
stores similar to the new Berry set will
by
its
victories
this
week
that
profes

March
7.
to
Mr.
and
Mrs. llollie Bennett ot'
High basketball game scheduled for
probably be built.
Camden, a daughter.
last night was cancelled because of sionals have no terrors. But it was
Staples—(Rockland. March 5, to Mr. and Mrs
one thing to beat three-fifths of the
Staples, a daughter.
The Sir Knights of Claremont Com transportation difficulties, but the game Portland team, plus two semi-profes I’aniel
Benner —South Waldoboro, March 5, to Mr
in
Camden
will
be
played
tomorrow
mandery are planning ahead to St.
and
Mrs.
Ralph Benner, a son.
sionals; and quite another to beat five
John’s Day, when they will entertain night.
seasoned professional. Make your talk,
De Molay Commandery, which gave
DIED
The funeral services of R. Lester gentlemen.
them such a wonderful time in Skow
Larrabct Waldoboro, March 1, Harriet A
Bariow.
who
was
killed
Friday
on
the
Wyman, wife of Alphonso II Larrabee, aged
hegan two year sago. St John’s Day
Class 1, Methodist Sunday school, yea rs
this year fails on Sunday, and the gen Limerock Railroad, were held yester
Cousins Rockland. March 6, Fred S Cousins,
hold
a
food
sale
Saturday,
March
17.
3d
day
from
his
late
residence,
8
Hiil
eral observance will be on the following
aged 65 years. Funeral Friday at 2 o'clock
29-33
’ torn Burpee's undertaking rooms
day. It has been arranged, however, to street with Rev. A. E. Scott, rector of Poor, W. O. Hewett Co.
have De Molay Commandery arrive on St Peter's Episcopal church officiating
CARD OF THANKS
Sunday. The visitors will lie taken Ims The N. A. Burpee Hose Co., of which
Amber In United States.
Wc wish 'o extend our heartfelt thanks to all
mediately to Vlnalhaven for a shore the deceased was a member, atended in
The world's greatest source of am our friends and mighbois who were so kind
dinner such as only the Vinalhaven full uniform, and there was a large ber Is the shores of the Baltic sea. to us in our recent bereavement; ;:lso for me
beautiful floral otferings, emppeXally from Jolio
chefs know how to prepare. The night delegation of fellow workers from the
Amber Is the fossilized resin of several 0 Stevens. Mrs Arthur H. Keato.i of Bath.
will be spent in Rockland, and Monday Limerock Railroad The floral offerings
Limerock R.choad employes, Rockland & lltocl
species
of
pine
trees.
In
small
quan

will lie given over to tae parade, and were very beautiful.
|w»rt Lime Corp., Veteran Firemen < Associa
tities it has been found In various Ron, »N. A. Burpee Hose Co, and alt brother
such cheerful extras ns the committee
can concoct.
Federal inspection of the 3Q5th Co., C. parts of the globe, Including the United I'remen.
Mrs It. Lester Barlow and family, Mrs L.
A. C , was 1 eld Thursday afternoon and States, but up to within a compara B;.rlow, Leroy Barlow.
An alarm from box 27 about 9 o’clock evening liy Lieutenant Colonel F. \V. tively recent period no American de
CARD OF THANKS
Tuesday night called the department to Stoplord, representing the commanding posit of amber extensive enough to be
wish to thank our uetghbors and friends
34 Atlantic street where a lively blaze general of the first corps area, assisted of commercial value has bean discov forWetheir
kindness during the Illness and death
was found to be in progress in the ten by Capt. George N. Harvey, instruction
our dear one and to express our gratitude
ered. Not so long ugo, however, am (rt
foi the ibeau itul flordl tributes.
ement occupied by Mrs. Ellen M. Burns. t liiaer of the Maine Coast Artillery. In
Alphonso I. Larrabee, Maude A (hi nine i
Considerable excitement was caused by Ihe afternoon from 2 until G the com ber was found at Cape Sable, on the George
I’ La’rahec. Entilv N Waldron.
the dense volumes of smoke rolling up pany records, property, ordnance, etc., Magothy river, In Maryland, and this
Waldrtboro. March 5.
in the direction of the oil plant. The was inspected and in the evening the arouses the hope that P may yet be
CARO OF THANKS
likize was quickly extinguished, but men in ranks, both infantry and artill discovered In paying quantities in this
I wish to thank my ueighlmrs and friends fur
not until Mrs. Burns lielongings had ery were put Enough their paces and country. The deposit at Cape Suhle
their kindness during my recent btieavemeni
been pretty thoroughly wet down and points of instruction given to one pla has been known since 1821, but only also for the beautiful floral offerings
those of Mrs. Addie Jackson, who oc toon. Sergeant Flbyd Benner was com lately has a enreful investigation of
.h e Quear
Rockland. R F 1).
cupied the other 'half of the 'house plimented on having one of the best It been made. The fossil tree trunks
damaged by stnoke and water. The supply rooms in the Maine National
in which bits of amber are embedded
R. 1J. Collins is prepared to assist In
building is owned by Charles E. Bick Guard. Captain Harvey pointed out
nell. who estimates his damage at that the company put in less than 12 are not, like those of the Baltic region, making income tax returns. 375 Main
31900: insured with Cochran, Baker & days actual time in armory drill for pines, but are believed by the discov Street.—20-tf
Cross. For once the ever present the year foe which they received two erer to be specimens of the sequoia.—
The charge for publltntng a Card of Thanks
chemical crew was not in the midst of months regular army pay. After the in Washington Star.
j la 50 cents, cash to accompany the order
the fight, except vocally. and for the spection u jolly dinner was held at a
very good reason that Chemical I was kcal hotel at which time the Inspecting
511 but submerged in the snows of rffleers paid some high compliments to I —
Crescent street. The heroic efforts the company, noting in particular its
at its disinterrment under the stentor two handsome lieutenants.
ian direction of S. X'ilo Spear proved
highly amusing.
Quite the most thrilling runaway i
Main street has witnessed for a long |
Eugene Berry appeared in municipal time had its beginning at The Brook
court yesterdaj looking as if he had Tuesday afternoon when a mare owned
taken a header while attempting to by Herbert Hawes of Union became
break the wor'd’s ski jumping record. frightened by a passing freight car and
What really happened was that he started South at a terrible pace, with
served as a punching bag for Albert farmer’s pung attached. She kept to
Webster i.n election night. Mr. Web the sidewalk, narrowly missing an
ster. who had apparently cast a Dem elderly woman, who was warned by
“Yes, he had a bad accident; but he has an accident
ocratic ticket, thought he would vote another pedestrian, and darted into
policy.’’
early and often and he mistook Perry’s Rubinstein Bros.' doorway not n frac
“Well, the policy he has won't help him much. He was
face for the top of the ballot box. The tion of a hand too soon. The horse left
result was his arrest for felonious as the sidewalk at this point, and also left
hurt while doing something not in connection with his regu
sault. He pleaded guilty but said that the pung. which was stranded between
lar work, and since,it didn’t happen around the house or in
Perry struck him first. Judge Miller the electric light pole in front of Wey
recreation, he only gets a small percentage of his weekly pay
assured Webnter that it made no dif mouth’s candy store and a Standard
ference; that Perry was in his own Oil .truck. The incident served only to
ments.’’
home, and that his home was his increase the animnl’s frenzy and she
“How did he happen Io take a policy with such a dan
castle; that he had a right to object continued her mad career on the side
gerous clause as that ?”
to anybody pise’s presence there. Web walk. not bring stopped until she was
ster recently broke his parole from the opposite the Star pool room in Spear
“Well, he didn’t know. All policies sold in this state
men’s Reform !lory ai South Windham block. The pung, which was an old
have
that clause except Moran’s policy, and he didn’t get his
and has been working for Leeman Ox- one, was pretty much of a wreck, but
policy of Moran.”
ton at West Rockport, cutting wood, remarkable as it may seem nobody
lie was bound thither when arrested by was injured and no other property was
ARE YOU ’’ADAMS”
Deputy Sheriff Orbeton yesterday. damaged. It is quite possible, how
Judge 'Miller held Webster for the ever, that several persons who were
grand jury of fhe April term.
in the cyclone’s path will not do any
further growing for several years
Hotels crowded; no snow here; boys
playing marbles. Thus tersely does Dr
G. L. Crockett set forth New York con
ditions in a letter of a recent date sent
to a member of The Courier-Gazette
taff. Dr. Crockett fell in with State
Fuel Director A. P. Lane in bis travels,
and the latter told him that Gov. Bax
ter was entitled to a great deal of
credit for Maine getting any coal at all
Spring is on its way. It got sidetracked but will
this winter. The doctor saw Sam
arrrive
in a few days. In the meanwhile enjoy the
Shade whip Ward in a wonderful box
ing contest. Shade is the harder hitter
present weather as much as you can. But our spring
but Ward is the cleverer—in his opin
goods are waiting for you.
ion. The doctor was much disappoint
ed at not being able to get a ticket for
Beys' Spring Juvcmle Suits, 3 to 8,
$5.03, $0.00
the Villa-Genaro tight, which he
Boys’ Spring Suits, 8 to 18, 2 pants ........................... $7.50, $9.75, $12,00
understands to have been a real con
Boys’ Long Pant Suits, 15 to 20 .......................................... $15.00, $18.00
test. "Matthewson, the former pitcher,
Boy3’ Top Coats, 3 to 8 ............................................................... $6.50, $7.50
is said to be looking tine." writes Dr.
Boys’ Army Pants ................................................................................... $3.98
Crockett, “but many fear that his case
Boys’ Golf Stockings ............................................................. 50c, $1.00, $155
tuberculosis has not been fully ar
Boys’ Pants ............................................................................. $1.50, $2.00, $2.50
rested. A most successful year for his
Boys’ Stockings..................................................................................... 25c, 35c
new ball team is predicted.” Tlie ob
Men's Spring Shirts ......................................................... $1.50, $2.00, $3.00
servant doefor says he has not seen a
Men’s Dress Pants ......................................................................... $3.50, $5.00
mannish dressed woman 4n New York.
Men’s Army Pants ......................................................................... $3.98, $4.50
No nickers; no fuss lJgpytian effects
A greeting that will
Men’s Golf Stockings ....................................................... $1.25, $1.50, $2.00
arc the rage. He saw the Pacific
Men’s Spring Hats, all shades ........................................ $3 00, $3.75, $4.50
Lodge Fellowcraft team act the famous
be as fresh and wel
Men’s Spring Caps, beauties .......................................... $1.50, $1.75, $2.00
drama, "The Widow's Son," the cos
Men’s Work Suits .....................................................
............. $7.50
come too as the balmy
tumes for which cost $40,000. “Pro
hibition will be the issue soon." he
Ladies
’
Silk
Stockings
—
Pigeon
Brand
—
Have
you
tried them.
air on
that
spring
adds, reventing back to his favorite
Without
doubt
he
best
wearing
and
best
fitting
cilk
stocking
to be
subject of politics.
morning—your photo
had for the price.

PORK

HAMS’

HEAR ABOUT
ADAMS?”

L C. MORAN & CO.

..JV Y

FOR EASTER

DOUGHNUTS

FRESH HADDOCK, CUSK AND HAKE
FRESH NATIVE HALIBUT
FRESH COD TONGUES
CLAMS, OYSTERS
M,, i'S

On accoufit of the storm Mrs. Har
vey's danctng classes have been post
poned.
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1

A
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TURN ME OVER

A Goodly Batch Of Bulle- «
tinettes Gathered From Va
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By AGNES BROGAN
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Every-Other-Day 7

o
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The neatly-tailored woman with
kindly humoroua eyes entered the Pull
this week.
tuuu briskly and settled herself In a
Everett Omy relm ne. 1 to work list
chair, watching with Interest the vari
•vefk as se»’t>on man and spire brakerious passengers dispose themselves.
man. II* h" been away for Severn’,
She had beeu sent now after an al
months.
most impossible interview.
William Whiddec. mb has installed a
Miss Martha Dun was known tt
ndio outfit at iiis residence lie and
rouud up notables and wring front
•Boob” Roblflhew are the only radio
them their secret thoughts, where oth
1 its of th’ L. R it. Ft- at present.
er reporters failed In approach.
'oseph Biazier. a former si’ti-n man
who hasn’t worked much for a 1-ng
So, now, the "lovely lady” entering
1, -ne on ac-ount of sickness, came on as
took a chair directly opposite. Thf
d y man in the roundhouse last week.
face was truly lovely, from thoughtful
William Davis has transferred to
blue eyes to tender curving lips.
i- .I.duetor Clough's train, taking th?
The porter paid her the homage dut
pia-e of the King of Brakemen, Gecrge
a personage, and she cast a little half
the First, who went to the quarry train.
smile in the direction of Martha Due
• 1 ong Live the King."
I’onducto.’
Doherty
received
a
before she turned to the window.
pinched finger injury Istot Thursday
It was at a country station that the
while coupling a car at the quarries. A
“wan little girl"—again Martha's nam
piece of fi'sli was nipped from the
Ing—came hesitant up the car steps
finger necessitating first aid treatment,
The porter leii her to a seat before
-(ter which he returned to work If
that of the lovely lady aud across
dim wasn't quick as lightning he would
A new daniirg step is being intro from Martha Dun—In search of a
have had t crushed finger on his hand.
In newspape reports of the death of duced by Ef n Turpin the bight boiler story.
Is ac A. Brown who was run over by a man.
The story promised to be enacted be
George Burgin resumed his duties ns fore her eyes, for the girl, swaying sud
tiain February i». no mention was
lime
inspector
for
this
shed
last
Thurs

made of what conductor Ross Carlette
deuly, turned a frightened glance or
it'd in an endeavor to save Mr. Brown day.
her neighbor. "I am ill,” she said.
Fires
were
started
in
No.
4
Sunday
from his impending fade. As related
Tremblingly weak, the girl toppled
hy Wm. Leoijnrd a quarry employee afternoon, making nine kilns now in
a crumpling bundle of navy-blue on the
who was an i ye witness of the whole operation in this shed.
A signal ini! has been installed in car floor.
rffair, when the whistle for brakes
sounded Mr. Carlette looked from his the boiler room, for operation of whis
The lovely lady, raising the brown
1 osilion on the running board of en tle. It is man ipulated from the office head, murmured words of encourage
gine to see what the whistle was for, and does away with the journey from ment. “You will be all right, my dear,
and as th? speed slackened he Jumped office to the boiler room to notify fire
Al
Arthur Parsons and Mrs. Gharles
To star! w .li you will want to hear
In a few moments.”
and ran beside the engine in an en man which whistle call to give.
Tilden of Camden were recent guests
those
preliminary
organ
concerts
“1 will be unable to continue the
For the week ending Feb. 24, the av
deavor to 'brow a switch and derail the
of Mrs. Josiah Parsons.
Journey,” the wan little girl said rue
train- Seeing he would not 'be able to erage production per kiln was 1,01314
Mrs. olive - Copeland pf Whitinsville,
Don't be a collector of faults belonging ’times J. O’Hara, who -is supplying as
By-------------accomplish ih-s he kept on and was In No. C was nigh with 1217*4; No. 11 had fully. And it would mean so much tc
rgnnist thi ; week, is an artist at the Mass., is in town called here hy the
to otner people. While you are looking
the act ot reaching out to pull Mr. 1017, beating a previous high record of Granny aud me. You see, I was to
JOHN BLAKE
j for their weak points, you are losing tlie
vboanl. and if you will hut leave the death of In-.- mother, Mis. George Bagj chance to accomplish something worth pus: at Hl” box office he will plav
Brown from the track when he was 1002 which was thought to be the limit sing tonight at u small town entertain
h‘-v’
while yourself.—Lloyd.
himself struck by corner of engine and of this kiln 7 had 109314; 10. 100114;
The regular inerting of Harbor Light
»ur favor:’. • selection.
ment. They were to pay me," she add
I
thrown into a snow bank at side of 5, 98914; ». 97214; 2, 960; 1, 857.
A v'ery entertaining little person is I hapter. i). E F.. was livid Tuesday
ed
Impressively
—
twenty
dollars.
Now
YOLK
AMUSEMENTS
WINTER
DISHES
Last week’s production figures show
tiack. It was a courageous act on the
Dorothy Gish, who is stal l ing today in evening.
part of Mr Carlette and one deserving an average of 105914 barrels per kiln 1 shall have to get off at the next stop
Mrs. Ch-ster Robarts apd son Milton
The Gauntry Flapper." In fact DorMl'SEMENT is useful and necesgreat credit. The slow speed of the for the week. What each kiln did is and go back home.”
th.v is the original flapper. The title Ernest are spending a few days with
train at that time prevented serious in as follows:
•A laid ill her needed supply for the
"You love to sing?” the lovely lady
one of he most talked of subjects of her mother, M s. Katharine Simmons
1.......... 1008
9........... 105214
asked.
I not only he a dull place hut an iiupos- winter when she has a good fruit or ht day, and the picture is one of the in Rockland.
jury to him.
10
...........
103514
2
..........
1033
Quarries
Mrs. Annie Laurie Small was the
vegetable cellar will always have a nost talked of pictures. Dorothy Gish's
“All my life, I have longed to he »1*>,e place.
11 ........... 90414
5 ........... 986
Ten derricks are in operation.
; a singer. My name Is Alice Sanders," | Games, theaters, novels, everything variety for her table. Carrots covered iupi?orting company consist.! of many gue t of M - Olive Walker Tuesday.
Two cars containing dynamite ar
6 .......... 131814
Miss Caroline Fuller returned Mon
norite stars, including Glenn Hunter
| the girl offered. "Granny hus sucri that helps you enjoy your leisure, are with sand and lightly moistened, kept
Total ..873
7 .......... 1138
day from Walpole, Mass., where she
rived in last week.
cool and dark, will he l'resli and crisp rhere are many laughs in 'The Counficed
a
great
deal
to
give
me
the
small
just
as
necessary
as
the
faculties
that
Emil Rivers is dumping at Crockett
was called by the death of her aunt,
The wonderful performance of No. C
ry Flapper,” and many thrills.
lielp you do your work.
down to the last layer. Hubbard
2, substituting for George Ulmer who kiln last week reflects great credit upon benefit of local teaching.”
Speaking of thrills! Just wait until Mrs. Edward W. Harkness.
Expensive
amusements,
however,
squash,
cabbage,
turnips,
onions,
cel

slipped on ice in drag and bruised ills its crew, and shows that they know
Mrs. Delorii Morrill -reports robins
The girl’s eyes twinkled. "Friends
ou see Jack Hoxie Friday and Satin side.
how to run a kiln and are not afraid would tell you that I have a remark- are only for the rich. The man who ery, endive may all be kept If care lay in "The ( row’s Nest.” This plct- seen near her residence on Central
Guy Robbins who has been employed ef hard w ►
The cabbage if Ire starts off with a bang and keeps street last Sunday morning. A wel
The production of 1313*4 able voice—the rest of the world has has his way to make needs uinuse- fully cared for.
in the Creighton quarry for several barrels from t.-iis small kiln is way ] ll0t awakened to that fact. You are u*ent, but he cannot afford to con- wruppped in newspaper and laid on in 'banging to the last foot of film, the come sight.
years has Joined Eddie Beebe's crew ahead of any previous accomplishment kind to listen. Good-by.” '
Mr. anj Mrs. Matthew Greenlaw of
Itribute ,o 11
heavily.
tion quickening with each reel and
the stone or cement floor near the
in hard rock 2.
and beats .he high record of 1255 re
From her purse she drew a note) And unless lie ''an ni“ke hls a,nuse- colil air shaft or in a vegetable cellar he Introduction of many thrills has Catnilen were guests at Maurice Wil
der’s Tuesday
A new tump run by a 60 h. p. motor cently made on this kiln by a Point
kept at 40 or 50 degrees will he found he effect of making this picture one
has recently been installed at the hard crew, and vhi.'h was thought to be the book and pencil. “Write for me," she ment Day for Itself he will never get
Mrs. W liter Carroll entertained Ihe
hat will stand head anil shoulder?
firm
and
crisp
to
the
last.
rock. The pump has a capacity of 350 limit for Nj. 6. The crew that made requested, “a line of Introduction. Just.,ialf us much as he needs.
ibove any former production in which Fi.itsomesew>-on-e Club Monday even
l-'inely-shretlded cabbage allowed to ioxie has st'ii’i'iil. A novel feature ia ing at her hi.me on. Commercial street^
friend,,.....................
substituting __
for_____
Miss!_ Fortunately it
gallons of water per minute
tliis remarkable run were Jake Lom say, "A
_ _______
, is very easy to make
John Rakes returned last week after bardo. Patsy Lombardo and Charlie Sanders ”
j anluselnept return enough profit so stand in very cold water until it curls Tile Grow's Nest" is the introduction •.vhieh was a aery enjoyable occasion.
an absence of three weeks on account Liuzza. and their names should go on "'fhe line was written before Alice 'hat it is practically free.
and is very crisp makes most delicious f the ‘ Injur.” telegraph, a meth <1
There will lie a "HackwfUd Fy ial" at
of side injury received when he jumped the office high record board along with In hor astonishment was fully aware.1 Outdoor amusements, from the cost- cold slaw and salads. To serve witli ised for signaling messages by the he Baptist vesttry Tbisday' evening,
th avoid a drag and fell on the ice.
the kiln record.
“Stop at Waycross," she directed '-V golf to the Inexpensive walking, cay oysters there is no better way than 'aqili -indiins Ly means of their Tom- March 13. at 7.30. under the auspices
ot the Sunday Feliool. All over ahe age
The new dispensary and first aid
Point
all be made to pay If they return in the simple dressing of good vinegar, Toms. Ja -k Hoxie as In all his pi e- of 12 years .are invited to attenif wheth
signs on 'he office building put a fin
Arrivals. Tv» carloads of cement breathlessly; "they will have some one
ious .productions plays his part with
salt and n dash of cayenne anil white
health
what
they
cost
in
money.
ished look to il, and the super sitting and an order for fish drums.
to meet you there.”
i satisfying earnestness and nattiral- er members of the Sunday s’hool or
All iif them will do so if they are ln- pepper with a slight sprinkling of icss which m.'.ry western players who not. Games, music and other amuse
at his desk by the window looks like a
The kilns are on soft rock, making
"May I,” Inquired Martha Dun of dulged'in
wisely.
sugar.
real doctor.
,
lave a tendency to overact might ben- ments will make up the Interesting pro
bulk and selected, mostly bulk.
the lovely lady, "take this seat for a
Another simple salad Is shredded lit hy studvii g. Jtc is the same big gram. All th .ja attending will be
Many a man gets out of golf or tenFred Walsh from a Maine Central
Production it st week was: No. 2, (six moment? I Would like to talk with
section crew, and Ellsworth Waltz a uays) 893; 3, 1135; 4, 1034. This is you." But the lady, turning from a nis “ physicaj-fondition,which could cabbage dressed with sugar, vinegar lean whole-hearted boy, which quality ciussed back,ward.
Fred J. Parsorts 'left TuAlIiify ’on a
former Maine Central employe, are good soft rrck production for the first fhrewell wave to Alice, smiled pla- not he *'**<)
Price save that of and then covered with whipped cream. ias so endeared hitn in the hearts of
business trip through Penhsylvania
working in Maynard Oliver’s crew in week afire.
A little salt improves It as it does ally he picture-going public.
catiugly. "Please, no,” she said.
j “"ne-v ulul time spent in exercise.
hard roclt 3.
Coming, a famous spectacular ptet- after .spending a few days at his home
Changes »n the cooper shop occurred
A solitary old man was waiting at1 T“e man who can enjoy no exercise salad. The charm of any cabbage is
i n Central street.’
Safety railings have been on ail this week, tins King has retired from
ire, ‘The Son ot Wallingford.”—adv.
Jt should be
___
'
f ie in its fluffy fineness.
stairways at dumping stations. The the header and is all through. Clyde Waycross station. Hls disappointment hut golf had better play golf.
Spring Opening anil Special Sale at
work was done by John Rokes and Carl Withee tak-’s his place on the header In not finding Alice Sanders was evl- Nays regularly he will keep Ins blood shredded as fine as tissue paper if
PARK THEATRE
<1 W. Achorn & Co.'s, Camden, begin
Kalloch, who are receiving high praise Herbert Files goes to the tongue and • deut. Alice’s friend approached him In circulation, digest his food and sup- J possible. There ure so many small I
ning Saturday this week. See large
for the artistic and harmonious effects groove machine and Martin Storms j wlth her expianatlon and he offered. I'*-v his lungs with the oxygen that his shredders on the market now that lie |
l’oppaea, the infamous consort of advertisement in Camden Herald. 2!»lt
produced under their skilled workman comes iw on the working off machine
graciously, to take her over body needs for its complicated proc- one need be without one.
The little hurd-slielled fluted squash I Nero, the greatest tyrant who ever
ship.
Since the last issue of the Bulletin
.
..
.
.... „ esses.
The new pump in the old Williams three kilns have been started. Xos. 2. to the hall> t0 see the committee.
which
are just the right size for a ivn^ is one of the characters in the
WEST ROCKPORT
If tennis Is the only thing he likes,
quarry at the little bridge began oper 3 and 4. For the present, week about | “They ftre waiting there,” he said,
good individual serving are delicious 'Vllliam Fox super-spe-i'al "Nero."
he
had
better
play
tennis
than
let
hls
ations last Thursday. The capacity of shifts will be had for the following 1 Martha Dun. coming out of WayA supper will be held.in the church
cut open, seeds removed and the cav vhieh ends its engagement at the Park
this pump is between 350 and 400 gal crews: No. 2. Antonio Delmonico, Au- I cross station, followed resolutely on body ryn to seed for want of care.
ity tilled with butter, salt and pepper, oday (Thursday.) The part of the no- (lining room 'his Thursday evening. All
He
can
get
as
much
out
of
walking
lons per minute and it has been put in gusto Delmjnico, John Phelps, Frank up the hill. The hill was filled thai
orious Empress is played hy l auletm are cordially invited..
as he can out of golf or tennis. But turning carefully to have both halves iuval, a Fre - h actress whose pm to relieve the water situation at the Childs, Jo in F'igg, John Brown; No. 3,
evening and disappointment in theii
Mrs. Howatd of Bath Is the guest of
hard rock quarries. The tank at th? Aurelio Caver: on. Nick the Greek, Wilmost men will not walk and they will well baked and not lose the season
rayal of this famous “vamp" is the relatives in trwn.
’s absence was apparent on all
„ .
.
air compresser station Is filled from ’1am Young. Mike. Salerno, Louie Peter favorite
. ,
„
..
..
,
plav games. So the games earn their ings. Serve half of the squash as a chip of lioi lied art. Y’oung, beautiful
Josephine Brown Is copfinefi to her
• " , ’
.
this pump, eliminating the pumping of son, William McKenzie; No. 4, Joseph sides. Opposite the numbers on the 1keep
ind With the grace of a’tiger. Miss home with a severe cold.
in health and are not au extrava- portion.
water at that place.
F.sano, Edward Smart, Lorenzo Stan program that Alice was to have sung,
A very nice winter company dish Is Juval exhibits a large collection of
Donald Tolman left for Boston Tues
written
simply—“Substituting ,
James Cates is now wearing colored ley, James Filisardo, Joseph Vasso. was
Tagnitlceit e .stumes. Requiring over day morning fdr an indefinite stay.
If you read the right kind of novels j broiled fish with
glasses on the job. It is reported that Charles Nystrom.
for Miss Sanders.”
i year of time and the services of the
her! and go to the right kind of plays they I
Oyster Sauce.
Mildred Heaid spent the Weekend
he does this so he can tell the differ
Mills
The lovely lady looked down on ner
stimulate thought and may pay I
Take one dozen oysters, two eup- ■reatest human mob ever used in a with relatives in CaYnden.
ence between steam and smoke. One
New men at the mill are Ralph and unsmiling audience and sang the songs
notion picture it was .photographed in
..
,.,.c,or. liquor,
it„„i.r two
two tablespoon
tnhlesnoon
Leman Oxton and E. Stewart Orheton
that Alice had chosen. The house was for themselves many times
over. ? c ? | fuls of oyster
day last week when the mid-day sun ' Fcrrest Cals -n and Charles Hartley,
-aly and a number of the best foreign
Trash between covers or on the J fuls of butter, two tablespoonfuls of ictois were engaged for the leading were in li i ’klar.d-Tuesday on business.
got at the roof of the company house : A carload of paper land bags and a
at the head of Llmerock street, James ! load of Thomaston shed boards wiih very still—then they applauded. The i stage does nobody any good, and is flour, one egg, one teuspoouful of sea
hai;. ters. 1’illed with sensational efLandon's Breath of Country.
singers face flushed happily.
1 consequently too expensive to Indulge si.nings, parsley finely minced, thyme e -ts, its greatest thrill is the burning
with naked eyes discovered what he j nails in ’em arrived last week,
Iii the crowded thor-ughfares
Martha Dun sat on the front seat. jn
thought was smoke coming from the j A safety first sign in huge letters has
I garlic, onion and a dash of cinnamon if Rome.
roof. A fellow workman whom he no- been painted cn the bag bin over the When the applause had died away the
The attraction for Friday is Ja-k I.ondon, traces of the coautry linger
Don't be afraid of spending money anil ca.venn?. Simmer for five tnlntitled the hous- was on fire ran to warn ' office. Ed Eaton did the work and did ; lovely lady took a place at her side,
I.o'
and a leg Paramount cart in ' No- still in the iiatnes of u few city
add
the
oyster
liquor
and
one
...
/
„ . K , i
i
♦ on recreation if it Is intelligent recrea- utes, add the oyster liquor ana <>n
the folks in the house and only disrov- ! a good job.
lody’s Money"
Saturday William streets. Honeysuckle square, Milton
Miss Dun, she said, I ask that
be returned
dozen „jsters. Simmer for 12 minute
ered it was :'tam when he had nearly
Harry Layccck the expert mason has „„„. wiii nni mBP „„ i,onnv i„„„.
wtravaganw, ...
-...... - . constantly.
.
..
-__ th,
,m„e hv
bv lIOU
« J- ‘ “e “‘oucy mm „
lt , stlrrIllg
Remove from
tussell in a police story, "A Great street, is a reminder of the days when
reached his des-mation. He didn’t say j concluded his hydrate experiments. - ■ .
tell v,.,/J That eirl the end. It Is not an extravagance, it ! stirring constantly. Remove from th
publicity. Let me tell you. That girl is merely a necessity of life, coated fire, strain, add one '^“-beaten egg. S’ight" and coming Monday and Tues- the swqe(-s<**nted Hotter grew In the
lay, Gloria Swanson in her newest City of London. Few other rianies red
1 who entered the train today mlglit
Look tiefo- you run, or else wear Mass., last Friday.
pleasantly with the sugar of enjoy beat well and season to taste. The •aramouat pin toplay "My American olent of the country still remain In
A window has been put in the sew- i tiave been myself years ago—with my
g lasses.
oysters may be used for stuffing fowl, Wife.”—adv.
,
ment.
London. Not far from where old New
Gregory
ing room on the western side. A ven- difficulties and yearning ambition,
nfter finely chopping.
(Copyright by John Blake.)
gate prison stood ure lloae street and
New car runways have been made hy tilator for the room has also been put ! When I stood on that crude stage to--------- O--------EMPIRE 1HEATRE
a IValsh crew
Ivy lime, whilst perhaps the moat
in. With these improvements, Eari j night, I was carried back to m.v first
Baked Ham.
Repairs * . e finished on No. 3, and Haskel! now has a very pleasant cor- 1 publie singing in our town hail, the
Take a slice of liam two Inches thick I Anr.ett? K?l!erman’n claim to the title noted to i'.liakes'.etue was the Manor
the masons are now on No. 8.
ner.
j very country town from which Alice
MEN YOU MAY MARRY
from the center of the ham. Cover if “The Modern Venus” will never be of the Rose, with its mansion let at a
came today. And in all my professional
with milk, using a quart; add a bay on tested by those playgoers who at- rental of a ren rose yearly at Lau
triumphs I have never since known the
leaf, one-half teaspoonful of dry raus end the Empire Theatre tonight and rence Pountney hill. Plum Tree court
By E. R- PEYSER
thrill of that first appearance—the
tard, six slices of carrot and half a *ee the diving beauty in her moder i, und IVar Thee court, Farrington
clove of garlic. Bake In a slow oven] cmedy dr .ma "What Women Love.” street, are also reminders of the time
friendly faces everywhere. You will
Has a galoot like this proposed
The star, whose mastery of the sea has when the fruit grew in the city.
not use this little story?”
to you?
until the milk Is absorbed.
made her famous, is at her best in thb
A man with hair graying at the tem
Symptoms: Rather oldish . . .
A. HYATT VERR1LL
remarkable production.
How to Make and Use It C2S) By Copyright
by Htrpor A Brothers
ples came hurrying toward the two.
Seeds hi Bushsl of Wheat
gruy. Seems past the flirtatious
'Ihe companion feature is Rex
Before the noted singer of two con
There are S5O.OO0 seeds In a buthal
Beach’s “Fair Lady” adapted from the
age. But at some’ odd moment
«£), 1923. Western Newspaper Union.)
tinents he paused. “Dora!” lie exinternationally famed novel of the same of wheat.
you find that he is still a chip
name. Filled w.th romance, thrills and
} claimed. "Tom!” cried the lovely lady.
--------- o---------per hit. Dresses stylishly as
V. READING DIAGRAMS
i .beautiful stcry it makes for the Em
I came here,” he went on, "filled
would bechnie a youth and he
Most people who have not mude a study of radio telegraphy or other with hope because a little patient of
pire a pleasing program that will please
always makes you realize that
dl ages and all classes. The second
branches of electricity are puzzled when they look at the diagrams for wiring u,jDe told of a generous sweet lady
a man is as young us he feels
hapter of the t < w Leather Pushers ar?
that ure supplied In many books, magazines or catalogues. These seldom have who volunteered to take her place at
and that a woman has to make
ilso on tho program.
the various appli this entertainment. Her description—
up to be anywhere.
Friday, “The Invisible Power,” a
ances or accessories the news of your return to this coun8
loldwyn Gem with House Peters and
IN FACT
marked by name or jry—and j do gnd y0Ui after all.
SYMBOLS UtEO !bf WirffL£ZB
;rene Rich as the featured players and
Tlie Younger Galoots Can’t
1EGULATI0N PI ZB WITH NAMB
letter, and, to the un- porat”
i second picture that is an entertainTouch
Him
for
His
Stride.
AND ADDRESS tV MAKER AND
+4
+
Y
nent within V«< If is "Notoriety.’’
initiated, they are ,
Martha Dun slipped away. At the
NET WEIGHT, IN AGCORDaNGB
7) Prescription for his bride:
Satur day H . ry Carey in “Gbod Men
practically meaning- door sjie stopped to replace the re-,j •fc Two hours daily on the
WITH FEDERAL LAW.
and True” ««nd a thrilling western
less. It is very easy pol-ter's tablet In her bag. Then a )
running track to keep up with
’Paid Hack” ..it the two features. A
wnrSHrtMircreo wnescoKHrcrto mhihaii /tf*M
$4.50 per 1000 Sheets
to understand these, voit.e called to her—the lovely lady’s i
Daddy.
r medy and Tarzan complete the pro •
however, once you ^a(.e wag radiant.
For Pound size
7^
HH
Absorb This:
| gram.—adv.
*
have learned what the
Postage ffi oents additional
"The doctor and I will drive you to j
OLD AGE PASSETH AWAY.
various symbols mean, the station, Miss Dun," she said. “Anil j
BUT YOUTH IS PERENNIAL.
Peculiar Aversions.
and everyone inter later, would it compensate if I were i I
(® by McClure Newspaper Syndicate.)
$2.75 per 500 Shoots
Johannes Querceto, secretary to
ested In radio teleph to give you the story of an old love
Frauds
1
of
France,
was.
so
affected
Postage 10 eents additional
ony should learn affair renewed? Theodora Gall's one
-Owin n apples were on the table that he
For each additional 1000 sheets ord
them. In the accom love story. The world will he Inter
OATTE/l/ES
had to stop his nostrils witli b.eud to
ered at same lime, add to the price
Nice Hint for Father.
panying cut. Fig. 8, ested—don't you thlnkA-ln the fact
of first 1000, W.OO and J« centa post
exclude tlie smell of them. If an apple
CJMUMiV
It was the beginning of the wed
the
commoner
sym

AyA.
that she returns from her European ding trip. “Dear,” the bride In
age for e«ob 1000.
was held near his face his nose would
msTimvir
bols used In diagrams tour to marry a country doctor? For
/tHCO i TAT
CHin^CoTZ
immediately begin to bleed. Jegello,
quired anxiously, "in the excitement
of wireless apparatus
neither success nor riches.” milled the
one of the early kings of Poland, was
$4.00 per 1000 Sheets
of leaving did you say good-hy to
are shown and any
=03
lovely lady, "bring happiness. Just
unable to endure the smell of apples.
papa and mamma?”
For Half Pound alxe
one can learn and
two things count tor much In thi»
It is reported that Brassovolus, the
Postage 10 oents additional
“No,” he replied, “I said ‘Au rememorize these in a
world—kindly fjeeds and love.”
younger daughter of Frederick, king
volrl’ ’’—Boston Transcript.
short time.
$2.50 per 500 Sheets
of Naples, had a strange antipathy to
In nearly all dia
any kind of flesh. If, greatly during,
Postage 10 oents additional
grams of wiring and
-i/Ai ri/a e
she put even a small morsel of cooked
For each additional 1000 sbeeta on
a- ••
-MAwr setting up radio tele CENTURY CERTIFIED EDITION
meat into her mouth she "was seized
<■- - - <z?,o
phone Instruments,
ered at same lime, add to the prl<
The Famous Sheet Music you aee adver*
with tits, and, failing to the earth,
the wires are drawn
of first KMX), KJ 50 and 10 oents poa
tised in all the leading magazines. Over
would shriek for tlie spuce of liulf an
age for each 1000.
2200 selections—send for catalogue.
parallel with one an
to exchange new furniture for your old. We must keep our second
hour, when she would return unto
other and with turns
MAINE MUSIC CO, Rockland. Ma.
hand department filled, and are willing to exchange new modern
THE
herself.”
ttttt/OAKY tvi/rf-f VAmo MereU
at right angles. This
furniture for ynur old: alto ranges and musical instruments.
adds greatly to the
Know the tremendous pull
appearance of the dia
A. C. MOORE
V. F. STUDLEY
grams, but In actual practice It is a great advantage not to run the wires par ing power of Courier-Gazette
r.s-tf
279 285 MAIN STREET
Piano 1 uner
allel or with the turns at right angles. For this reason, In the majority of
Rockland Mains
9da.
Jl
the figures I have given, the wires are shown at angles.
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COAST GUARD WORK
How the Whitehead Crew Car
ried Hay To Starving Sheep
i|t Dix Island.
Ouring' the month of February, the
White Head Coast Guard Station ren
dered assistance in 20 cases, in 75 per
cent of which the lives of persons were
involved. In all Cases there was danger
of property damage or loss. In view of
the fact that no lives were lost and
property damage was reduced to a
minimum, it is considered that this is
remarkable work.
Of course the Coast Guard work is
not limited to stranded vessels, as some
hellevet-far from it—it includes any
possible work that can he done to give
assistance to persons in need; either
di,wily or indirectly.
One fcase «hat diverts from the reg
ular Impression Is .of considerable im
portance and it happened this way. A
flock., of sheep were pastured, without
food, -on I>ix Island. The fact was
brought to the attention of the Coast
Guard; the owner was immediately
communicated with and it was learned
that he had no possible way of getting
feed to his sheep owing to ice condi- :
tions although he had been trying)
every available means, without success.
The assistance of the Coast Guard
was solicited, and a ton of hay was
procured at Two Bush Island and carried*to Dix Island by the Coast Guard
boys. They were unable to get any
nearer than a mile ot the islund owing
to th« ice and this difficulty was over
come by using a large sled which was
placed on the ice, after the boat had
been driven as far as possible. Hay
was transferred from boat to sled and
hauled over the Ice to the hungry sheep.
White Head lias been an important
factor in the work done hy the Ossi
pee. Nearly all of the assistance ren
dered, in this vicinity, by that noble
ship was brought phnut through White
Head. Itadio messages were relayed
through White Head to the Ossipee and
t Ice versa, eliminating the necessity of
the public going to the trouble and ex
pense of getting in touch with the
ship through the regular official chan
nels.
Then too, when a schooner fets
stranded near White Head, the boys
are always on the job, regardless of
weather, and remain on the job as long
as their help is of any use then return
to their Station to await the next
chance to help some unfortunate per
son.
These incidents, In themselves, seem
of little importance, hut still they illus
trate the fact aha.t the Coas Guards
men do not attempt to select their
work according to Ils nature but take
everything, good naturedly, as It comes,
regardless of its magnitude.

Pierre Cartier's
*
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Page Five

Estate of May Libby
NOTICE

The subscriber hereby gives notice that on
February 20, 1923, be was duly appointed ad
ministrator of the estate of May Libby, late of
Warren, in the County of Knox, and on that
date was qualified to fill said trust by giving
bond as the law dlred.s.
AT persons having demands against the estate
are desired to present the same for seJtlement,
a id ali indebted thereto are required to make
payment immediately to
N B EASTMAN,
Warten, Maine.
Mar 1-8-15
February 2ft. 1923

Estate of J. Oscar Rust
NOTICE

Estate of Selina C. Bond

KNOX COUNTY—In Court of Probate held at
Rockland, on the 20th day of February, A.
D 1923
William C. Bond, Administrator on the eataHe
of Selina C. Bond, late of Rockland, <in said
County, deceased, haring presented his first and
final account of administration of said esta'e
for allowance;
Ordered, That ndtice thereof be given, three
veeks successively in The Courier-(kt zette.
printed in Kockland, in said County, tha'i nil
persons interested may .attend at a Probate
Court to be held at- Rockland, on the 20th day
of March, neXi, and show cause, if any they
have, why the said account should not he
allowed.

“8

A. C. JONES

ADELBERT L. MILES, Judge

A true r.ipv Attest:
The subscriber hereby gives notice that on
HENRY H. PATRON.
January 16, 1923, she was duly appointed
26-Th-32
Register
Guardian of the estate of J. Oscar Rust, of
Rockport. In the County of Knox, and on this
Estate of Edward G. Hilt
due
wws
qualified
to
fill
said
trust
by
wiving
Oder Z 7 Million Jan Used Yearly bond as the law directs.
KNOX COUNTY.—In Court of Proba'.e held at
Rockland, on the 20th day of February, A.
Ali persons having demands against the estate
I). 1923
are desired to present the same Sor settlement,
Ansel M Hilt, Guardian of Edward G. Hilt,
all indebted thereto are required to make of Warren, in said County, having presented his
NORTH BURKETTVILLE and
payment immediately to
second
and final account of guardianship of
HATTIE A MASON.
said ward for allowance:
Rockland, Maine.
Rebecca Robbins is visiting her
Ordered, That notice thereof be given, three
January 16, 1923.
Mar 1-8-15
wetks successively in The Couu.er-Gazeitc,
grandmother, Mrs. Alton Robbins of
primed 1n Rockland, in said County, that all
Estate of Woodbury M. Punngton
North Union.
pirscns interested may attend at a Probata
NOTICE
John Fish of Un-ion is visiting his
The subscriber hereby gives notice that on Court to he held at Rockland, on the 20i.li dav
of
March, net;, and show cause, if any they
cousin, Everett Fish.
February 20, 1923, he was duly appointed Pub
why the said account should not be
Benjamin Edgeconih of Rurkettville lic Administrator of the estate of Woodbury M have,
alicwed.
late of Rockland, in 'the County of
is visting his grandparents, Mr. and Puringlon,
ADELBERT L. MILES, Judge
Knox, and on February 20, 1923, was qualified
A true i’opv, Attest:
Mrs. F. .1. Esancy.
ti fill said tmst 'by giving bond as ihe law
HENRY 11. PAYSON.
directs
Blanche Rokes was a Sunday guest
26 Th-32
Regis;er
All persons having demands against the estate
of her parents at East Washington.
are desired to present the same for set-.lenient,
Estate of David Maki
George Day and Irving Turner, who and all Indebted thereto are required to make
STATE OF MAINE
are working at Liberty, were weekend payment immediately to
To the Honorable, the Judge of the Probate
FRANK H INGRAHAM. ESQ.
Court, in and for said County of Knox:
Cwyngnt. 1921 Cy kkOur,
Synct«t,
guests of their parents.
431 Main Street, Rockland, Maine
Respec.fully represents Louise Maki, Admin
February 20, 1925
Mar 1-8-1'
Clarence, Ralph and Hazel Esancy
istratrix of the estate of David Maki, late ot
A “KICKER” FOR POWER
Warren,
in said County, deceased, inte.siatc
were visitors at the home of their uncle
Estate of David Maki
that Mid David Maki a; ihe lime ot Iiis dectase
STATE OF MAINE
David Esancy, Appleton, Sunday.
was
the
owner
of certain Real Estate situated
KNOX COUNTY.— In Court of Probate, held at
Build up a reserve power to Fishing Schooner Mayflower To Be Cut
Rockland, on the 20th day of February. 1923 In Warren, bounded and described as follows,
viz
•
Southerly
by land now or formerly of
bruise Maki, widow of David Maki, late of
Down and Equipped With Motor
withstand cold and exposure.
R. U. Collins is prepared to assist in
in said County, deceased, having pre Hector Copeland; westerly ‘by land now or for
making income tax returns. 375 Main Warren,
merly
of
Francis
Siders and John Newcomb;
sented her application for allowance out of the
Those in a run down condition
northerly by land of Arohros Lermond, now oi
The Mayflower, smartest schooner of Street.—20-tf
personal estate of said deceased;
formerly,
and
land
now or formerly of Edward
are most susceptible to colds and
Oidered, That notice thereof be given, once
the American fisheries, under sail, hav
a week for three weeks successively, in The O’Prien, and easterly by land now or formerly
sickness.
Estate at Betsey Jane Upham
Courli-Gazette, published in Rockland, in said of Edward Wa.t3 and the town road. Contain
ing found no vessel to match speed
NOTICE
that all persons interested may attend ing ninety-five acres, and one hundred four
Pleasant to take and harmless.
Tlie sutiscriber hereby gives notice that on Count),
with her in two years of international February
at a Proba'.e Court to be held at Rockland, on square rods
27,
1923,
she
was
duly
appointed
ad

That the debts of the deceased as
the 2tbh day of March, next, and show cause.
*
FOR SALE BY
fishermen's racing, is to be cut down ministratrix c t a. of the estate of Betsey If any they have, why the prajer of said pet- nearly as can be ascertained, amount
Jane Upham, late of .Rockport, in the County tloner should not he gran.ed
$2105.50
C. W. SHELDON,
Rockland and equipped with a motor. Sporting of Knox, deceased and on this date was qual
And the expenses of sale and adADELBERT L MILES, Judge.
miristiYiiioii
tu
........................................
WHITNEY & BRACKETT, Thom’tn considerations have been set aside by ified to flit st Id trust by giving bond as the law
$ 20ft Oft
A true Copy,---Attest:
dlrec’s.
Anounting iu all ;o .........................
$230-,
HENRY H PAYSON,
BOYNTON’S PHARMACY Camdan the Boston syndicate that owns her and
All persons having demands against the estate
That
the
Personal
Estate
Is
there

26-Th-32
Register of Probate
And at all other Good Drug Storee they have written off a loss of $14,000 are desired to present the s.me tor sei.lrurn’
fore insufficient to pay the debts of
anti all indebted ihereto are required to malt,
Estate of Mary Eliza Jones
th? deceased, and expenses of sale
ta-t-May 3
incurred In the two year effort to have payment Immediately to
and of administration, and it is nec
STATE OF MAINE
the Mayflower recognized as a fisher
OLIVE M SYLVESTER
essary
for that purpose to sell some
KNOX. SS
Kockland. Maine
Ai a Probate Court held at Rockland, in and pari of the Real Estaie to raise the
man eligible to compete for the Halifax
February
27.
1923
Mar
8-17,
22
su.ni
of
...............................................
$1620.50
for said County of Knox, in vacation, on the
WALDOBORO
Herald championship cup. The speed
That the residue would be greatly depreclted
26ih day of February, in the year ot our Lord
Estate of Fred B. Robbins
built into the schooner from the designs
by
a
sale
of
any
portion
'thereof;
o» e thousand nine hundred and twenty-three
NOTICE
Wherefore your petitioner prays that she may
Mrs. Dora Howard Yorke and Miss of W. Starling Burgess, which caused
A Cer.ain Instrument, pticporting in be the
The subscriber hereby gives notice that on
licensed to sell and convey the whole of said
Grace Yorke have returned from a her to be declared more nearly yacht February it. I»23, she was duly appoht ed ex las; Will and Testament ot Mary Eliza Jones, be
Reai
Estate at public or private sale for th
late
ol
Thomaston.
In
said
County,
having
been
month spent in Augusta and Massa than fisherman, will never be tested as ecutrlx of the las, will and testament of Fred B presented for probate, ami application having pajment of said debts and expenses of sale ami
Kohl,ins, late of Kockland, in the County of
chusetts.
planned, although she may be raced 1 i Knox, deceased, without bond as the will direct! b' tn made that no bond be required of the ex of administration
Dated this twenty first day of February, A
Raymond Creamer was home from her revised form, with the engine and on this dtne was qualified to fill said true ecutor n.imed in the will
Grdeted. that notice (hereof he given to al! D 1923.
All persons having demands against the estate
Portland for the weekend.
sealed
LOUIAR MAKI
persons
Interested,
hy
causing
a
copy
of
this
desired to present the same tor settlement,
Mrs. Laurence Davis and Miss Doro
The decision of the Mayflower Asso are
and all indel ed ihereto are required to make Oraer io be published three weeks successively
in The Courier-Gazette, a newspaper published KNOX <X)UNTY-In Probate-Court, held s
thy Davis of Medomak were guests of ciates, Inc., which owns the fisherman payment immediately to
at Rockland, in and tor said Coun.y, on the
Rockland, on the twentieth day of February,
JESSIE L. ROBBINS.
Mrs. Maude Wflt Thursday and Fri to have her converted into an auxiliary
tvci'tieih day of March. A. D 1923, at nine
im
Kockland, Ma:ne.
day
vessel became known today when the
o'clock in the forenoon, and show cause, if any
On the petIIion aforesaid. Ordered, That mt
February 27, 1923
Mar 8 la-22
ney have, why tfuf prayer of the petutam*r lice be gixen, by |iu!i].shiiig a copy Of Mid
Mrs. E. It Hunnewell has returned to schooner was towed here under bar
Estate el Charles W. Graham
should not bp granted
petition, wiih this order thereon, once a week
New York.
poles to have a 100 horsepower engine
ADELBERT L.» MILES.
NOTICE
for three weeks successively, prior to the third
Mr. and Mrs. I. G. Reed were in Port installed, and to have her lofty masts
The subscriber hereby Kites notice th.i- nt
Judge of Probate.
Tuesday of March nexi, iu The Courier-Gazette,
A true copy,—Attest;
land Friday.
a newspaper published in Rockland, that al!
and slender spars cut down to take a February 27. 1923, he whs duly appointed ex
of the las: w-til and tes .intent of Charles
26-Tii-32
HENRY H PAYSON. Register
persons interested may attend at a Court ot
Mrs. Ralph Morse was in Rockland reduced sail area. The racing suit of eeutor
W Graham, late of Ajipleton, in the County of
Probate then to he held in Rockland, and show
Saturday
sails may be spared the sail cutters' Knox, deceased, wi-hout bond as the will directs
Estate of Cornelius A. Simmons
cause, if any, wby the prayer of said petition
Arthur Brown and Clarence Wood knife for the present as the Mayflower and on this date was qualified to fill said trust
should not he granted.
STATE OF MAINE
persons having demands against the estate KNOX, SS
ADELBERT L. MILES, Judge .
bury were in Wiscasset last week.
will wear out her oldest suit, also cur areAlldesired
to present the same tor settlement,
A true copv, A ins: ;
a Probale Court held at Rockland, in ami
Jack Newburn has returned to New tailed, when site takes up the off shore and all indebted thereto are required to make t«uAtlaid
26 Th-32
HENRY H PAYSON, Register
County of Knox, on the 2ftih day ot
York after an extended visit with his fisheries with a "kicker" for power payment immediately to
February, in the year of our Lord, one thou
Estate
of Joseph E. Stimpson
I
’
D
PERRY,
sand, nine hundred and twenty-'.hree
sister, Mrs. Foster Jameson.
sometime next month
STATE GF MAINE
Appleton, Maine.
A petition asking 1-v ihe appointment of To the Honorable
Mrs. Charles Wallace of Frenchboro
the Judge of the Probate
February 27. 1923
Mar 8-15-22
Chester A. Simmons, as administrator on tho
Court, in and for said County of Knox:
is a guest of Mrs. Isadore Hoffses.
estate of Cornelius A. Simmons, la'e of Friend
Estate of Henry D. Allan
Respectfully
represents
E. Stimpson
Mr. and Mrs. J. T Gay were in Port
ship, in said County, having been presemed AiJint.istraior of the estateWalter
LIBERTY
NOTICE
of Joseph F Si imp
NORTH HAVEN
The subscriber hereby gives notice that oil and application having been made that no bond son, late of Thomaston, in said County, de
land last week.
February 29, 1923. he was duly appointed nd b? required of said administrator.
testate, that said Joseph E Stimpson
Friends of F. Mauran Perry were
R. R. Sukeforth has a position in minlstrator ol the estate (J Henry I), Allen
Ordered, that notice thereof be given to all ceased,
The Pythian Sisters celebrated their
the time of his decease, was the owner ol
reddened to hear of his death in Rock Boston as foreman on a farm and will late nf Thomaston, in the County nf Knox, de persons interested, by causing a copy of this at
a l undivided two-thirds of certain Real Es
12th anniversary Wednesday evening. land Wednesday of Last week. Mr.
clared. and on ;h!s date was qualified to fill said Ordet to be published three weeks successively tate situated in said Thomaston, bounded and
in The Courier-Gazette, a newspaper published described as follows: viz : Beginning at tb
Invitations were extended to the Perry made his home here with his begin work the first of April.
trust hy giving bond as the law directs
George
Turner
and
Everett
Overlock
at
Kockland,
in
said
County,
that
they
may
Al! persons having demands against the estate
Camp Fire Girls and Boy Scouts al90 to sister, Mrs. V. V. Thompson whpn he
westerly side of Beech Woods street at Ihe
art desired to present the same for settlemen-. appear at a Probate Court, to be held at northerly line of Levi Morse’s land; thence
the husbands and wives of members. was connected with the Waldoboro are chopping for C. E. Overlock.
and all indebted thereto are required to make Kockland, in and for said County, on the westerly by said Morse’s tend one hundred and
F.
W.
Cunningham
is
hauling
lumber
ivcntieih day of March, A. D. 1923, at nine
There were about 75 present. A fine Garage Company.
payment immedlaieJv lo '
feet to stake and stones at land of
to the Turner & Jones mill.
o'clock in the forenoon, and show cause, if any twenty-five
FRANK B MILLER.
program was arranged by the •com
L W ('reamer; thence northerly by sail
The yourg ladies who gave the ma
they have, why the prayer of the petitioner Creamers
Miss
Lucy
Fuller,
who
has
been
Kockland, Maine.
land one hundred and twen:y-three
mittee, Mrs. Katherine Dunean, Mrs. qutrade ball for the benefit of the 1:
should
not
he
granted
February to, 192.3
Mar 8-15-22
feet to stake and stones ; alienee easterly by said
teaching school in Palermo, has closed
ADELBERT L. MILES,
Murry Stone and Mrs. Lenora riCooper.
Creamer's land one hundred and twenty-five
<.
brary have completed their gift of her school and is at the home of her
Estate ®f Richard M. Sattonstall
Judge of Probate.
feet to said street; ‘thence southerly by said
The program follows: Browns Orches-1
this we(.k. Owing to a scarcity
NOTICE
A true copy,—Atnsi:
street one hundred and twenty-three feet to the
tra, 2 selections; reading of the History f j- loom on the children’s shelves the parents. Mr. and Mrs. O. B. Fuller.
The subscribers hereby give notice that on
26-Th-32
HENRY H PAYSON, RegiS.er
place of beginning, together wkh the buildings
Jumes Overlook informs us that a February 2ft 1923, they were duly appointed ex
and roll call; reading, Mrs. Mahelle I purPhase has been delayed until the
thereon.
ecutors of the last will and testament of Rich
Estate of George Warren Smith
big
hen
ranch
is
to
be
established
near
That the debts of the deceased as
Stone; solo. Rev. M. G. Perry; Orches-i rePPRSary shelves were installed. This
ard M. Saltonstall, late of Newton, Massachu
NOTICE
nearly as can be ascertained, amount
tra; reading, Mrs. Eva Hopkins; piano part of the gil t included a choice col lec here in the spring and he is to have a setts. in the County of Middlesex, deceased,
Thp
subscriber
hereby
gives
notice
that
on
$ 160 15
without bo’«d as the will directs, and on this February 27, 1923, he was duly appoimed ex
solo, l’aton Dyer; quartet. Messrs. tion of books for girls from 9 to 14 job as.foreman.
And ihe expenses of sale and ad
Charles Overlock is hauling lumber date were qualified to fill said trust.
ecutor of the last will and testament 4)f George ministration to ....................................
$ Iftu lift
Murry Stone, Parker Stone, Rev. M. G. years of age. About $54 has been ex
All
persons
having
demands
against
the
estate
Warren Smith, late of Rockport, in the Coun y
Perry, Floyd Duncan; reading, Mrs. pended in this way, nearly al! of which to the Turner & Jones mill.
are desired to present the same for settlement, of Knox, deceased, without bond as the will Amounting in all to............................. $ 260.15
That the Personal Estate is insuffi
The
deep
snow
doesn't
seem
to
bother
and
all
indebted
therein
are
required
to
make
Carrie Parsons; solo, Parker Stone. has been it vested in books for young
dlreris, and on this date was qualified to fill cient to pay the debts of the deceased,
Arthur Overlock and son Robert as payment immediately to us or to William H said trust.
and expenses of sale and of adminis
There was singing of the old songs by people.
Cooper of North Haven, our legally appointed
All persons having demands against the estate tration. and it is necessary for that
they
have
hauled
about
100
cords
of
Agent for Maine.
the Sisterhood and their guests. After
The Wnist Club was entertained at
are desired to present the same for settlement, purpose to sell some part of the Real
stave
lumber
and
some
long
lumber
to
LEVERETT
and
ELEANOR
SALTONSTALL,
the conclusion of the program punch) the last meeting by Mrs. W. G Labe.
and all indebted thereto are required to make Estate to raise the sum of .............
$ 260 15
dies nut Hill Mass . and payment Immediately to
rhat the residue would he greatly depreciated
and cake were served. The center of Eleven members and one guest, Mr?. the mill.
WILLIAM A. <;ASTON. Boston. Mass
BENJAMIN F SMITH.
by
p
sale
of
any
portion
thereof;
the table held the handsome birthday | M. Louis* Milier, were present. Miss
February 20. 1023
Mar 8-15-22
Rockport, Maine.
Wherefore your ivetWioner prays that he may
cake with its twelve candles all aglow Marcia Blaney and Mrs Lena BennetFebruary 27. 1923
Mar 1 -8-15
hr licensed to sell and convey the whole of said
Estate of Franklin B. Achorn
SOUTH
SOMERVILLE
Rea! Estate at private sale for the payment o!
—each one standing for a year of won prizes.
Estate
of
Maurice
A.
McKusic
NOTICE
said debts, legacies and expenses of sale and
The parts for the graduating class nf
work and good times together. The
NOTICE
of administration
The subscriber beceby gives notice that on
Ensign Bowman of CorriM-t-’s Mills
remainder of the evening was spent the Waldoboro High School have be-u
The
subscriber
hereby
gives
notice
that
on
Dated this twentieth day of February, A. D
February 29, 1923, she was duly appointed ex
with games and dancing. Music for assigned as follows: Gladys Barter, was here recently to see his brother, ecutrix of the last will and testament of Frank February 2ft. 1923, she was duly appointed ex 1923.
W E STIMPSON
lin B Achorn, late of Rockland, in the County ecutrix of the last will and teouunent of Mauthe dancing being furnished by Brown’s valedictory; Cordelia Barnard, saluta Orin Bowman.
S. L. Bart'ett traded horses with Jo of Knox, deceased, -without bond as the will rict A McKusic, late of Rockland, in the Coun
Orchestra for which the Sisterhood tory; Emma Boggs, prophecy; Arline
.y of Knox, dtceased, without bond ns the will KNOX COUNTY —In Probate Court, held «t.
direc.s,
and
on
this
date
was
qualified
to
fill
diiects, and on this date was qualified to fll!
wishes to extend to each member many Creamer, will; Hilda Davis, gifts- seph Kinney last week, and W. B. said trust.
Rockland, on the twentieth day of February,
All persons having demands against the estate said trust.
Howard Greenlaw, address to under- Hewett. Jr., trade with Sam Clark.
1923
thanks.
All persons having demands against the estate
are
desired
to
present
ihe
same
for
settlement,
Mr. and Mrs Walter Burdick of
On the petition aforesaid. Ordered, That no
The dance In K. of P. hall Friday > graduates; Althea Kaler, history.
are desired to present the same for settlement, •flee he given, by publishing a copy ot' said
and
ali
indebted
thereto
are
required
to
make
West Washington were dinner guests payment immediately to
and all indebted thereto are required to make petition, with tills order thereon, once a week
evening was very successful with aj---------------------last Sunday of Mr and Mrs. Merle Day.
paj ment Immediately to
A SI. NATH H ACHORN,
Tor three weeks successively, prior to the third
large number present.
Music was
EVELYN R McKUSIC,
Rockland, Maine
S. L. Bartlett and Ella Brann visited
Tuesday of March next, in The Courier-Gazette,
NORTH WALDOBORO
Rockland, Maine.
furnished hy the three F's & M.
February
2ft,
1923
Mar
1-8-15
a newspaper published in Rockland, that ali
Mrs. Lizzie Cargill at South Washing
February 20, 1923
Mar 1-8-15
The Mahiwijeno Club met with Mrs.
pttsens Interested may attend at a Court ot
ton last week.
Estate
of
William
W.
Southard
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Nelson
Shuman,
Probate then to be held in Rockland, and show
Estate of Boyd S. Condon
Leon Stone Monday evening.
Missionary
Willard Overlook of
c.'tse,
if any, why the prayer of said petition
NOTH??
George
Benner
and
daughter
and
Mrs.
NOTICE
We were sorry to receive the news
should not be granted.
The subscriber hereby gives notice that on
Washington will hold a meeting at the
The subscriber hereby gives notice that on
nf the death of Kenneth Carpenter, son George Vose and grandson were call chapel Sundav, March 11 at 2 o’clock.
ADELBERT L. MILER, Judge .
February 2ft, 1923, he was duly appointed adA true copy,—Attest:
m.nistrator of the estate of William W. »South- February 20, 1923, she was duly appointed ex
of Mr. and Mrs. George O. Carpenter ers at Frank Teague's last week.
Mr. and Mrs Lloyd Hewett and sons ard lete of Rockland, In Yhe County of Knox ecutrix of the It-st will und testament of Boyd
26 Th 32
HENRY H. PAYSON, Register
Rev.
George
B.
Davis
spent
a
few
of St. Louis. Mr. Carpenter spent all
Lloyd and Donald visited Mr. and Mrs. deceased, and on February 27, 1923, was quali S Condon, late of Rockland, in rhe County ot
Ki-.ox, deceased, without bond as the will directs,
Estate
of Edna B. Moore
of his boyhood summers here at North days in Bath last week.
fied
io
fill
said
trust
by
giving
bond
as
the
law
llanly Overlock, who has had em Cleo Bartlett at West Washington directs
and or. this date was qualified to fill said trus!
STATE OF MAINE
Huveh and was held In high esteem by
All persons having demands against the estate To the Honorable the Judge of the Probate
All persons having demands against the es'ate
ployment in Somerville, is at home. ( Sundayall who knew him.
Court, in and tor said County of Knox:
IIewett brothers loaded a car nt arc desired io present ihe same for settlement, an desired to present the same for settlement,
Clarence Shuman was at Knox Hos
Respeetiully represents Stanley It. Cushing.
J. O. Brown is building a gasoline
aid all indebted thereto are required to make aud all Indebted thereto are required to make
pital Friday and Saturday for the re Winslow’s Mills last week with birch payment immediately to
payment immediately to
Administrator
of the estate of Edna B Moore,
boat for C. O. Antes.for
toothpicks.
GEORGIA
D.
CONDON,
late
of Thomaston, in said County, deceased,
JOBI1UA N SOUTHARD.
C. E. Waterman Co. had a load of moval of a growth on his neck.
Rockland, Maine
intestate, that said Edna B. Moore, at the tim^
Eugene
Bowman
of
Burlington.
Rockland,
Maine
Mr. and Mrs. W. P. Teague visited
February 20, 1923
Mar 1-8-15
of her decease Was the owner of an undivided
grain landed at Crabtree’s Point Sat
February 2T, 1923
Mar 1 8-15
their daughter Mrs. Louie Carroll in Mass., was at the home of his parents
one-sixth of cerhiiw Real Es’.aite situated in said
urday.
over
Sunday,
railed
hy
the
serious
ill

NOTICE
OF
FORECLOSURE
Thomaston, bounded and described as follow*,
UNITED STATES BRANCH OF THE
The new church was wired last week Union Sunday.
viz : beginning at the easterly side of Green
ness
of
his
father,
Orin
Bowman.
ATLAS
ASSURANCE
COMPANY
LTD.
Whereas
George
W.
Gushee
of
Appleton,
In
George
Bornheimer
and
Miss
Dora
by the Vinalhaven Light & Power Co.
.he County of Knox and State of Maine, by Street at its junction with Cross Street; thence
* of London. England
Bornheimer
are
ill.
easterly
by Cross Street one hundred and for’.vhis
mortgage
deed
dated
the
13th
day
of
June
The following was taken from the
A D. 1898. and recorded in book 109, i»ga five feet to the brook; 'thence southerly by tite
Mrs. E. C. Teague spent the week in
ASSETS DEC. 31, 1922
Baltimore Sun: "The engagement of
brook aforesaid to land of the Maine Central
113,
Knox
Registry
of
Deeds,
conveyed
to
me
Mortgage Loans ........................ $ 2ft.0ftft 90 the undersigned, a certain lot or parcel of land, Railroad Company; thence westerly by su'd
Miss Eleanor G. Small to Avery D. Augusta with Mr. Teague and attended
Stocks and Bonds ....................
4.370,999 00 with the buildings thereon, situated in Appleton railroad’s land to Green Street; thence north
Webster, son of Mr. and Mrs. H. B. the governor’s ball in Portland Friday
Osh
in Office and Bank
....
269,784 38 and bounded as follows: Beginning at slake and eily by said Green Street to the place of be
A RELIABLE
Agents’ Balances ......................
976 721 0 . stcues at the southwest corner of land of W < ginning.
Webster of North Haven, Me., has just night returning home Saturday.
Maple
Grange
conferred
the
third
It.teresi
and
Rents
.....................
50.320 69 Perry at Georges River; thence hy the riv« i
That Ihe debts of the deceased as
been announced. She Is the daughter
All other Assets ................. . .
11,460 48 about sixty rods to stake and stones; then? nearly as can be ascertained, amount
and
fourth
degrees
Thursday
night
of Mrs. A. F. Small of Arlington, Md.,
to .......... ............................................ $ 173.0ft
COMMISSION
HOUSE
southeasterly
about
eighty
rods
to
a
stake
ana
with
a
harvest
supper.
Two
members
Gross Assets .......................... $5,699,285 lift stones at a stone wall; thence northeasterly And the expenses of sale and adand is a graduate of the Western
Deduct Items not admitted .......
74.2CO 6ft .about twelve rods by said wall to s>take and niitiistratlon to ....................................
$ 30 00
High School. .The wedding will take were admitted hy demit.
Amounting in all to ..................... $ 2(13(10
thence southeasterly about twenty rods
place in the early fall and the couple)
Admitted ................................ $5,625,065 00 stnes;
DRESSED CALVES
That the Personal Estate is insuffi
to
stake
and
stones
at
ihe
road;
thence
south
LIABILITIES DEC. 31 1922
will make their home In Bridgeport, |
by said road about fourteen rods to stake cient to pay tlie debts of the deceased,
Net Unpaid Losses .................. $ 443,487 65 eily
NORTH WASHINGTON
and stones; thence south 51 degrees east, fifty- and expenses uf sale and of adniinConn., where Mr. Webster is engaged)
1
r.earned
Premiums
.................
3.570.757
LIVE AND DRESSED
three tods ;o stake and stones; thence soutJi- 1‘.: i a tion, and it is necessary for that
In the wholesale tobacco business."
All other Liabilities ..................
116,59ft 33 wtslerly about seven rods to stake and stones: purpose to sell some part of the Real
Mrs. Ellen Cunningham is in Belfast
Deposit Capital ..........................
20(1,1100 00 tl? net* southeasterly about ninety-seven rods to Estate to raise the sum of.................
$ 203 0ft
Surplus over all Liabilities ....
1,294,229 29 Stncbec brook; thence hy the brook About
i caring for her sister Mrs. ft. P. MoThat the residue would be greatly depreciated
POULTRY
by
a
sale
of
any
portion
thereof;
STONINGTON
twenty-nine rods to bind bought of Man’ O
rang, who Is ill.
Total Liabilities and Surplus... $5,625,065 00 Royal, thence by said lot and land of W C
Wherefore your petitioner prays that he may
Henry Place of North Whitefield was
Agent: E. W. BERRY. Rockland. Mt.
Terry about two hundred sixty-two rods to be licensed to sell and convey tlie whole of said
29-Th-fn
Barge Tohi-on discharged a cargo of a business caller here last week.
Paa.
Estate at public or private sale for the
b;urds
first
mentioced,
cootaining
about
sixty
EGGS, APPLES, ETC
cc»es; meaning by this deed to convey to the payment of said debts and expenses of s.n?
coal at the Weed dock last week and
Bert E. Cunningham, the Liberty
U. S. BRANCH
and
of
administration
said
John
Richardson
all
the
homestead
of
the
of tile
Fox Hunter, was at his brother's Sun
, towed out Tuesday.
Dated this twentieth day of January, A I)
BRITISH AMERICAN ASSURANCE COMPANY said Geoige W. Gushee lying west, of Senehec 1923.
Sleuth barge Ajax discharged a car day. He shot a fine large fox Saturday.
btook
;
of Toronto. Canada
STANLEY R CUSHLNG,
And whereas the conditions of suld mortgage
go of boiler coal at the Fuller Co. dock
The nice weather and good roads, are
ASSETS DET 31, 1922
Administrator
PROMPT RETURNS
Slocks and Bonds ...................... $1,960,812 OJ have been broken, row, therefore, by reason ot
last week ad sailed Monday, saving being utilized by many to haul lum
the breach of the conditions thereof, 1 claim a KNOX COUNTY —In Probate Court, held at
Cash in Office and Bank.............
170,202
2.»
a shut down at the plant, where 400 ber to the South Liberty mills. Among
Rockland,
on
the
twentieth
day
of February,
foreclosure
of
said
mortgage.
Agents’ Balances ........................
167.379 0M
1923
Warren, Maine, February 26, 1923
men are cutting stone 16 hours a day them being Elmer Jones. F. W. Cun
Inkiest and Rents......................
32,011
On
the
petition
aforesaid,
Ordered,
That no
25
Th-32
JOHN
F.
RICHARDSON
All other Assets ..........................
2,234 90
for the New York courthouse job.
ningham and Fred Hannon.
tlce be given, hy publishing a copy of sain
The ice Is fast going out of the har
Jessie Emerson has been unable to
petition,
with
this
order
thereon,
once
a week
NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE
Cross Assets ............................ $2,332,043 21
three weeks successively, prior to the third
bor and soon he harbor will be normal. work in the woods for Otis Jones for
Deduct items not admitted.........
29,740
Whereas, George W. Gushee of Appleton, in for
Tuesday
of
March
next,
in
The
Courier-Gazette,
ToWp meeting, held at the opera a week..
the County of Knox and State of Maine, by his
Admitted.................................... $2,302,9(12 46 tuor.gage deed da.ted the twentieth day of No « newspaper published in Rockland, that ah
house Monday, passed off with a fine
LIABILITIES DEC 31 1922
93-101
Clinton
Street
ver.ber, A D 1916, and recorded in i>ook 171, persons intgvuted may attend at a Court of
day and a dinner, served to the public
Net Unpaid Losses .................... $ 228,017 36 pagt 284, Knox Registry of Deeds, conveyed to Piobate then to he held in Rockland, and show
2. Medicated air is the only treat
Unearned Premiums........... .........
1,233.678 95 me, the undersigned, a certain lot or parcel of cause, if any, why the prayer of said petition
at ihe O. E. S. Hall.
ment for catarrh.
Breathe Hyomei
All other Liabilities....................
28,543
lei.d, with the buildings thereon, situated in should no. be granted.
ft. F. Gerrish left Wednesday for his and obtain immediate relief. At all
ADELBERT L MILES, Judge .
BOSTON
Crsh (’apita 1 ................................
2ftft,ftftft 00 Appleton, and bounded as follows: Beginning
A true copy,—Attest :
home in West Sullivan after passing druggists. Money back if it fails.—
Surplus nv,r all LiabllLirs.........
611,762 46 a' a stake and .stones at the southwest come,
26
Th-32
HENR5 H PAYSON, Register
the winter at ihe cutting plant of the adv.
— of land of W. C. Perry at Georges River;
Total Liabilities and Surplus... $2,302,902 46 tbdice by the river about sixty rods to stake
Fuller job
Estate
of Alexander R. Rivers
26 Th 31 •
anu stones; thence southeasterly about eighty
STATE OF MAINE
rods to a stake and stones at a stone wall; KNOX, SS
BERKSHIRE MUTUAL FIRE INSURANCE
tlm cc northeasterly about twelve rods by said
a Pixtbale Court held at Rockland, hi and
SUNSHINE
wall io stake and stones; thence southeasterly forAtsaid
COMPANY
of Knox, on the 2ftih day ot
i
about
twenty rods to stake and stones at the February,County
iu the year of our Lord one thou
PittsflaM, Massachuiatta
road; thence southerly by said road about
A shocking accident occurred here I
nine hundred and twenty-three.
ASSETS IMST 31. 1922
fourteen rods to stake and srones; thence south sand
A 4’ertaln Instrument, purport ing to l>e the
Real Estate ..................................
$ 18,000 00 3$ degrees east, fifty-three rods to stake and
recently which lesulted in the loss of
Mortgage Loans ..........................
5.900 00 stones; thence southwesterly about seven rods las; Will and Testament of Alexander R Rivers,
the right ’rm of Arthur Conary, son of
late
of Cushing, in said County, having been
Collateral Loans ........................
7.100 oft to stake and stones; thence southeasterly about
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Conary. He was )
Stocks and Bands ......................
549.231 00 nil ety-seven rods to Senebec brook; thence by presented for probate, and application having
bfm
that no bond be required of the ex
on a duck hunting trip to one of the
Cash In Office and Bank ...........
28.263 85 th.- brook about twenty-nine rods to land bought eeutormade
8uecesaor to A. F. Burton
named in the will
Agents’ Balances ........................
56.853 67 of Mary O Royal; thence by said lot and laud
islands with hi- two brothers, Maynard
Oidered,
that notice thereof be given to all
Interest and Renta ......................
5,951 26 of W. C. Perry about two hundred sixty-two
and Frank, when in lifting his gun by
penons Interested, by causing a copy of this
rods to bounds first mentioned, containing about Order
GRANITE
AND
MARBLE
to
he
published three weeks successively
the barrel it was discharged in some
Gross Assets .............................
$671,299 78 sixty acres; meaning by this deed to convey
The Courier-Gazette, a newspaper published
Admitted Assets ............. i...
$071,299 78 to the said John F. Richardson all o.' the home in
way, shattering his right arm First
at
Rockland,
for said County, on th.
stead of the said George W Gushee lying twentieth day iuof and
CEMETERY WORK
LlABILITrES 1)E( 31 1922
aid measured were used to control tieMarch, A. D. 1923. at nine
Ne; Unpaid Losses ......................
$ -.1.018 67 west ot Senebec brook;
o'clock
in
Ihe
forenoon,
and show cause, if any
flow of bloo-1 and Drs. Wasgatt and
And whereas the conditions of said mortgage they have, why the prayer
Unearned Premiums .................
458,681 07
of the petitlonei
Main Street
Noyes gumnipeerf. They found it nec
All other Liabilities .................
10,793 18 have been broken, now, therefore, by reason should not be granted
Surplus over all Liabilities.......
150.806 86 of the breach of the conditions thereof, 1 claim
essary to ampifate the arm at the
ADELBERT
L MILES,
THOMA6TON, MAINE
a foreclosure of said mortgage
Judge of Proliate.
shoulder n.I.next morning transport
10-tf
Wuirren, Maine, February 26, 1923.
Total Liabilities and Surplus ...
$671,299 78
A true copy,—-Attest:
the injured man to Bluehill hospital,
23-Tii-29 E. J. CARTER. A|Mt. Rockport
26-Th 32
JOHN F. RICHARDSON.
26 Th 32
HENRY H PAYSON, Register.

5 Talbot Ave.
Rockland, Maine

apo ub

Medicine

For COUGHS, COLDS and
GENERAL DISABILITY

Cod Liver Oil, Rum
and Honey

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD
•1
|A
Eastern Standard Tin.e

►

*

Wisely

D. C. DOUGLASS.

\\

;

JL

M. L. HARRIS.

SERVICE TEMPORARILY SUSPENDED
OWING TO ICE CONDITIONS

Eastern Steamship Lines, Inc.
BANGOR LINE—WINTER SCHEDULE
STEAMSHIP BELFAST
Leave Rockland Mondays and Thursdaya at
6.ftft P M for Boston.
Return—Leave Boston Tuesdavi and Friday*
at 5.ftft P. M I/eave Rockland Wednesdays and
Saturdays at 5 00 A M ; Camden 5 45 A M.J
Belfast 7 15 A M.; Bucksport 9 00 A M.;
due Wlnteriiort 9.30 A M
Return—Leave Winterport Mondays and
Thursdays at 10 00 A M for Bos’or and way
landings, due the following morning about
7 Oft A. M

MT. DESERT & BLUEHILL LINES
BAR HARBOR LINE
Leave Rockland Wednesdays at 5 A M for

Nprth Haven titonkugtou. Southwest Harbor,
Northeast Harbor, Seal Harbor, due Bar Bar*
bor It A. M
Re.urn - Leave Bar Harbor Thursday* t: 8 00
A .M for Rockland and way landings.

BLUE HILL LINE
Leave Rockland Saturdays at 5 A. M for
Dark Harbor. Eggornoggin, Soiitb Bntoksvllle
Surgentvllle, Deer Isle. Biooklhi, South Bluehill. due Bluehill 11.45 A M
Return-Leave Bluehill Mondays at 8 Oft A.
M for Rockland and way landings
At «Dostoii connection Is made via the Met*
ropolitan Line express freight steamers for
New York aud inditis South and West.

MAINE STEAMSHIP LINE
Portland-New York Freight Service

DlrrCt Freight Service between Portland and
New York Is resumed from the New Stats
Pier, Portland, Me.
Through rales and direct track conn set loita
with Maine Central aud Grand Trunk Rail
roads
F. S SHERMAN. Supt . Rockland. Maine
R 8 SHERMAN. Agent. Rockland. Maine

Vinalhaven & Rockland
Steamboat Co.
The direct route between

ROCKLAND. VINALHAVEN. NORTH HAVEN.
STONINGTON AND SWAN'S ISLAND
WINTER ARRANGEMENT
(Subject to change without notice)
IN EFFECT 5.30 A. M. MONDAY. JAN. 8. 1923
Leaves Swans Island daily excepi Sundaye
tor Stonington, North Haven,
Vinalhaven and Kockland
Returning leaves Rockland at 1.30 P. M., for
Vinalhaven, North Haven, Stonington, aud
Swan’s Island.
W. 8 WHITE,
General Manager.
Rockland, Maine, Jan’y 6, 1923

utt 5 3ft A. M

Professional & Business Gards
Not Medicine, Not Osteopathy

C. M. WHEELER, D.C. Ph. C.
ChiropraCor
400 MAIN STREET - - ROCKLAND
Graduate Palmer School of Chiropractic
Office Hours:
Mondays. Wednesdays. Fridays, 10-12, 2-5, 7-8
Tuesdays. Thursdays, 10-12, 2-5
Saturdays 10-12
Tel. 886

Drs. T. L. & Ruth McBeath
Osteopathic Physicians
38 UNION STREET. ROCKLAND. MAINE
HOURS: 8:00 A. M. TO 4:00 P. M.
EVENINGS A 8UN0AV8 BY APPOINTMENT
Telephone 138

H. V. TWEEDIE, M. D.
Diseases of the Eye;
Refractions, Etc.
407
Houn. 9 to
Residence, 21
Office

MAIN STREET
12 A. M.; I te 9 P. M.
Fulton Street. Tel. 391-1
Telephone 493-W

E. W. HODGKINS, M. D.
Ofllc,: VINAL BLOCK. THOMASTON
Offlct Hour,: I to 3 and 7 to 9 P. M
Residence until 9 A. M. and by Appointment

Telephones: Roeidonco. 41-4: Offleo 149

THE SILSBY HOSPITAL
E. B. SILSBY, Surgeon
—and—
X-RAY OPERATOR
SUMMER STREET, ROCKLAND
Telephone 123
W. A. JOHNSTON, BEG. PHC.

JOHNSTON’S DRUGSTORE
COMPLEE ORUG AND SUNDRY
LINE.
SPECIAL ATTENTION TO
PRESCRIPTIONS.
KODAKS.
DE
VELOPING. PRINTING AND EN
LARGING.

370 Main St., Rockland, Me.

GEORGE W. FOSTER
Dealer in Pianos
Fine Tuning
75 Cedar Street. Tel. 572-M.
ARTHUR L ORNE
Insurance
Successor to A. J. Enkine

4 Co.

417 MAIN ST. • - ROCKLAND,' ME.

L R. CAMPBELL
Attorney at Law
Special Attention to Probate Matters

375 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND. ME.

FRANK H. INGRAHAM
Attorney at Lav
SPECIALTY: PROBATE PRACTICE
431 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME.
Telephones—Office 468.

House 603-W

EDWARD K. GOULD

Advertises Well

V

row

9-24-22 V. P. & Gen’l Mgr. Gen'l Passenger Agt.

The Man Who
Advertises

Trains Leave Rockland

Augusta. A§7.00a. m. 17.30a.in., tl. 10p.m.
D uiRor.Aij7.03tt.nl. 17.30a. ni., fl.lOp. tu.
Math A|7.00a. ni., 17.30a.m.. Il.lOp in..
15 30 p. in.
Boston. A$7.00a.m , 17.30 a. tn.. 11. 10 p. tn.
Brunswick A$7.00 a. tu., 17.3d a. in . fl.lt)
p. tn . 15 30 p. tn.,
Lewiston. Af7.00a. m. 17.30a.in., 11 10 p tn.
New York i I ID p. in.
Portland. A $7.00 u. ra , 17.30 a. in., Il.lOp. m.,
15 30 p ir..
Waterville A(7.00u tn..+7.30a m. 11.l0p.nv.
Woolwich. $7.00 a. m.. 17.30 a. ni., fl.10 p. in..
t5.30 p. ra.
1 Daily, except Sunday
$ 5,unday only.
A Passengers provide own ferriage between Wool
wich and Bath.

T.H. WHEELER CO.

GILCHREST
MONUMENTAL
WORKS

Cylinder perfec
tion
with un
equaled
me
chanical

Attorney at Law

COR. TILLSON AVE.
I

\

and

MAIN BT.

THOMASTON

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Thursday, March 8, 1923.
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BUILT IN THOMASTON

In EveryUdy s Column

AL. RAWLEY WON

Sch. Augusta G. Hilton Goes Ashore
..Will all members of the Parent For Road Commis
AdTeniaemem, in this column not w nceed
Near Vineyard Haven In Blinding Contest
three lines Inserted ones for K cents, 3 times
Teacher Association and interested
Snowstorm.
for 50 loots Additional Uses 5 cents os?h
sioner Enlivened the St.
for cee time, in cents 3 times Six words mats
citizens who are planning to attend the
a line
The four-masted Boston schooner
George Town Meeting,
supper given by the P. T. A. at the Bap
Augusta
G.
Hilton,
bound
from
Bos

tist vestry next Monday. March 12.
Lout and Found
please notify Mrs. Alonzo Spalding, ton for Norfolk, light, grounded on
St. George town meeting was held
chairman, on or before Friday. March West Chop, near Vineyard Haven dur Monday. The only contest was beFOUND-PI.1 In gu»ld ring in Thomaston. Aping
a
snoiy
storm
and
gale
Tuesday
9. This is very necessary in order that
ilv at 14 KiNOX ST . Thomaston.
28*30
ample preparation he made and none night and was held fast in the sand! tween William J Hastings and A. J
LOST—Female hound, black and broftri spots;
yesterday’ The crew of 10 men re-(j’awley for road commissioner, and it
«ftlhr marked W H.
Please notify HER
disappointed. The supper is intended
BERT CLOUGH, Rockport. Me.
27*29
for a social get-together with an op mained aboard and the vessel was developed considerable steam before
portunity afterwards for a thorough though: io be in no immediate danger. the meeting but was won handily by
Waited
discussion of the proposed new school An attempt will be made to pull her
tile genial A .1. lithe!- town I.fficets
building. Don’t leave all thought of afloat when the weather permits.
WANTED
Two
married men, 20 to 40 years,
The early advice gave no details as elected were:
this important question until town
to demonstrate Nationally Advertised product
In nearby territories. Selling experience not
meeting day. This is the time to state to how the crew was rescued It was
• • * •
necessary Address BOX 304. Rockland. 29-31
objections, to listen to reasons, in short, expected that a Coast Guard cuttei
Selectmen—Fred P. Smalley. Janies
WANTED Table girl at Smalley's restaurant,
to form an opinion based on something would make an attempt to float the
Wheeler
and
Herbert
Pearsons.
Myrtle street. Rockland.
28-tf
more than prejudice and loose talk schooner as soon as the weather per
Tax
Collector
and
Treasurer
—
Joseph
WANTED—Afttn for general farm work; good
supported neither by proof nor respon mitted.
inilke' and leamster. C. B. TOLMAN, Warrtn
The vessel was in the carrying trade Simmons.
sibility.
Maine R. F D No I
28.30
Town Clerk and member of School
Owing to the severe storm the danc between Boston and Norfolk and
WANTED
Board
—
C.
E.
Wheeler.
Housekeeper
in
family
of
adults.
was
owned
liy
Crowell
&
Thurlow
of
ing assembly was omitted this week.
Write ' IIOUSEKEIl’ER. ' care The CourierAudit or—I-’ra nk Robin son
Miss Margaret Young, who has been Boston. Phe registers 1412 tons and
Gczeite.
28*30
Fire Warden—George Wood.
23 SERIES STUDEBAKER L1GHT-S1X SEDAN $1550
spending ten days in Boston, returned was built at Thomaston in 1918.
WANTED Cook and second girl Inquire ai
The appropriations were: Common
office of C H. Berry Estate, over Si. RaMwnyTuesday night.
ALFRED
LERMOND
wa'iting
room. from 2 to 4 P M. MRS.
schools,
$5,500;
text
books.
$450;
Mrs. Elizabeth Howard, who has
the paint and varnish, the pillars, roof
Hidden qualities largely determine the
CHARLES H BERRY.
28 if
repair of school buildings, $600; free
been visiting her sister. Mrs. Scott
rails and supporting members are made
value and life of a closed car.
WANTED—A table girl. Inquire at the
By ihe death of Alfred Lermond, High School. $2,100; insurance anil ap
Young, left Tuesday for Warren for a
THORNDIKE HOTEL
27-if
from specially selected ash. Good ash is
short visit before returning to her which occurred on Feb. 16. Warren los pliances, $200; janitorHigh School $100;
Beauty of line and finish and refine
WANTED—Ei reineu and Brakemen, beginners
es one of her most highly respected cit fuel High School, $100; sjieelal con
expensive but Studebaker uses it because
home in South Hope.
ments
are
surfaae
indications
and
impor

$150-$250 monthly, no strike (which position?).
Mrs. Angie Packard who has been izens. Mr. Lermond was born in War veyance. $1,600; roads and bridges.
it best combines the proper strength and
Write RAILWAY, care Courier-Gazette 27*32
tant ones. But your satisfaction with a
spending the winter with her brother ren Feb. 15. ’845, ihe son of John and $1,800; specials: Williston village. $450;
weight.
WANTED—-Woman with child seven years old
Hamah
(French)
Lermond.
He
lived
closed
car
depends
to
a
great
degree
upon
Long Cove. $135; Tenant’s Harbor.
at Newton, Mass., arrived in town
vouM like position as housekeepi(It. 4 BUNFour wide-opening doors make it easy
factors that are unseen—the in-built qual
KER STREET. CUy.
Tuesday and,,is visiting her nephew. in the house of his birth, on the Pat $180; Jones' Corner. $270; Clark Island
ffi-tf
terson road, so called. 63 years and af permanent road, $600; Sea street.
for all passengers to get in-or out without
Oilman Horsley.
ities that come from correct design, use of
WANTED—Small farm: describe bulldlnpH.
terwards
m.
ved
to
his
home
near
Oys

location and price RALI*H MILLER, 80 School
Mr. and Mrs. Russell Gray, who have
Tenant's Harbor. $135; cement side
inconvenience to each other. A high-grade
highest grade materials and careful work
Street, Gardner, Mass
25*30
been spending tihe past two weeks in ter River, lie was married in 186S to walk. Tenant's Harbor. $450; Port
heater affords summer warmth on cold,
manship.
Annie
D.
Fairs
and
they
celebrated
New York, are expected to arrive here
WANTED—3'» ahacjty cati and kittens, male
Clyde, $430; Robert Maker’s, $300:
damp days. The wide windows give
their golde i w.dding the fall of 1918. snow account, $800; early State road
and female. Highest prices ouid. JOHN 8.
The 23 Series Studebaker Light-Six
today.
RANLETT, Rockville. Me Tel. 352-14. INtf
broad
vision
in
every
direction.
The special town meeting Tuesday Mrs. Lermond died Oct. 8, 1919. Of this work, $30; special State road, $533;
Sedan is a quality car. It is built to endure
night was a stormy affair, and may union were hot n five children. Owen maintenance State road, $666; miscel
When you buy a Light-Six Sedan you
—to give lasting satisfaction.
Summer Cottages and Board
have possibly caused 'the big blizzaid D. of Nor’h Haven, contractor and laneous bills and officers
salaries,
are really accepting the judgment of
The Sedan body is substantially made.
which started a few hours later. The builder; Hem ’ A., Clayton, and .'■•nr., $2,250 support of poor. $1,500. It was
NOW is ihe time when people are laying
100,900 owners who have found the
summer vacation plans The Courier-Gazette
i itempt *0 secure the Australian bally: deceased, and one dying in infancy, ard voted to issue a $1,000 road bond and
It will last for years and retain its beauty
suggests that owners of cottage property, to
system for the annual town meeting Grace A. Wylie, with whom he made to raise $480 interest money.
Light-Six
chassis
so
satisfactory.
and comfort. Evidence of its hidden
let or for sale, or accomnodatlons for boarders,
was defeated by only three votes, in a his home since the death of hi? wife
announce the fant under this heading, where It
Studebaker quality is traditional.
goodness lies in the fact that down under
Mr. Lermond was a very industrious
will ne read all over New England
total of 277. and ii is claimed that sev
eral voted who were not entitled to man, following the trade of his fa-htr.
WARREN
do so. A second ballot was taken and hat of a sail. • rpenter. -He was em
1923 MODELS AND PRICES-/, o. b. /actor/os
For Sale
the vote stood 137 to 132. The privi ployed in nearly all of the yards at
BIG-SIX
Considerable local interest is mani
SPECIAL-SIX
LIGHT-SIX
FOR SALE—Three butts of lobster halt, and
lege of a written ballot was no: grant ri.-onwgton.and did not give up the work
7-Pass , 12Y IV. B . 60 H. P.
5 Pas j., Ilf W. B., 53 H. P
J-PdiM.. //r W B . 40 H P
i. 14 ft. dory. B T HALL, Vinalhaven. Maine.
a ft~w year'- ago. lie retired in fested in the dilate between Warren
ed. Advocates ol the Australian sys
23*:n
Touring
$1750
tem had much difficulty in making isual health, but on being called in the and Thorcauton High Schools in the
Speedster (5-Pass.)........... 1835
FOR SALE NATIONAL CASH REGISTERS
Roadster U-Pasi ). ....... 975
Roadster (2-Pass.)............ 1250
themselves heard, and there was much morning it was found that life had Baptist church tomorrow night. Thia
Coupe (4 Pass )....
2400
New and used; also diarge systems Easy pay
Coupe-Roadster
Coupe (4-Pass.)________ 1875
dissatisfaction at 'the arbitrary manner gone out without a struggle.
Hunts; guarantee on used registers. H. E
Coupe (5-Pass )...... —..... 2550
(2 Pau )
1225
is part of tae Kates Secondary School
Funeral
services
were
held
at
War

BAKER. Portland, Me. ‘Sales Agent, D P
Sedan
2750
Sedan
2050
Sedan
....................
.....
.....
1550
in which the town meeting was adseries
and
the
winning
team
may
g?
MATHIEF,
local .salesman, Hotel Rockland
pourned. Edw. Weston acted as mod ren vil'nsf, whole hi was spending the
______ __ __________________________ 28*33
into the tina's. Another Warren team
Terms
to
Meet
Your
Convenience
winter
with
his
daughter,
Rev.
Mr.
erator.
FOR SALE—West inghouse Radio Receiving
Rcmick officiating. The remains were debates the other side of the question
» • • •
Set. Detector and two stage amplifier, type R
laced in the -eceiving tomb, awaiting at the sam’ time in Thomaston. Pub
w
’
h three tubes, two 22',r. volt ’ B ’ batteries
CO.
Schoolhouse Fund
: nd pair Bramies Ruperior headphones Pric
urlal in tli • family lot in the sptinf lic invited.
$12-»
cash Call, write or phone JEROME C
Are you watching the Sohool Build The hearers were Owen D. Lcmond.
DISTRIBUTORS
LI kK(»\VS, C(l Beech St., Rockland, Me. Tel
ing Fund grow and with it the plain Chester Wylie, John D. Lermond and
Il’s unusual, perhaps to have cut
PARK STREET
TELEPHONE 700
■*-’AV_________________ _____________ 28-tf
evidence that this year is the lime for Adam J. Nichob. The floral tributes prices on seasonable goods, but the
FOG SALE One Ford half ton truck, canopy
building? The report this week shows were very beautiful and the large at Davis Garment Store, corner of Maili
top Good Micheiin tires. Everything in good
pledges amounting to $3227.50; cash on tendance at the service told of the high and Elm streets, Rockland, is offering
ruutwng
sh ipe. Attachment for trailer.
YEAR
STUDEBAKER
I S
THIS
Ont trailer with sol'.d rubber tires.
hand $4700; in all the sum of $9927.50. steem in which he was held by his some good trades in new spring suits,
One iron power drttl. Can he used (by hand;
with promise of more to come.
tt wnsmen and friends. Into the life of coats and dresses this week.—adv.tight and Iocs? pulleys attached
A new building must be provided he deceased there were woven four 29-30.
One- saw table with arbor raising and lower
ing bed.
' to the house with the grippe is able to
within a very few years. Is it good busi treat virtue;, Charity, Justice, BrothSOUTH WALDOBORO
WEST
WASHINGTON
One foot power jig saw.
I be out again.
ness for the town not to take ad rly Love and Fidelity, and it has been
These to be sold at a price that will warrant
-----,
Master Appleton Babb returned to
vantage of this substantial help which ,-ften remarked since his death, that "a
HERBERT B BARTER. M.t.it
Mrs. Alftha Brown of Bath spent the yiuf insertion
Street Tel. 25 or 751-13
28-tf ' '
Willie Jackson is hauling lumber for , .Augusta Sunday. where he is attendis available now, and now only? Is all good man has gone.”
weekend
with
her
daughter,
Mrs.
Aus

Carol
Zebra Crook»r this week.
■ ir,g High -school.
FOR SALE—New and second hand boiler^,
the work, spirit, and interest for the
10
to
60
h
p.
Horizontal
and
upright.
Suit
tin
Winehenbach.
Mr. and Mrs Walter Burdick were , Alton Weiln.an was a business caller
tewn's welfare behind this realized and
CRIEHAVEN PLANTATION
able for portable mills, factories, boat shops,
callers at Mr. and Mrs. Merle Day’s. I at Augusta Friday.
Mrs. Gladys Winehenbach and Bessie hoisters, etc. I L SNOW CO. City
a predated at its full worth? And is it
3-tfSouth Somerville. Sunday.
'
Mr:. Myra Cooley who has Iwen 111 i ■ • Wallsce Bpen, Sundav wlth relatives in
exactly generous, big-minded, or even
These officers were chosen Monday,
FOR SALE—1816 Apperson Touring; excel
Miss Rachel Powell of Augusta was able to be out again.
t p'riend»hip
fair to make much ado over an in at th? annual town meeting:
lent condition throughout Price $350 A. C.
visitor
at
her
home
here
last
week.
'
Charles
Bowaitn
was
a
caller
nt
Alvin
Wallur
JONF.h.
5 Talbot Avenue, RockUnd. 'Phone
crease in the tax rate which will never
Assessors—It. E. Simpson, H J. Jitshot seven crows with 576-K
Frank Folsom and Cleber Cooley I Cooper’s Mills Monday.
be felt, when non-residents, who have Tore and E. F. Simpson.
one shot. Who can beat this record?
were callers at Somerville Monday.
| Allie Jones of Saugus is visiting in
FOR SALE—Pair of good all-round horses
not been connected with the town for
Clerk—L. A. Wilson.
Capt. Solomon Simmons went to weighing
2800. Will sell separate. HAROLD
Mrs. Bessie .Wyhb of Washington i town.
years and years, are daily pledging to
Treasurer—Colby Hupper
Woodfurds
Wednesday
where
he
enF
HITLER, Thomaston Street, City. ‘27*29
was a caller at her home here Sunday. I
Mrs. M.i" Hibbert is able to lie ot:
give on demand their twenty-fives,
Tax Collector—B F. Erickson.
I tered a hospital to receive medical
FOR SALE Behr Bros Pin ho, used two years,
Mrs. Ida Folsom is ill.
! again after hop's ill with the grippe.
fifties, hundreds, and even a thousand,
Constable and Truant Officer—Fred
j treatment.
as good as new. EDITH WIMMER, f.l So Main
Gene Bowman of Burlington. Mass .
Ralph rfaywood of Union was a hitsiand doing it with exceeding grace as 9. Wilson.
27*29
A pie social and dance will be held Street, City.
was a visitor at his brother's, Charles' pess caller in t'wn Monday.
their numerous and cordial letters
Member of School Board for three
FOR SALE—Kinen kitchen range In good
Saturday night at Pleasant View Pa
Bowman, Saturday.
i Charles Cromett of Somerville was
prove? The size and number of years—A. Anderson.
condition
Price
$20
Call
at
MRS
WALTER
vilion under the auspices of
the H SPEAR. 74 Beech 8t.
27-tf
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Babb attended ' a visitor in town last Friday,
pledges made by citizens, too. who
The total .appropriations amounted to
d range.
the
grange
at
Jetferson
Saturday
night.
I
Doctor
Pierpont
of
Washington
was
have neither chick nor child, nor yet 5750, the principal items being $450 for
FOR SALE—Ford delivery with p^nel bodv ;
Mr
and
Mrs.
Colby
Wallace
of
the
business caller :n town last week.
good running condition. 4 A. JAMESON CO ,
Linwood Turner was a visitor
a million dollars, should be an object schools and $75 for repairing the schoo,
27-tf
| Waldoboro Mondiy.
Irving Bowel' is hauling toothpi ic Cove were Sunday guests of Mr. and Rockland. Tel. 17.
lesson in good citizenship to some who house.
Mrs.
Earl
Benner
of
the
village.
FOR SALE—N ew and second safes; all
Shepard Buhcwof HalTowell is visit- wood to Winsl tv's Mills this week.
insist on “standing in the road" for the
________
Mr,
and
.Mrs.
Levette
Mank
of
East
sizes. 2“ White Iron Beds with Springs. $6 98
ing Mr. and MrS.Vred Babb.
fun of it. Think it over!
MATINICUS PLANTATION
Waldoboro, and Mr. and Mrs. Willie each while they last. Bargains. All kinds of
Mr. and Mrs. Prod Babb were callers
Meanwhile there is an earnest and
House Furnishings Small House Hnfm a spe
Know the tremendous pull- j Ki mlford wore Sunday guests of Mr. eialty H. F. HICKS, 65 Limerock St Tei
at Saugus Sunday’.
increasingly large group who believe
The annual plantation meeting was
26*31
Elmer Babl)
a caller at Cooper's ing power oi Courier-Gazette
we all shall see a new school building held Monday right, and these officials
Mra O||vrr Hrown of
waa lhp 564-M.
FOR SALE New and seeoud-haiul marine
Mills Monday.
by next fall, and, to encourage them in were chosen! guest of her daughter, Mrs. Austin am! stationary gas engines I L SNOW CO .
Cora Deering, who has been confined ads.
this belief, is the goodwill shown by a
Clerk—R. E Philbrook.
Machine Shop Dept.
25-37
_______ I Wineher.bach recently.
long and growing list of subscribers, of
Assessor for three years—L. I..
i Mrs. It. T. Winehenbach has reFOR SALE—House and lot at 45 Grove 8t .
both former and present residents of Young.
formerly occupied by D. L. klcCartey. Inqu’re
I turned home from Thomaston.
the town, which is further extended
18-tf
Treasurer—H. R. Young.
Miss I-’aye Matthews closed her of C M HARRINtiTON
this week by the following names: Mr.
Truant Officer—I. E. Philbrook
FOR SALE—4 upright second hand pianos
: school at the Cove Friday and has reand Mrs. Byron G. Hahn. Miss Mar
’S FI’RXITVRK STORK, 233 Hutu
Member of School Committee for
I turned to her home in Warren for two STUDLEY
Street, Rockland.
io-tf
jorie Bumps. Miss Harriet E. Rose three years—A. \V. Gray.
j weeks' vacation.
Winsome
Carol
Dempster,
the
Miss Evelyn S. Young, Miss Lena F
Constable—G. C. Wallace.
Orrin Wallace of the Cove has been
Special
Prices on Sunshine Bis- I .y.siting
. ... his
,
.
,,
,,
Cleveland, Mrs Jennie Smith O’Neil,
Everything advertised in our adver
To Let
Money raised: Support ot schools, “movie” star, was bom 18 years ago
op.v.u Low
v
sister,
Mrs Earl , Benner
at
Harry C. Siwbles, 'Miss Madeline Phil
5700: repair of school house $100; text In Michigan. Her father, owner of a tisement of Jan. 18 remains the same cuits We had a quantity left from the .the village.
TO
LET
—
Large
sunny, well heated room
brook, Miss Harriet W. Burgess, Rod hooks, $50; plantation charges, $125: large fruit ranch in California, took
I -Mrs. Ernest Burns and daughter Couple preferred
Absolutely clean.
GnM
low prices except the articles below Food Fair last week, all new goods,
ney E. Feyler. Joe Evansky, Mrs. Aro- superintendent's services, $80.
service Other rooms. 25 PARK STHEET
her to that state when she was only which changed slightly in price:
,
. j r- i •
, a. u—..
09- Myrtle, were guests of her daughter.
23*30
line Gorwaiz, Miss Elizabeth I.. Tobie
Assorted Cookies, 1 lb. boxes ........... 22c
Waldoboro,
three. At twelve she danced for a
Lawrence H. Dunn, T. W. Pease, Miss
Per-f.t-tos, 3 pkgs...................................25c I Thursday.
TO LET—Furnished tenement, all modern;
CAMDEN
prominent motion picture producer and Pot Roast, lb........................... 15c and 18c Butter Thins, 3 pkgs................................. 25ci
electric lights, gas and bath; hot and cold wa
Christine E. Moore. Fred W. Morse
t
’
apt.
Solomon
Simmons
is
in
Port

ter
Rent riMsonthle. fail or telephone to
her pantomimic ability attracted atten Chuck Roast, lb....................... ............... 12c Zweiback, 2 pkgs....................................... 25c
Mrs. G. .1. Beattie, Mr. and Mrs. Fred
FLOYD L SHAW. 47 North Main St . City
land for medical treatment.
Of course you are coming to the tion; when she was sixteen she was
Yum-Yums,
pkg
............................................
5c
I
N. Bucklin, Miss Ella Gillchrest. Mr.
Te
l
422-12.
_______________ 27-tf
Five Rib Roast, lb.................. ................. 18c
Mr. anil Mrs. Albeit (tiff of Cushing
and Mrs. Winfield II. Brackett. W. J. Spring Opening and Special Sale at asked to return to take up screen Round Steak, lb..................... ................. 22c
1 dozen ................................................. 50c ! were Sunday guests of Mr. and Xfrs.
TO
LET
—
Two
finniShed
rooms and kitchen
Colley. Mrs. Iant'ha P. Dow. Mr. and Aehorn’s. Everybody is. Sale opens work. Meanwhile the became a tolo Top Round Steak, lb............ .............. 30c Animals, pkg................................................... 5c'
.Sr light housekeeping; electric lights and bath
Almond Burns.
Mrs. John Bourne, Mr. and Mrs. Wil Saturday morning. See large adver dancer. 8he has appeared In numerous Best cut Rump Steak ......... .... 30c & 35c ■ 1 dozen ................................................. 50c i Mr. and Mrs. Charles Freeman and room 27 PARK STREET Tel 45-13. 27*29
TO LET—Furnished Rooms, electric ligh’s,
liam Belasco. Mr. and Mrs. T. B tisement in Camden Herald and fliers. popular production!.
Tak-homa, 6 pkgs.................................. 25c (two children of the village were SunBest cut Loin Steak ............
bo: water heat, and bath. 5 Union St., opp
29-lt
Wyllie, Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Blunt and
Boneless Corned Beef, lb. ........ 12c, 15c ’ Cream Lunch, 6 lb. cartons ................ 80c t day guests of Mr. and Mrs. Horace depot ANNIE THORNDIKE.
27-29
the pupils of Grade Six.
Newly Corned Beef, 4 lbs. ............... 25c ' Soda Bread, 8 lb. cartons .................... 80c j Simmons.
TO LET—Store on Limerock street formerly
....
Saltines, about 5 lb. cans, per lb........18c
Hamburg Steak, nice and lean, 2
Mr. and Mrs. Martin Cttli-.imore were occupied by Postal Telegraph Inquire of H R
Thomaston friends will be intereste
28-tf
pounds ................................. ............... 25e
All kinds of other cookies by the guests of Mr. and Mrs. W. E. Davis at MULLEN or BASJL STLNSON
in this clipping relating to the marriage
Pig’s Liver, fresh, 3 lbs....... .................25c ’ pound, from 16c to 30c per pound, for the village Sunday.
TO LET—Four furnished rooms, convenient
of the daughter of a former Thomaston
kltdien, at 27 Pacific 8t. Inquire of L
Fat Salt Pork, lb.................... ............... 17e
BREWER. 39 Park Street
17-tf
pastor. Rev. A. E Morris. The brid
Pork Roast, very lean, lb. ................. 19c the best.
CASH
GROCERY
TELEPHONE
316
has a host of friends here who extend
TO LET—A Mttle gem of a five room fur
Pork Chops, middle cuts, b.............. 21c Red Alaska Salmon, tall can ............22c
CUSHING
nish'd <apartment. Must be seen to be ap
felicitations:
41 OCEAN STREET
Hand Made Sausage, lb. ... ................. 25c Why pay high prices for Mince Meat.
preciated Apply to R. U COLLINS, 375 Main
A wedding of unusual interest was
Swift's Premium Ham, sliced to fry
15-tf
Town n.i’p'ln? will bo held Monday. Street, Rockland, Maine.
We have Splendid Brand, as good as
solemnized at the First Methodist MAIL AND TELEPHONE ORDERS CAREFULLY FILLED
lb................................................................ 35c
March 12. The Radies’ Aid Society will
any
made
in
this
State,
a
large
can
TO
LET
—
Furnished
room
at
lu
FLEA84NT
, Lurch at 8 o’clock Saturday evening
STKEKT
ir,3»tf
Smoked Shoulders, lb.............................13c
for ........................................................... 18c .•serve dinner.
when Miss Miriam Morris, daughter of
AT HASKELL S
Smoked Hams, weighing from 10 to
TO LET— »-room tenement; good iocatiou.
Yellow Cling Peaches............... 25c & 30c
Rev. and Mr? . A. E. Morris, and George
14 pounds each, skinned, nice, lb.... 18c-Gallon can Apples, very good ............40c i 10.Stomach
distress goes in five L. r. CHASE. 45 Middle St. Tel 665-2.
Harold Edgecomb were united in mar
_____________________________ 145-tf
Cottage Hams, lb....................................... i°c ,Qavjs Baking Powder, 14 oz. can....18c ! minutes. Alldruggists guarantee Miriage by the bride's father in Ihe pre
TO LET—Nine-roan tenement; good loca
Compound Lard, lb................................. 13c
5 ,b can ..................................... g5c O-Xa to relieve indigestion or any
ence of 400 people.
tion L. F. CHASE, i5 Middle Street. Tel.
Swift’s Jewel Compound Lard, none
Bakir,a Soda, 5 Vlb. pkgs.................... 25c stomach trouble, or money back.—adv. HS-2.
____________________ 128 tf
The Woman's Aid of the church had ! 0 lbs. Fine Granulated Sugar............................................... $1.00
better
>
,b
................................................
]®
c
Fresh
Ground
Coffee,
lb
........................
20c
carefully and beautifully decorated th
TO LET—STORAGE—For furniture, Itovee,
Swift's Pure Lard, lb........................... 16c [ Blue Ribbon Peaches, 3 pkgs............ 35c
and musical instruments or anything that re
interior of the building for the occasion Best All Round Flour, per bag............................................... 95c
Eggs and Chicks
quires a dry, clean room. Terms reasonable.
Big Chief Pop Corn, pkg......................... 5c i Dessert Peaches, 4 pkgs....................... 25c j
with greens ard had an arch and flora Water Glass, can............................................................................ 25c
J R. Five 221 Main 8t.. Rockland
45tf
New Korn Kakes, 5 lb. box ..............35c ; Bulk Peaches, 2 lbs................................. 25c
wedding bell neatly arranged for the
For your Sunday Dinner why not try one of our Fresh Killed Candy of all kinds, 2 lbs........................35c I Quaker Milk Macaroni,3 pkgs............. 25c
bridal party to stand beneath. Th
Miscellaneous
New Dates, 2 lbs.........................................25c ! Bulk Macaroni, 3 lbs........................... 25c i
1 ride was given in marriage by he
Chickens, 5, 6 and 7 lbs., average, per lb.......................... 35c Anchor
Dates, 3 pkgs.............................25c j Jiffy Jell, 6 pkgs...................................... 45c!
brother, Paul A Morris. The doubl
FULLER BRUSHES - fan he obtained from
II I’ MarAlzMAN. Rockland, Me.
29-31
Pork Roast, per lb.................... 20c; Chops, per lb.................. 24c Pink Salmon, can ................................ 15c | Shopping Bags ........................ 5c and 10c |
ring service was used.
An intimate friend of the bride. Miss Corned Beef, newly corned, per lb.................. '......................... 8c
$400 SECURES FARM —90 acres with horse
Royal Baking Powder, large can ... 38c Shopping Bags, strong black twine 20c
(poultry, cow, tools, crops; don't pay rent or
Helen White ,'ameson of Thomaston,
medium can .........................................20c
work under unpleasant conditions anv longer;
was bridesmaid and a classmate of the Smoked Shoulders, per lb.............................................................. 14c New Seeded R&isins, pkg.....................15c
owning a farm like this will make lire look dif
groom. B,rt A. McKenzie of Orono was Hamburg Steak, 2 lbs ... ............................................................25c
ferent: incone fmm start; convenient villag-,
New Prunes, 2 lbs................................ 25c White House Coffee, lb............... ....... 38c I
dark loam tillage, 10-cow pasture, woodlo',
best man. Richard P. Baldwin, Fred
Far East Coffee, lb............................... 38c '
Hawaiian Sliced Pineapple, large
fruit;
warm 6-room hoirse, good neighbors; 40erick Whiteside, Harold A. Hardy and Stew Beef or Pot Roast (Clear Befef) per lb......................... I 5c
can ......................................................... 30c Far-East Coffee, 3 lb can ........... $1-16! WHITE WYANDOTTE EGGS FOR HATCHING ft barn, running water. To settle affairs $1200
Thomas Sutton were ushers.
Golden
Rod
Coffee,
lb
..........................
33c
i
gets
it,
only $400 needed
Details page l".l
Bulk Rolled Oats, 6 lbs.........................25c
From high grade Lens, $1.00 per setting, $6 00
Copy free.
The bride’s gown was of white crepe Fresh Eggs, per doz. . . 48c; Creamery Butter, per lb. . .55c Granulated Meal, 8 lbs...........................25c Chase & Sanborn’s Seal Brand, lb .. 40c per 100 .1. P. SPAULDING, So Thomas.on, Big Ulus Catalogue Bargains.
sMTROUT
FARM
AGENCY.
2R4DG
Water B:..
29-46
meteor, with panels of old lace, with
Large Spanish Onions, 4 lbs................ 25c| La Touraine is the best Coffee. We Maine
Augusta.
Maine
29-tf
ORDERS TAKEN FOR OAY-OLb CHICKS—
veil of tulle caught with orange blos Liver, per lb............................... 10c; 3 lbs............................... 25c
...... ,
.
„ i have it at a low price.
NOTICE—We hereby givd notice that we shall
Tt.mpkins’ strain. From vigorous, high produc
Mdk, fresh, sweet, per quart ... ...... 8c Formosa Qolong Tea, while it lasts,
soms. Pho, carried a shower bouquet Grape Fruit, each......................... 10c; 3 for............................ 25c
rctuse to pay any further bills contracted by
Strictly Fresh Nearby Farmer Eggs,
4 ,^s
qq ing stock. E H SEEKINS, Buttermilk Lane, Lester
r I bride's roses and orange blossoms.
Sprowl ISjgnedJ MRS. ANNIE BPROWL
Rockland Tel 311-12._______________ 23*34
and MAYNARI) E SI»ROWL.
28*30
**
ik.....................
(WH1 refun(1 money if not satisfactory)
'1I e bridesmaid’s gown was of chang, - Large Florida Oranges, doz........................................................ 50c TidOner1 * m
FOR
SALE
—
-Seven
thoroughbred
buff
Orping

able green and rose 'taffeta with steel Large California Oranges, doz...................................................... 60c The Best Nut Butter, lb. ................ ...23c __ _____________________________________ ton hens and one rooster; also t?n single comb
PAPER HANGER -When you want paper
Iks. .................. .................................. $1.00 | fine Granulated Sugar, 10 lb.
white leghorn jnillcts.
Price right. F. K hanging, good work at right price, irfione 349-M
trimmings, and she carried a bouquet
( ARDINER, 4K . 492 Old County Road. Tel or send card to C. C. JDHNtSTON. 16 Pleasaot
Medium size Florida Oranges, doz................................................ 35c Large Grape Fruit, 3 for ................... 25c bag
of pink roses.
$1.00; 25 lb. bags ........ $2.50 K64-W.
St. Rockland
27*29
2«40
Mr Edgecoinb is tile son of Mrs Lemons, 3 for................................................................................. 10c Extra Large Oranges, dozen ........... 60c Confectionery Sugar .... 15c; 2 for .... 25c
PORTLAND PEOPLE can tlud each issue -,f
FOR SALE Two large gray and white geese
Lucy Edgecomb of Orono and a grad
California Navel Oranges, good size. I ............................................................. ..........
and one gander FREDERICK MONROE. South The Courier-Gazette on sale al the CENTRAL
uate of Orono High school. He served New Dates, pkg....................... 10c; 3 pkgs. for....................... 25c
NEWS CO , 064 Coni;resa SI. This will cou
2S-3tr
dozen ...................................................... 25c
Before you buy your weekly supply Thomaston. Me Tel. 647-14.
venienre many who want to got the paper reswith the 11th cavalry as sergeant in
Fancy Eating Apples, 8 for............... 25c of groceries be sure and look over our
FOR SALE—Orders taken for Day-old chicks ularly
Eating
Apples,
7
for
......................................................................
25c
,3-tf
the south during the World War.
Cape Cod Cranberries, quart ........... 15c i advertisement of Jan. 18, and save5 Pure bred S. C It. I. Reds; 3d In State egg
PALMER
ENGINES
—
33
differeut
models.
2
-•
laying
contest
1920.
Eggs
for
hatching
W.
A.
The bride is a graduate of Old Town
......................................................
money by trading with us.
to «.-> H I’ One to siz cylinders Heavy duty
Itll’I.l.Y, RockUnd. Tel. 594-W
8tf
High school and has been very prom SAME PRICES ON CANNED GOODS AS LAST WEEK Yellow Eye Beans, very fancy, from
Medium duly and high speed types Also aeVermont, just received, quart... .20c
inent in musical circles in ihis city,
cessories and parti
Semi for catalogue
Pea Beans, quart ..................................... 18c
PALMER BROS . 39 Poftkiod Pier, Portland
having been a member of ihe Bangi Seeded or Seedless Raisins, per pkg............................................ 15c
”
29
Years
of
Progressive
Me._________________________
13:17
Aunt Jemima Pancake Flour, pkg... 15c
Symphony ntbestra the past three
Automobile building
LADIES—Reliable stork of hair goods at
Baker’s Chocolate, cake ...................... 15c
j ears. Sil? is also a graduate of Shaw
the
Rockland
Hair
Store,
336
M.iiu
St.
Mall
should mean a whole,
Business college
Just received a lot Bulk Cocoa, 4 lbs.......................................25c
Finnan Haddie
Potatoes
orders solicited HELEN C RHODES 18ef
Finnan Haddie, lb................................. 12c
lot to you in
“CHRONIC*.ES OF KNOX COUNTY," a very
lb 22c
per pk. 30c
it’s unusual, perhaps Io have cut
of nice Brooms to Cod Bits, 3 lbs.............................................25c •
handy 1116 page liook compiled by R B Fill
your de
1 lb. boxes Codfish .................................15c J
prices on seasonable goods, hut the
more, gives :ho oOrial history of the count,
bushel $1.15
Oysters, jar 40c
cision"
and a page dr so is devoted Io each of the
New Bloaters, large size, fine quality,
Davis Garment Store, corner of Main
sell for 69c
^UALny/tE/TS
towns and two plantations Sent hy mall to
7 for.......................................................... 25c
and Elm streets, Itocklaod. is offering
anv address on receipt of aOc. Address K B.
Cod
Bits,
2
lbs
25c
ST.
a
New
Walnuts,
lb
...................................
23c
J
FILLMORE. 80 Main Street, Thoutaatott.
some good trades in new spring suits, Cranberries qt. I Oc
Wash Boilers
________________________________ 142-tf
eoats and dresses this week.—adv
SuT&wt 105
A 1 Potatoes, pk...... 30c; bush...... $1.10 i
Salt Mackerel
THE INDEPENDENT (Skowueganl M.perlw
29-30.
Baldwin Apples, pk............................... 50c j
is ou sal. At J. F CARVER'S, RockluiJ
Apples, pk 50c
each $2.50
per lb. I 5c
Fancy Nice E.-ooms, each ............... 75c
«S-tf
A. C. JONES
Mrs. Hattie Kelley. IX Hyler St., is
Water Glass, can ................................ 23c I
prepared to take orders for home cook
5 Ta'bot Ave.
Telephone that Item of news to The
DON'T FORGET THE CANNED GOODS SALE
Ideal, one of the best all round
ing—cake, doughnuts, bread, tlirownRockland, Maine
Courier-Gazette, where thousand* ot
Flours, per bag ............................ $1.10 j
bt ead, candy, etc. Telephone 182-4.
SAME AS LAST WEEK
renders will see It,
29-31
White Rose all round Flour ........... 95c

ROCKLAND

GARAGE

Dempster

The Store Where You Save Money

FRANK O. HASKELL

’

Cash Prices for FRIDAY, SATURDAY, MONDAY

AR-R’S •
ASH AND
ARRW

MARKET
’IoCJKOPERIES
eXADlt/molV

/
t

1...

/

71

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Thursday, March 8, 1923

Io Social Circles
In addition to personal notes recording de
partures and arrivals, the department eapeclallj
deeiiea information of social happenings, par
tis*, musicals, etc. Notes sent bj mail or
telephone will be gladlr received.
TELEPHONE ....... -v.............................. 770
------------- ■

"""

1 - _ ■s

The committee in charge of tonight's
‘‘Ladies’ Night" supper at the Elks
Home is, Mrs L. K. Greene, Mrs. .Ralph
Stone, Mrs. V. F. Studley, Mrs. Wal
lace Spear, Mrs. 12. A. Mitchell, Mrs.
A. C. Jones. The supper will be served
at 6.30, followed by cards and dancing.

Philip Howard has been in the city
ihis week from I'trtland.

The Rubinstein chorus rehearsal
commences promptly at 2.30 Friday p.
m. at the Baptist vestry, where it will
be held by the courtesy of Mrs. B. P.
lrowne. Cnorus members who attend
eight or more rehearsals of the “Golden
Prince” will have extra tickets for the
epen meeting in recognition of their
work. Torv.rtow is the first of the
eigh. final rehearsals planned.
T’red Haggett, who is running on the
Eangor division of the Maine Central,
has been making a short visit in this
city.
The auction planned for yesterda’
afternoon at the Country Club was
tailed off on account of the storm. Ail
ef the church circles were postponed.
Rarely, perhaps, have knitted things
held as important a place in the sea
son’s mode as at the present time. It
is reported from Palm Beach that knit
ted garments cf all kinds are enjoying
great vogue. The two and three-piece
suit both are much worn, as well as the
composite costume consisting of short
separate coat in gay colors and a pleat
ed skirt of crepe, or a simple dress.
Much embroidery is used and a novelty
is the hand-painted designs on silk. A
model that is expected to be good dur
ing the coning year is the swagger
coat, which combines all the desirable
qualities of the golf jacket, but is worn
with a belt instead of being buttoned.
This would seem a reasonable change,
for women will not care to button the
golf jacket during the warm weather,
and as it's nok smart when worn open.

Mrs. Mildred Lord, wife of Herbert
W. Lord, of Thomaston, is at Knox
Hospital to have an operation per
formed. She ig attended by Dt. Kellar
of Thomaston.
William Murray who has been oc
cupying the -tenement in the Havener
building at The Brook, -has moved to
Franklin street.

Mr. and Mr3. R. L. Knowlton have
been spending a week in Boston, prob
ably returning today.
Mrs. Fred T. Veazie, Mrs. George I,
St. Clair, Mrs. Ernest A. Campbell and
Mrs. George B. Davis entertained 10
tables at a 1 o’clock luncheon and auc
tion at Mrs. Veazie's home, 14 Shaw
avenue Wednesday. A red and black
color scheme matching the hearts,
clubs, spades, and diamonds was effect
ively carried out in -the lunch place
cards, favors, flowers, etc. Prizes were
awarded to Mrs. Hilda Benson, boudoir
lamp; Mra Walter H. Spear, hand
made. pillow slips; Mrs. Ralph Trim,
tatted towels; Mrs. Knott C. Rankin,
‘bolster pillow; Mrs. Austin Moody,
Czeko-Slovakia vase; Mrs. Wallace M.
Spear, appliqued apron; Miss Kathleen
Singhl, table mat; Mrs. Lester Sher
man, .pyrex plate; Miss Anna Coombs,
toilet powder; Mrs. Perley R. Damon,
card table numbers. The hostesses
were assisted in serving by Mrs. Fred
1*. Colson and Mrs. Carl B. French.

Miriam Sewing Circle will meet with
Mrs. George Horton, Cedar street, Fri
day afternoon. Picnic supper.

Rear Admiral ind Mrs. A. S. Snow
celebrate their golden wedding anni
versary next Tuesday at their home in
Lreokline, Mass. Commander and Mrs.
C. F. Snow of this city are planning to
attend.
Mrs. Augustus D. Bird went to Port
li nd Tuesday to visit Miss Harriet
Bird.'
Mrs. John Watts has returned from a
week's visit in Boston.
American styles for spring, 1923,
have emerged from the somberness of
dull winter in a splash of color, -laden
wrth Intricate braidings and em
broideries. lavishly decked out with
glittering beads, tinsel threads and me
tallic laces. All is decoration and de
sign. Plain surfaces are emphasized
only by contrast with ornamented ones.
Where ornament Is omitted, the ma
terial Itself is gaily printed or as gaily
woven. Joyous is tihe keynote of the
new mode, a reflection iierhaps ot
greater prosperity throughout the
country, long anticipated and all too
recently folt. Very lavish in spring
fashions is the use of embroidery, in
troducing in its turn much color, often
contrasted with bteck, and an intricacy
of design and stitch. Braid, too, is en
joying a marked vogue in the matter of
decoration, both soutache and flat
braids, applied to doth, crepe and
georgette surfaces. Whole dresses of
georgette are braided, the sleeves in
cluded. Dresses beaded In all over de
sign are prominent, especially when the
pattern runs crosswise after the
Egyptian manner. These are long,
straight gowns, heavy with the weigiit
of their decoration. Every gown seem
ingly is decorated one way or another,
but there is no hint of crudity in the
effect. The colors are rich but not
strong and gaudy, and tiheir associa
tion is highly artistic and Infinitely
pleasing.—Dry Goods Economist.

MICKIE SAYS

Heaven he’d win.
—Somebody vr other in The It It Lime Bulletin

It’s unusual, perhaps to have cut
prices on seasonable goods, but the
Davis Garment Store, comer of Main
and Elm streets, Rockland, i3 offering
some good trades in new spring suits,
coats and dresses this week.—adv.—
29-30.

DEBAEE

Thomaston and Warren

SURPRISES

THE

THING

SOCIAL CALLS

WALDOBORO

O. W. Weeks of Damariscotta was in
The old order changeth, yielding place town Tuesday.
to new.—Tennyson.
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Dresser of Wistasset were in town Saturday.
A FTER all It is usage that makes A. E. Boggs was in Portland last
Z* our code of manners.
week.
No matter what may seem to be the
Mrs. Maude Gardner of Howard, R. I..
most courteous thing to do, and no C-corge P. Larrabee of Stonington, Mr.
matter what the authorities on eti and Mrs. Herbert Brazier of Glen Cove,
quette may write and preach if well- Willard Wyman of Portland, Mrs. Wal
bred people don’t actually do those ter Yorke and Miss Gertrude Wyman
of Woodfords have been in town, tailed
thfngs then they are not essential to
by the death of Mrs. Harriet Larrabee.
good manners. A year ago If any one
The O. E. S. Sewing Circle met this
had asked me whether it was neces week with Mrs. Thelma Benner. Next
sary for a busy man to make a call as week’s meeting will be on Wednesday
a mark of courtesy after going to din aftrnoon at the home of Mrs. Bessie
ner at a friend’s house I would have Kuhn.
Harold R. Smith attended Probate
said emphatically, "Yes." Dinner calls
had for a good many years been point Court in Wiscasset Tuesday.
Mrs. Donald Perry has returned from
ed out as really essential marks of re Rhode Island, where she was called by
spect. The Idea was that if you could ‘.he illness of her father.
find time to enjoy a good dinner at a
Miss Helen Jones was in Damaris
friend’s house you could likewise find cotta Tuesday.
Harold F. Gonzales is spending his
time to pay a call.
But there are so many people whe vacation ia Portland.
The annual town meeting for the
never do pay dinner calls that It Is
not fair to make these sweeping state election of officers was held Monday. A
lot of excitement was caused in the
ments. In what we know as "formal"
morning hy the breaking down of part
society this Is still the rule, but really of the floor of the building. The place
the majority of even well-bred folk do lias been long in need of repairs and
not have time to conform to these the unusually large crowd brought
strict standards. In many commu matters to a climax. Fortunately no
nities married folk have few oppor one was injured in the accident. After
tunities for going out together in the a long session the officers were elected
evening. A congenial set of such folk for the year as follows: selectmen, Jo
seph B. Welt. Jesse V. Benner. Gard
will occasionally meet for a dinner
ner A. Burncs; town clerk, Otto V.
party or evening of entertainment at Hassiier; own treasurer, Hadley II.
each other’s houses. If there are chil Kuhn; assessors, Elmer E. Hahn,
dren at home and no mold nr a maid George A. Palmer, George N. Winchenwho takes Jt for granted that her eve baugh; member of school committee,
nings are her own, this means that Harold R. Smith; auditor, William A.
some one must be got to "hold the Richards; tax collector, I-a Forrest I.
fort” while the mother and father are Mank; road commissioners, Leon Lud
wig, George A. Delano, Walter Kaler;
away. With such people, though the
constables, Fred E. Jackson .George A.
women of the circle managed to call Wallace, Maurice M. Hilton, Elmer Euoccasionally In the afternoon, there Is g’ey, Justin Welt: fire wardens, Orel
a sort of tacit agreement that party E Ludwig, Fred N. Oliver, Charles W.
calls will not be expected from the Freeman.
• « • •
men because the only time they can
Harriet A. Larrabee
pay these Is in the evening, and when
Mrs. Harriet A. (Wyman) Larrabee
they do go out In the evening they
like to have some more substantial lied Thursday evening, March 1, after
an illness of only two days. Although
diversion than paying calls.
Mrs. Larrabee had not been in good
So nlso It happens that In large health for the last few years her
cities where distances are great the Mends and relatives were totally un
busy business man takes a dislike to prepared for her death. Mrs. Ixrrragoing to a friend’s house when that bee was born in Waldoboro Oet. 29,
friend may not be at home to receive 1855, the daughter of Parker and Bathhis call. It means sometimes an hour’s sheba Wyman. She was married to
trip with n chance of only leaving a Alphonso H. Larrabee, who survives
her. Mrs. Iairrabee also leaves three
card at the end. And, of course, no
children, Mrs. Maude Gardner of How
one properly telephones ahead to warn ard, R. 1., George P. Larrabee of Ston
n hostess of a call.
ington and Mrs. Emily Waldron of
The newcomer, however, always Portland. Several grandchildren mourn
makes a better impression If he doea her loss, among them little Verena
pay the party call and It should be Waldron, who has made her home witli
within ten days of the courtesy enter her since babyhood and whom she loved
tainment for which it is paid. More and cared for witli unselfish devotion.
Ore brother, William 1’. Wyman, sur
over. he should pay It whether or not
vives her, the last living member of
he has attended. If he has received the family. Words can ill describe
an actual stated Invitation for a defi Mrs. Larrabee’s fine and womanly
nite entertainment then the cnll Is character. She was lovable and loving
due, but tf the invitation has been in home relations and witli all with
verbal and only indefinite then he e-hom she came in contact. One could
need not consider it as requiring a not be in her presence without feeling
ihe truth and beauty of her personality.
call.
I®, 1923. by McClure Newspaper Syndicate.) A devoted wife, tender mother and sin
cere friend has passed from earth
------ o------vhc-i'e her presence will be long re
membered by those who knew her and
k,ved her. In ail duties of life she did
well her part and one can truly say
that the world is better because she
lived in it. The last services were held
at her late home Sunday afternoon,
conducted by Rev. Guy McQualdee, pas
tor of the Baptist church. The inter
ment was in the Comery yard.

Wi^GfrAnoNEisr
\|HE COUmtR'fiAZrr.G

ROCKLANO
MAINE

,

"If I had ns many children as Jo
hann Sebastian Bach hfid, I would
wish to have its many of them study
music as Yuy bank account would per
mit,” said a prominent speaker lately.
“I would wish them to study music,
not to make raustclahs of them, but
mainly for the enrichment of their
lives fhat would come from an Inti
mate and direct acquaintance with
the noble and beautiful thoughts of
music-literature. For I believe that
there Is no branch, not excepting lit
erature itself, that can contribute
more abundantly and more richly to
the wholesome development of the
child’s euotlonal life than does mu
sic. when rightly approached aDd
studied. Quite apart from any special
gift which they might possess, I would
wish them to reap the tremendous ad
vantage of this cultural Influence.”

Net to Be Trusted.
The man who is always pointing out
the faults of others to you will also
point out your faults to others.—
Youth’s Companion.
Those small ads In The CourierGazette are rend by every body. That
is why they are so popular and
effective.

This-C ANNEO GOSS S-fak

Physical inopc-ction of school children
is just the ideal time to get acquainted with
in the Mcl.ain building by the Red
Cross nurse. Miss Maude Reilly, lias
ft
been completed, and it may interest,
also perhaps si rprise, many people to
learn the result. As this school draws
children from all parts of the city it im
□
probably ubou: the average percentage
of defects that will be found in the re
mainder of ti e schools. It brings out
1 hiiniy the crying need of thorough and
permanent inspection in our Rockland
schools.
Of 412 -hildren examined, the follow
ing number were found defective
Why not join the hosts vzho always
(many having more than one defect,
i nd several having three or four).
have a supply on hand because they
Defective, 324, or approximately 79% i
cf whole.
Defects of vision. 57, or approximate
ly 14% of whole.
Defects of ears, 23, or approximately
6% of whole.
Defects of teeth, 218, or approxi
Your neighborhood dealer
mately 53% of whole.
Defects ot nose, 80, or approximately '
can supply you.
I 1023)
19% of whole.
Defects of threat, 75, or approximate
ly 18% of wnt ie
Underweight, 87, or approximately
2t% of whole.
In many cases these troubles have
been entlr.-ly uninspected by parents of
the scholars in question.
Parents
FULL LINE OF
ii; aneially ab.e to do so have co-oper dividualH th •<?<• children have been pro give information to anyone desirous of
ated splendidly and in a number of vided with glasses. AL the present lime helping.
there are eight cr ten children urgently
COLUMBIA RECORDS
Milk lunrhes at ihe Tyler building in
cases corrective work lias been done
in need of glasses, but whose parents Gradts I. and II. have .proven very suc
or is in process of being done.
STONINGTON
Other parents, entirely in sympathy are unable to provide them> while cessful. Funds lor this purpose have
realizing the necessity. Anyone, more been provided by a group of interested
FURNITURE
CO.
with this work, and very anxious for
llitlr children’s welfare, are not in a fortunate, with a few dollars to spare, people, and it is to be hoped that as
L.
MARCUS,
313-315
Main
Street
can use it to no better advantage than further interest is aroused these lunch
position to finance the corrective work
ROCKLAND, MAINE
in starting roine of these little folks on es may be ext* nded to all grades nr
necessary, and unless a way is pro
primary ami secondary schools in the
vided to ea _• for these cases, work will the road to health.
Those small ads iii The CourierThe teach.rs are very much inter city. The children who have partaken
be no further advanced than before the
above information was secured, and ested and will be glad to apply -any of the lunches lor the past lour weeks Gazette are read hy every body. That
money received to needy eases in their will be weighed til’s week ,t«» prove in is why they are so popular and
the children will be the sufferers.
terms of pounds and ounces the value
Through the generosity of various in- particular room, or Miss Reilly will
effective.
(.f drinking milk.

Musical Study Valuable.

loVfturHBARJS
yjfoi&rei’Vicedqf

PARENTS

in Miss Maude Reilly, Red Cross
Nurse, Finds 324 Defective
Children At McLain Build
ing.

WUEF.ee, FO'tO \s -cu,'
Au. SOC.D eCBSCJPAQERS]
Preliminaries
To-morrow
COXAE -CO TV.' MO OP -rtktVTL
Night—Winners To Go To
WKPER. 'W KMS6 PBOXAPTLM ’M , ewv OS LiLfW CO1U
vb
Lewiston.
.OOLMbi' TO 06, 'OOW'WttUVRtUf)
The prvlin.in: ry debates between
WXPER. armvi’ wtGWER. ’ki a like
Warren High and Thomaston High will
’M 6CMRSER. TUAXk ALUSATOR.
MOOOL'.
lake place Friday evening. These de
lates are under the auspices of the
Rates Intcrscholaslic Debating League
of Maine Secondary Schools. The af
firmative t-.am -of Thomaston debates
ihe negative team ot Warren at the
.Methodist church. Thomaston. Friday
evening, March 9. On the affirmative
’earn are Howerd J. Beattie and Elli
ott E. Copeland; and on the negative
teem are L. E. Borneman and L. H.
Wyllie. The judges for Thomaston are
Miss Anna Coughlin. Rockland High
School principal. Miss Trask, Grammar
School principal, Rockland, and F.
Morse, superintendent of schools in
"AWEBtlSC 5.
Friendship.
ANO
The affirmative team of Warren
frEt'lWE
meets the negative team of Thomaston,
al the Baptist church, Warren, on the
■same evening. The affirmative team
comprises M. W. Hart, and S. H.
Spear; the negative team. Robert
Mitchell and Gurgianna Wyllie. The
lodges are Rev W. S. Rounds of Rock
land, Rev. Roy II. Short of Thomaston,
and Rev. J. M. Remic'k, Warren.
The public is cordially invited as the
evening program is an exhibition of
both schools’ English work. Special
musical numbers have also been ar
ranged. Much interest has been shown
RIGHT
or. the pari of each s-hnol, as cacti
wishes to send represent.) ;?.’o teams in
at the
the final debates to be held at Lewis
RIGHT TIME
ton April 10. A free-wili offering will
be taken to help defray the expenses
of the school.
By MARY MARSHALL DUFFEB

A PIlfcCARIOUS HOPE
"I hefie they have a checker board ill Heaven ”
•was the remark of Charlie Lee.
As lie finished games with Bill Burkett, whtm
he -had beaten three out of three
Should Charlie ever reach that celettial abode,
and should checkers there be allowed.
lie might see Seme persons whom he dare not
rilav amine that heavenly crowd.
By chalice Joe Huuonton might enter there, or
Frink Gardner or George Shute :
And there’s Euraett Rose and Frank Leblanc,
who might take rhe heavenly route
’There’s notion; sure about Burkett being there
for Hasseti, Charlie would not Iook;
And how could he beat those others without tin
aid of his book?
No books arc alkwed In that heavenly land, of
that there is no doubt;
go for Charl’e to win any games In Heiic-i
tthose five others must stay out.
Every day, in e>ery way, Bill Burkett sh.-u d
strive to enter In
So Charlie Lee could happy be as all games In

STUDENT
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™e Birei

LINE

of Canned Fruits, Vegetables, Fish

Condiments

BUY BY THE CASE

2 BIG SHOWS—1 SMALL PRICE!

PICK OF THE PICTURES

EMPIREZ^±

PA R K

.4________A____ A____ -- ■
Telephone 403
Matinee 2 P. M. Bal. 10c. Floor 17c
Evening 6.45, 8.30. Bal. 17c. Floor 22c
Special Features and Prices
•Thursday and Friday

Telephone 60
Matinee 2 P. M. Evening 6:15, 3:30

TODAY—THURSDAY
ANNETTE KELLERMAN
—IN—
■ WHAT WOMEN LOVE”
Rex Beach’s
"FAIR LADY”

Wm.

MAT. ALL SEATS 28c
EVE. 7.30
FLOOR 35c
BAL. 28c
FRIDAY

* JACK

BACK"
COMEDY

HOLT

“NOBODY’S MONEY”
j , COMEDY

TODAY

DOROTHY GISH
—IN—

FRIDAY

“GREAT

In a Five-Reel Thriller

THE COUNTRY “THE CROW'S NEST"
FLftPPER
Sherlock Holmes

NIGHT”
,

SATURDAY

Dare-devil horsemanship and
stunts that start the
goose-flesh.
COM FDY

SATURDAY

COMEDY

AND

JACK HOXIE

FABLES

WM. RUSSELL in
j

JOSEPH DONDUi, Manager

The girl who almost moved
a mountain to win the man of

And a Big Paramount Cast In

SATURDAY
HARREY CAREY IN
"GOOD MEN ANO TRUE"
“PAID
TARZAN

TODAY
Fox’s Mammoth Spectacle

“NERO”

NEW LEATHER PUSHERS
Round 2
17c-28c MAT AND NIGHT
CHILDREN 10c
FRIDEY
HOUSE PETERS
In a Goldwyn Gem
"THE INVISIBLE POWER”
Companion Feature
"NOTORIETY"
COMEDY

SAeSTRANDTheatre

DOROTHY

DEVOE

—AND—

—IN—

Larry Semon

“LET HER GO”

TRAVEL

———Advertised Goods Reach You

Without Lost Motion
A big part of the cost of living today may be charged lo lost motion, to slow, slip
shod distribution of goods and lo old-style, wasteful selling methods.

For example, every year tons

of

fruits and vegetables rot on the ground,
because it doesn’t pay to pick them.
Discouraged

growers

plant less the

next season, and the supply of food is

reduced. Meanwhile, consumers in the
cities near by grumble over the high
prices. Demand and supply are not
brought together.
Contrast this with the handling of
of oranges.
$1,000,000 a year is
spent for advertising hy the co-opera
tive association of the California Fruit
Growers. A large sum; yet it is only
about onc-fifth of a cent per dozen—
one-sixtieth of a cent for each orange
sold.

And this advertising has kept down
the cost of oranges. To quote an of
ficial of the Exchange:

“The cost of belling orangey and
lemons through the California Fruit
Growers’ Exchange is lower today than
it was ten years ago.
“In the twelve years since the first
campaign was launched the consump
tion of the California oranges has
doubled. The American consumer has
been taught hy co-operative advertis
ing to eat nearly twice as many oranges
as before.
“Had the orange industry remained on
th® old basis, there would have been no
profit in growing oranges. New acre
age would not have been planted. Old
orchards would most surely have been
uprooted and other crops planted.’’

Advertising properly done, saves
money for the consumer and makes
money for the producer by driving out
wasteful methods, increasing volume
and cutting down the costs of selling
and distribution.

Published by The Rockland Courier-Gazette in co-opcrafion
with The American Association of Advertising Agencies.

I
Rockland Courier-Gazette, Thursday, March 8, 1923.
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Every-Other-Day

LOG OF THE RAMBLING SUSAN
In Which the Crew Witnesses A Wonderful Mirage and
Sees Rough Weather—The Captain’s Yam.

Why Pay $10 for
38c worth of energy?

BY W L. CLARK

I have been very much interested in high mountains, instead of being in
Just remem
IN THE PUBLIC LIBRARY
Hie sea yarns or M. M. Brown, and mid-ocean we seemed to have sailed
ber this: Tire
into some unknown bay.
Veritas, and it has awakened a desire
Week days- -9 a. ni. to 9 pm.
economy does
The mate was an old shellback who
Sundays—2 p. in. to & l>. tn.
in me to tell the story of a voyage in had sailed the Seven Seas and some of
not come from
which I took part, that for reasons the lakes, and he said he recognized
purchase price
Ruth Sawyer, author of Gladiuia
ORE industries must ultimately come to Maine to avail
lierinafter stated, has been withheld tho land in sight. He told us that
but
from tire
Murphy, i oner,,I,-red her publishers oil
ahead was Table Mountain; that to
from the public altogether too long. I
Valentine's day by sending them a big
quality. On
themselves of Maine water powers
port the peak of Teneriffe; the |>an of
red heart edoined with lace paper and
am aware that story writers are ex Matanzes on the starboard hand, ami
such a basis
inscribed
with
the
following
verses:
pected to clothe their ideas in silken the Rock of Gibralter over the stern.
"Tn you who bu; and then who sell,
DIAMOND
phrases, and all the frilly' language of The captain wore a worried look. He
ATE figures issued by the U. S. Geological Survey tell why
Those hooks ,Me iry In write so well—
said
it
was
an
unusuaJ
situation
—
CORDS
Who make each jaiudy jacket fit
which they are capable, but mine for
llur feeble ihuu.lit and pallid wit—
very. 1 told him I’d say so, not know
manufacturers must turn from coal to water power, must move
Whn ring oar p ,- si- wi h ageless chimes
the best of reasons must be dressed in ing much about it.
are the cheap
Aud advert se us in The Times —
plain homespun. Besides cutting out
After heaving the lead and finding
est to buy.
Measuring our fame per line.
to states that have developed water power. Here is the indictment
Oil, li.iipars'
several hundred swearwords which I we were off s lundings the old man ap
Be
our
vialctv-itie.
”
against coal:
a
. . . .
learned from the ship’s parrot, 1 am peared to feel better. As the moruing
KNOX COUNTY MOTOR SALES CO
advanced the haze began to clear away
ROCKLAND.
MAINE
Two of I-Inn hl Bell Wright’s novelsJF
troubled with trypanosome in my pen and the land began to recede farther
CAMDEN AUTO SALES CO.
H *len of the Old House.” and “Their
hand which makes it extremely pain and farther until it disappeared en600 lbs. are lost in mining.
/
CAMDEN. MAINE
Yesterdays.” have recently been transful to write words of more than two tircly. and then we realized we had
Tel. 333
Ford Seles & Ser.ice
a led into Swedish.
or three syllables. Therefore, with a seen a mirage such its is seldom given
31 lbs. are consumed in mining.
• ♦ * •
limited vocabulary. 1 must tell my ex-j to mortals to behold.
The le st EsKimo dog to be exhibited
82
lbs. are consumed in transportation.
perience in a few words. ,
I When the sun rose it looked like a
it the Cuming Cleveland Dog Show will
1 was surprised to notice that a lit-1 huge glass gh be tilled with french
eive as a prjze a copy of “Polaris.
I 3 lbs. are lost en route.
He shade of skepticism seemed to lin- j mustard, the air was hot and stifling pipes and the captain ♦ntertained us
The story of a:. Eskimo Dog.” by Ernest
ger in the minds of Brown and Veritas The glass was still going down, and with stories of life on the farm. He
548 lbs. are lost in firing, smoke, etc.
Iarold Baynes. Polaris was a real
regarding each other's veracity. For the sky was assuming the color of dull told us scrapes he got into while
,og and was g:.id by those who knew
my part 1 believe an old sailor’s word | copper. The captain ordered a three- breaking up on thi "nndder" with a inm to be the finest Eskimo dog in the
650 lbs. are lost in converting heat into energy.
is as good as his bond. I have a few , reefed spanker anu fore staysail set wonderful yokt of steers ow ned by his
orld Tho book is published by Mac
barnacles ou my own back, so I ought | to hold her tip to the wind when the father,
76 lbs. are converted into energy.
Millan. The first chapters of Polaris
to know something about it. If there I hurricane broke as we all knew it would
I distinctly remember one of his ime out in Country Life.
are any who doubt the truth of my i in short order. Suddenly a rumbling yarns although
many years lsive
• • • •
Seventy-six pounds are utilized, 1,924
story they have only to And the log of i muse was heard which seemed to come passed since I herd it. Said he:
A memorial library is to be presented
pounds are wasted.
the Rambling Susan, and they will find from the bottom of the sea. and the 'Father cut a pine tree for a mast for to the little Ol. • village of Lithopolis
everything jotted down just as 1 am old lxrk seemed to he lifted bodily a small schooner, and told me to take by Mrs. Mabel Wagnails Jones to
If a ton of bituminous coal costs $10—the
about to state it, or I could prove it by and then dropped back into tlie ocean ’lie sleers anel haul it out of the woods. whom O. H^nr> “Letters To Lithopoold Bill Jones if he were alive.
just as a crash came fr mi over head I took hut one chain with me and I
were written. Mrs. Jones is the
coal we utilize costs us 38 cents. The coal we
In my youthful days 1 had quite a wliieh seemed to portend the end of found it to be too short to go around daughter of Adam W. Wagnails, thseafareing experience, cruising the all things, while white hot bolts were the log and reach the ling in the yoke. publisher The library will ultimately
waste costs us $9.62.
'Keag river with II. It. Curtis of Bal- shooting athwart tlie heavens and ap To mend matters I chopped a score ontain the entire Wagnails collection
six inches deep a!! tlie way around that if original r^ano -ripts. autographed
lyhack, in a square-toed schooner peared to he dropping into the sea.
log and by hooking the chain in that volumes and historic letters, including
rigged punt, and many an uncharted
• • * •
ANUFACTURERS are nol long going lo pay $10 for
I had length enough for my purpose..
leek and bit of mussel bed we found
Although there was not a breath of. There had been a sudden chinje in those written by • (>.v Henry.
* *
on our voyages of discovery. I have ■ wind tlie old craft shivered and trem- j
38c worth of energy. They will go to states where water
lie wrath r ; nd that il.irn-tl log was
never been able to trace my lineage hied as though frightened. Tile
A juvenile ’rek of more than ordinary
tllPI’P '
IHVUSU II ISHlt’IH'll.
lilt* Spcll'b
frozen so'iil to the ground, tint I interest is John Buchan’s, “A Book of
back more than 13 generations
.
, shook,
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